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1. The widely accepted assumption that abnormal  kinematics and consequent  abnormal
loading within the knee initiate osteoarthritis underlies much of current osteoarthritis
research and orthopedic practice. (This thesis)
2. An MRI scanner, two fluoroscopes, and a group of keen students with computers suffice
for the accurate analysis of in vivo knee biomechanics. (This thesis)
3. A minimal  shif in tibiofemoral  kinematics in  cruciate  ligament deficiency  results  in  a
considerable change in cartilage loading distribution within the knee joint. (This thesis)
4. Injury of the posterior cruciate ligament is not be as benign as previously thought. (This
thesis)
5. Cruciate ligament deficiency upsets the entire in vivo knee homeostasis with changes in
patellofemoral  biomechanics and elongation patterns of the collateral ligaments. (This
thesis)
6. Of the various lateral extra-articular reconstructions, an anatomic anterolateral ligament
reconstruction might be the least biomechanically favorable option. (This thesis)
7. The study of in vivo knee biomechanics documents more than just common sense. (This
thesis)
8. Evidence  based  medicine  is  not  restricted  to  randomized  trials  and  meta-analyses.
Sometimes  the  evidence  we  need  will  come  from  the  basic  sciences  […].  (David  L.
Sacket)
9. Orthopaedic  sports  medicine extends far  beyond the boundaries  of  the intercondylar
notch. (Robert E. Leach)
10. The  knee  anterolateral  ligament  may  be  fiction,  but  we  thought  it  fact.  (James  H.
Lubowitz, Editor-in-Chief, Arthroscopy)
11. Never include too many articles about the anterior cruciate ligament in any one issue of
the Journal. (The ACL Rule, the American Journal of Sports Medicine)
12. Dad, you should become a pediatric orthopaedic surgeon. Children’s bones are smaller so
you are home sooner. (Svea Van de Velde) 
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“Biomechanics is mechanics applied to biology. Biomechanics seeks to 
understand the mechanics of living systems. The motivation for research 
in this area comes from the realization that biology can no more be 
understood without biomechanics than an airplane can without 
aerodynamics. For an airplane, mechanics enables us to design its 
structure and predict its performance. For an organism, biomechanics 
helps us to understand its normal function, predict changes due to 
alterations, and propose methods of artificial intervention. Thus 
diagnosis and treatment are closely associated with biomechanics.”  
Y.C. Fung, 1981 
 
Injury during sports is a constant threat and, of all injuries, those of the knee fulfill the 
athlete's greatest fear of spending a long time out of action.5 The most common disabling 
injury of the knee is rupture of the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL), with an estimated 
annual incidence of one in 1,750 in patients under 30 years of age.19 The tell-tale ‘pop’ of 
the ligament (and accompanying pain) means the end of the athlete’s season and the 
beginning of approximately a year of rehabilitation before a full recovery is possible. Acute 
injury of the ACL is associated with meniscal tears, chondral damage, and injury to the 
medial collateral ligament (MCL).9,20,28,33 As the ACL injury becomes more chronic, an 
increasing incidence of joint swelling, instability, and meniscal tears is found.1,14,31,32 
Ultimately, an increased incidence,14,36 an earlier onset,36 and a faster progression22 of knee 
osteoarthritis (OA) is seen in ACL deficient patients.  
Rupture of the posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) – which compared to the ACL has 
received much less attention in the literature despite its incidence of up to 37% in patients 
presenting with knee hemarthrosis after a sports or traffic accident – might not be as benign 
as previously thought.13,18,24,40 Even though many PCL deficient patients do relatively well 
with nonoperative treatment fairly long term, several studies have shown that as an isolated 
PCL deficiency becomes chronic, persistent pain, swelling, and instability are prevalent, 
eventually resulting in joint degeneration.10-13,24,40,41 
According to a survey of orthopaedic surgeons that were randomly selected from the 
American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons (AAOS) directory, the standard of care for a 
ruptured ACL in persons who place a high demand on the ligament is an arthroscopic 
autograft reconstruction of the damaged ligament.29 Each year ~200,000 patients opt for 
ACL reconstruction in the United States,7 drawn by the excellent postoperative stability and 
health-related quality of life.3 Serious adverse events such as infection and deep vein 
thrombosis are rare (<1%),8,17 and the most distressing complication of ACL reconstruction, 
i.e. failure of the reconstructed ACL graft, occurs in less than 6%.26,42 Yet, despite the 
generally high patient-reported satisfaction and function, less than 50% of patients return to 
 
 
their preinjury level of play after uncomplicated ACL reconstruction.2,37 Interestingly, more 
than 50% of patients might be able to cope with the loss of ACL function when they are 
provided with structured rehabilitation supervised by a physical therapist, without 
compromising the clinical results.15 Even at 5-years, clinical results and radiographic 
measures did not differ between knees surgically reconstructed early or late and those with 
an ACL deficient knee treated with rehabilitation alone, indicating that not every young, 
active adult necessarily requires surgical reconstruction of the ACL.16 Eventually, no long-
term difference in OA prevalence has been detected between patients that opted for 
conservative treatment and those that opted for surgery.27 
The optimal treatment of isolated PCL injuries is even more controversial than that of ACL 
injuries. Whereas some clinicians have traditionally advocated nonoperative treatment of a 
torn PCL because many patients with PCL deficiency have good functional results,12,34 
others have supported surgical reconstruction based on long-term follow-up studies 
revealing an association between the increased posterior displacement of the tibia and joint 
degeneration in PCL deficient knees.6,11,25,38 Unfortunately, analogous to the inability of 
ACL reconstruction to prevent long-term joint degeneration, OA has been reported in 20% 
to 60% of patients after PCL reconstruction as well.4,11,21,35  
The etiology of the variable perception of disability following cruciate ligament deficiency, 
the reduced reintegration in sports participation after surgical reconstruction, and the 
inability of either ACL or PCL reconstruction to prevent OA is multifaceted and goes 
beyond the scope of the present thesis. For one, lifestyle naturally changes with increasing 
age, and so do the physical demands of the knee. No relationship has been found between 
knee function and activity level. Rather, most patients who were less active after cruciate 
ligament reconstruction at a young age indicated a change in interest with advancing age.37  
Fear of reinjury or further damage is cited as an additional critical factor for not returning to 
play at any level of competition in a different cohort.30 Another factor in the variable 
disability perception might be the plastic changes in brain activation patterns following 
cruciate ligament rupture. For example, functional MR imaging of patients with chronic 
ACL deficiency has shown a reorganization of the central nervous system, suggesting that 
ACL injury might be regarded as a neurophysiologic dysfunction with altered propriocepsis 
and centrally controlled balance disturbances.23 Finally, the loss of cruciate ligament 
integrity directly causes direct biomechanical modifications of the injured lower limb – 
modifications which might persist even after clinically successful reconstruction. It is the 
latter topic that will be the focus of the present thesis. 
The aim of this thesis is to explore the complexity of biomechanics of a rupture of either 
the ACL or the PCL complex. 
Measuring biomechanics of the knee with an acceptable degree of accuracy is difficult. 
When the in vivo knee joint motion is analyzed in all its six degrees-of-freedom without 
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compromising on physiological loading conditions, the task becomes even more 
challenging. This thesis offers a brief overview of the development, validation and 
application of a non-invasive imaging methodology to capture the in vivo biomechanics of 
ACL deficient and PCL deficient knees.  
By combining dual fluoroscopy to capture the in vivo joint motion and magnetic resonance 
(MR) imaging to reconstruct the joint anatomy, we obtained a comprehensive insight in 
both tibiofemoral as well as patellofemoral kinematics and cartilage biomechanics of 
healthy knees under various loading conditions. These baseline measurements helped us 
comprehend the alterations in biomechanics seen in knees after injury of either ACL or 
PCL, which in turn generated clinically useful data for the improvement of our surgical 
reconstruction techniques. 
The thesis is organized in several chapters, with the first chapters focusing on the 
measurement methodology and its validation, the next chapters covering the biomechanical 
sequelae of ACL injury and PCL injury, and the final chapters concentrating on the ACL 
complex as it affects the entire knee joint. 
In Chapter 2, we present a rationale for the measurement of in vivo knee biomechanics. In 
Chapter 3, we describe the step-by-step approach to the measurement of in vivo knee 
biomechanics with the combined MR and dual fluoroscopic imaging system. Results are 
only as strong as the validity of the measurement system that generates the data. Therefore, 
we outline in Chapter 4 our validation study of the combined MR and dual fluoroscopic 
imaging system for  the measurement of tibiofemoral kinematics.  
The biomechanical data of ACL deficient and PCL deficient knees that were obtained with 
the combined MR and dual fluoroscopic imaging system are presented in the subsequent 
chapters. Chapters 5 and 6 demonstrate how minimal alterations in tibiofemoral kinematics 
in ACL deficient and PCL deficient knees result in abnormal cartilage contact 
biomechanics. Since the tibiofemoral and patellofemoral kinematics are linked, it is not 
surprising to see that rupture of either ACL or PCL also affects the patellofemoral joint 
(Chapters 7 and 8). That deficiency of one of the knee joint structures upsets the in vivo 
knee homeostasis is demonstrated by the changes seen in the collateral ligaments in ACL 
injured knees (Chapter 9).  
We contend that the study of in vivo knee biomechanics is more than an esoteric basic 
science field, and can generate clinically useful data. For example, in Chapter 10, based on 
our biomechanics analysis we argue against performing an anatomic reconstruction of the  
anterolateral ligament (ALL), and instead make a case for reconsidering the more 
traditional lateral extra-articular reconstructions in patients with increased anterolateral 
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In orthopaedic surgery, the central pathology motivating the study of biomechanics is 
osteoarthritis (OA). The stiffness, pain and loss of movement attributed to OA affect nearly 
27 million people in the United States and increase its total health care costs by $186 billion 
each year.20 The knee, the principal large joint to be targeted by OA, results in disabling 
knee symptoms in an estimated 10% of the UK population older than 55, a quarter of whom 
are severely disabled.28 Despite decades of research, OA continues to be viewed as an 
irreversible degradation of the joint. Upon diagnosis, the patient is resigned to either 
palliative medical care or – if conservative management fails – surgical replacement of the 
diseased joint. Current orthopaedic practice and its attempts at preventing OA are to a large 
extent based on the widely accepted assumption that abnormal joint kinematics, with 
consequent abnormal loading within the joint, initiate detrimental processes such as the 
progressive degeneration of articular cartilage and the subchondral bone next to it. The 
biomechanics of the various musculoskeletal articulations are therefore studied so that 
treatment protocols could be developed that create optimal joint environments: the creation 
of an optimal biomechanical joint environment, whether it is done through reconstructing a 
ruptured ligament or modifying the joint alignment by bracing or osteotomy is believed to 
avert long-term complications of OA.   
The predicament is that any research, biomechanics or not, directed at OA and its 
prevention is complicated by the fact that the pathogenesis of OA is likely multifactorial 
and remains unclear to a large extent. The long-held belief that knee OA is a 
straightforward “wear and tear” disease of cartilage has been abandoned by many experts.2 
Instead, the metabolic and structural changes that are seen in the osteoarthritic joint are 
currently viewed as the adaptive response of the synovial joint to a variety of genetic, 
constitutional, or biomechanical insults.6 Nevertheless, it remains widely accepted that knee 
joint instability is an important risk factor in the aetiopathogenesis of the disease11,12,30 – an 
assumption bolstered, for example, by the success of the instability-inducing transection of 
the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL), a well-established animal model to study OA.7,24 
Analogous to the study of osteoarthritic changes following ACL deficiency in dogs, sheep 
or horses, the biomechanical examination of patients that are seen in the orthopaedic 
practice with an instability-inducing injury, such as rupture of the ACL or posterior cruciate 
ligament (PCL), has been compelling to OA researchers for several reasons. Rupture of one 
of the cruciate ligaments is a common and acute injury (annually one in every 1750 people 
between 15 and 25 years old could become ACL-deficient15 and up to 40% of patients 
evaluated for knee hemarthrosis have an associated PCL injury10), and is associated with 
rapid cartilage degeneration and a very high risk for developing knee OA in the affected 
knee.30 In other words, patient recruitment is relatively easy, the time of disease onset could 
be clearly determined, and the contralateral knee could be used as an intra-subject control.19  
Even though OA is now widely believed to result in part from local mechanical factors 
acting within the context of systemic susceptibility, very little is known about the 
 
 
Figure 1. The robotic testing system with pulleys for the application of muscle loads. 
biomechanical response of healthy articular cartilage to physiologic loading or about the 
extent of the mechanical alteration in the knee joint once one of the cruciate ligaments is 
ruptured. Even less is known about the impact of surgical reconstruction on the 
biomechanics of articular cartilage. In addition, most research has been directed 
predominantly at the tibiofemoral joint. In contrast, little is attention has been paid to the 
patellofemoral joint – the knee compartment with often the predominant clinical complaints 
following cruciate ligament injury. Finally, few quantitative data have been reported on the 
effect of cruciate ligament deficiency on the soft tissue structures surrounding the knee joint 
– structures critical for the maintenance of the knee joint homeostasis. We believe that these 
critical gaps in knowledge are due to the difficulty in analyzing with an acceptable accuracy 
the in vivo biomechanics of the both the tibiofemoral and patellofemoral joint with its 
corresponding cartilage layers and soft tissue structures.  
Historically, the joint kinematics have been studied using cadaveric specimens. For 
example, in our laboratory a robotic testing system is used which applies various external 
loads on a human cadaver knee and measures the corresponding changes in knee kinematics 
as well as in situ forces in the native ACL and reconstruction grafts (Figure 1). Knowledge 
obtained from these studies has been vital for our current approach to the treatment of 
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various articular pathologies. However, due to the complexity of muscle loading patterns, 
the simulation of the human joint function under physiological loads remains difficult in in-
vitro conditions. Furthermore, factors such as graft healing and postoperative rehabilitation 
cannot be addressed in-vitro. Out of this context, the quest for an accurate, minimally 
invasive method to analyze the in vivo joint biomechanics was initiated. 
In brief, measuring the in vivo joint biomechanics in six degrees-of-freedom (6DOF) with 
an acceptable accuracy has been proven to be technically challenging. Multiple video 
cameras have been used to track the three-dimensional (3D) motions of reflective markers 
fixed to the skin.8,29 Due to the relative motion between the skin and the underlying bones, 
as well as the difficulty in identifying external landmarks on the tested joint, there is a 
certain degree of inaccuracy associated with this technique.4 One solution that has been 
proposed to reduce the artifact associated with non-rigid body movement of points placed 
on the skin during gait analysis was based on uniformly distributing a cluster of points on 
the limb segment.1 To entirely eliminate the effect of skin motion, reflective markers have 
been fixed directly to knee or ankle bones using intracortical pins.21,35 Another technique, 
roentgen stereophotogrammatric analysis (RSA), was developed to measure the motion of 
roentgen opaque markers embedded within bone, which are captured using dual X-ray 
images.23,33 The accuracy of kinematic measurements greatly improved. Unfortunately the 
enhanced precision could only be attained through disruption of the joint, limiting the 
clinical implementations. Another highly accurate but intrinsically invasive analysis 
technique which has greatly enhanced our understanding of in vivo joint contact forces was 
the placement of instrumented joint prostheses that measure the in vivo dynamic loads 
experienced by for example the shoulder,5 hip,17 or knee9 during daily activities. 
Unfortunately, the technique is obviously limited to patients scheduled for joint arthroplasty 
surgery. 
Recently, computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance (MR) imaging techniques 
have been introduced into in vivo musculoskeletal joint biomechanics studies.16,26,31 These 
techniques offer 3D quantification of in vivo morphology and positions of the joint without 
using invasive markers – qualifications of particular value in the examination of the human 
spine with its complicated anatomy13,27 or for the study of the complex glenohumeral and 
thoracoscapular motion patterns in the shoulder.14 Within the imaging equipment however, 
joint motion is restricted, thereby limiting the flexibility to study various functional 
activities.  
Fluoroscopy, the radiology technique that allows still or moving digital images of internal 
structures on a monitor or TV screen, has been used extensively for the analysis of in vivo 
knee joint and total knee arthroplasty (TKA) kinematics,3,18,32,34,36 due to its relative 
accessibility, easiness to operate, and low radiation dosage compared to traditional X-rays.  
 
 
Figure 2.  A concise overview of the methodology. The kinematics during a single-leg 
lunge (A) were analyzed using a combined MR and dual fluoroscopic imaging 
technique (B), in which an MR-based 3D model (1) and fluoroscopic images (2) are 
combined and manipulated in six degrees-of-freedom (3), resulting in a series of knee 
models (4) which accurately reproduce the performed in vivo activity (C). 
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The widespread availability of mobile digital fluoroscopic systems with dynamic imaging 
capabilities and adjustable configurations (“C-arms”) has placed this type of motion 
analysis now within reach of many research groups. Both single- and double-plane 
fluoroscopic systems are utilized with excellent results. For the examination of tissue 
responses under in vivo loading conditions, single-plane fluoroscopy provides experimental 
flexibility and relatively large viewing volumes, besides the lower radiation and cost.188 
Although 3D model matching could theoretically be achieved using a single image, certain 
studies have found that the use of only a single image may not result in the same accuracy 
in the out-of-plane degrees-of-freedom compared to the in-plane motion.18,22 To eliminate 
this critical source of error, our laboratory has added the additional fluoroscope, thereby 
creating a dual fluoroscopic imaging system for the analysis of in vivo knee joint motion in 
all degrees-of-freedom. 
Over the past decade, the research of joint biomechanics in our laboratory has gone through 
an evolution from in-vitro simulation to in vivo measurements. The overall goal of our 
project was to develop a non-invasive methodology that would not only be capable of 
capturing joint kinematics in all degrees-of-freedom, but would also be sufficiently accurate 
for the detailed analysis of subtle articular contact changes during physiologic loading. 
Furthermore, the methodology would incorporate unmodified and commercially available 
imaging hardware, so that – once automated algorithms for the various processes are 
refined – the in vivo analysis of joint biomechanics could be employed in routine clinical 
settings. Our approach was to combine the benefits of fluoroscopy (i.e. in vivo joint 
motion) and MR imaging (i.e. joint anatomy), while reducing the innate limitations of the 
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The widespread availability of mobile digital fluoroscopic systems with dynamic imaging 
capabilities places this type of motion analysis within reach of many research groups. With 
the addition of the second fluoroscope though, and the incorporation of a treadmill to 
analyze gait, the fluoroscopic analysis technique, which was once a rather straightforward 
method, has become more complex. Therefore, the purpose of the present manuscript was 
to provide a comprehensive review of the various processes that are associated with the 
dynamic knee joint motion analysis, including patient selection, construction of three-

























Fluoroscopy has been used extensively for the analysis of in vivo knee joint and total knee 
arthroplasty (TKA) kinematics.2,13,22,23,25 The fluoroscopic images, taken by either one or 
two fluoroscopes, can be combined with three-dimensional (3D) anatomic models of the 
knee joint, created based on computerized tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance (MR) 
images. When analyzing TKA kinematics, 3D computer-aided design (CAD) models of the 
TKA components (supplied by the manufacturer) are usually used. Both single- and double-
plane fluoroscopic systems are utilized with excellent results. For the examination of tissue 
responses under in vivo loading conditions, single-plane fluoroscopy provides experimental 
flexibility and relatively large viewing volumes, besides the lower radiation and cost.18  
Although 3D model matching could theoretically be achieved using a single image, certain 
studies have found that the use of only a single image may not result in the same accuracy 
in the out-of-plane degrees-of-freedom compared to the in- plane motion.13,17 For this 
reason, our laboratory has added the additional fluoroscope, thereby creating a dual 
fluoroscopic imaging system (DFIS) for the analysis of in vivo knee joint motion.17  
In a recent validation study, we compared the reproduction of dynamic knee flexion by our 
combined MR-DFIS technique to the kinematics measured by a methodology similar to the 
highly accurate but invasive Roentgen Stereophotogrammatric Analysis (RSA),16 and found 
an excellent agreement in all degrees-of-freedom that were determined by the two methods. 
Additionally, the feasibility of the DFIS for the application of in vivo knee joint kinematic 
analysis was demonstrated by measuring the six degrees-of freedom (6DOF) knee joint 
motion of one living subject during a step ascent and treadmill gait.  
With the addition of the second fluoroscope however, and the incorporation of a treadmill 
to analyze gait, the analysis technique has become more complex. Therefore, the purpose of 
the present manuscript was to provide a clear, illustrated, and comprehensive review of our 
experience to date with the DFIS technique.14,15 
 
METHODOLOGY 
1. Patient Selection 
The first steps of the combined MR and DFIS technique are the inclusion, instruction, and 
protection of the patient. First, the treadmill gait of patients with a body mass index (BMI) 
greater than 30 is difficult to investigate, because the contralateral leg may obstruct the 
imaging of the studied knee joint and thus hamper the analysis of treadmill gait. 
Second, during participation in the study, each patient’s knee is MR scanned, which is 
necessary for the construction of a 3D anatomic knee model (see below). As with every 
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MRI scanner, patients with metal implants (such as surgical clips, fixation screws and 
plates, and pacemakers) are excluded from the study. 
Finally, although low compared to traditional X-rays, a minimal amount of radiation 
exposure to the patient is intrinsic to the DFIS. The Radiation Safety Committee at our 
institute has calculated that the amount of radiation the patient is exposed to is 13 millirem 
during our dynamic imaging of the knee joint. For the protection against unnecessary 
radiation exposure, each patient is provided with a lead skirt and vest and a lead thyroid 
shield. Any woman of childbearing potential is questioned and urine or serum tested to 
determine whether she is possibly pregnant. If found pregnant, she is excluded from the 
study. 
 
2. MRI scan and construction of 3D knee model 
The next step following patient selection is the acquirement of MR images of the studied  
knee joint (8). When studying cartilage deformation, we ask the patient to refrain from all 
Figure 1. An illustration of the creation of a 3D MR image based model of the knee 
joint. Within each MR image of the knee (A), the contours of the tibia, fibula, femur 
and patella are digitized (B).  Using the contour lines created in the individual MR 
images, meshes are assembled (C), resulting in a 3D model of the knee (D).  
 
 
strenuous activity for at least four hours prior to their visit, and to remain non-weight 
bearing for one hour prior to the MR imaging of the knee.5 During scanning, each patient is 
asked to lay supine with the knee in a relaxed, extended position while sagittal and coronal 
plane images are acquired with a 3.0 Tesla MR scanner. Each knee scanning lasts 
approximately twelve minutes per plane. 
The MR images are then imported into commercially available solid modeling software 
(Rhinoceros®, McNeel, Seattle, WA) to construct 3D surface mesh models of the tibia, 
fibula, femur and articulating cartilage. The 3D models are created by digitizing the 
contours of the tibia, fibula, femur and articulating cartilage within each MR image. 
Unfortunately, delineations between bone and soft tissue in MR images do not always lend 
themselves to unique contours. Numeric routines to locate “edges” (boundary regions based 
on the gradient in image intensity), combined with a human operator reviewing these 
contours to determine that faulty contours are not added to the model, have been 
developed.6 However, based on our experience, for the time being a trained researcher can 
accomplish the digitizing task most reliably manually. The digitized data (x, y, z 
coordinates) are then linked using B-Spline curves to reproduce the contours of the tibia, 
fibula, femur, and articulating cartilage. Meshes are assembled using the contour lines with 
a point density of 80 vertices/cm2 and triangular facets with an average aspect ratio of 2, 
creating geometric bony models. A typical 3D knee joint model is shown in figure 1. 
Following one week of supervised training, the construction of one complete knee model 
requires on average eight hours. 
3. Fluoroscopic Scanning 
In order to capture simultaneous images of the knee at different flexion angles, two 
fluoroscopes (BV Pulsera®, Philips, Bothell, WA) are used. The fluoroscopes use a pulsed 
snapshot X-ray to capture images (1024 X 1024 pixels with voxel size 0.28 X 0.28 mm). A 
snap shot in our system takes a pulse interval  of  8 milliseconds (ms).  Therefore, by 
setting up 25.33 ms rest time between two X-ray pulses, we can obtain 30 snapshot images 
in one second. If we set up 58.67 ms between two X-ray pulses, we can obtain 15 snapshot 
images in one second.16 The fluoroscopes we use are commercially available and 
unmodified. 
The fluoroscope has a clearance of approximately one meter between the X-ray source and 
the image intensifier, allowing the patient to be imaged by the fluoroscopes simultaneously 
as he or she performs dynamic weightbearing activities throughout the entire range of 
motion. A treadmill is incorporated within the DFIS to study the knee motion during 
walking. In theory, a force-plate instrumented treadmill could be used to capture the ground 
reaction forces in all three coordinates during walking.21 For the purpose of accurately 
differentiating the heel-strike and toe-off instances at a moderate cost though, we use two 
thin dynamic TekScan pressure sensors, fixed to the heel and the toe of the shoes. The 
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reaction forces in all three coordinates during walking.21 For the purpose of accurately 
differentiating the heel-strike and toe-off instances at a moderate cost though, we use two 
thin dynamic TekScan pressure sensors, fixed to the heel and the toe of the shoes. The 
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treadmill is placed on a platform so that it can be easily centered between the fluoroscopes 
(figure 2). In general, the range of knee motion during the treadmill gait (~ 350 mm) is 
larger than the diameter of the image intensifier of the fluoroscopes (~ 295 mm). We 
therefore re-orientate the two fluoroscopes so that the knee motion can be captured within a 
field of view of ~ 450 mm by both fluoroscopes during the gait.  
In our preliminary experience, the optimal fluoroscope setup for treadmill gait analysis is a 
120° angle between the planes of the fluoroscopic intensifiers, spaced 10 cm apart, and with 
the radiation beams parallel to the ground (figure 2). Two laser-positioning devices, 
attached to the fluoroscopes, helped to align the target knee within the field of view of the 
fluoroscopes during the stance phase. In addition, a radiopaque marker taped to the skin of 
the studied knee joint facilitates the centering the studied joint during imaging on the 
display monitor. With this setup, we are capable of capturing the full gait cycle,16 and 
Figure 2. Overview of one of the activities that could be analyzed with the dual 
fluoroscopes, namely treadmill gait. For capturing the entire gait cycle, the fluoroscopes 
(F1 and F2) were oriented with a 120° angle between the fluoroscopic intensifiers, 
spaced 10 cm apart (measured between the closest diameter point of the intensifiers), 






Figure 3. The fluoroscopic images are imported into the solid modeling software and 
placed in the planes based on the position of the respective fluoroscopes during the 
imaging of the patient (A, superior and frontal view of “virtual fluoroscopic system”, 
with illustrative person on treadmill for orientation). The 3D MR image–based knee 
models of tibia (B), femur (C), and patella are imported into the same software and 
independently manipulated in six degrees-of-freedom inside the software until the 
projections of the model matched the outlines of the fluoroscopic images. 
 
 
walking speeds up to 1.3 m/s could be analyzed without significant motion blur.15 The knee 
is then imaged during three consecutive strides. Our entire dynamic analysis of the knee 
joint, which includes treadmill gait, step ascent, chair rise, and lunge, takes less than 30 
minutes. 
4. Matching 
The relative location and orientation of the X-ray sources and image intensifiers of the two 
fluoroscopes are reproduced as points in 3D space in the modeling software (Rhinoceros®, 
McNeel, Seattle, WA) (fig 3).7 The fluoroscopic images are then corrected for distortion 
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using the method of Gronenschild,10 imported in the solid modeling software and placed in 
the position of the intensifiers of the virtual DFIS. The bony contours of the femur, tibia, 
fibula, and patella are outlined on the fluoroscopic images. These curves representing the 
projections of the knee will aid in matching the 3D knee model to the fluoroscopic images 
(see below).  
Next, the 3D knee model is imported in the same modeling file, placed in the 3D space 
between the points that replicate the respective fluoroscopes, and viewed from the source 
points (by setting at origin of the view at the source point and directed at the intensifier 
point), effectively projecting the 3D model onto the fluoroscopic images (figure 3).17 With 
the modeling file’s viewing screen set to multiple panes, the 3D model can be 
simultaneously translated and rotated in all degrees-of-freedom in a controlled manner in 
indefinitely small increments. Once the 3D model’s position in space approaches the bony 
contours of the fluoroscopic images though, the latter contours become difficult to detect, 
because the model blocks the viewing of the fluoroscopic images. To resolve this, we first 
outline the bony contours of the femur, tibia, fibula, and patella on the fluoroscopic images 
– these outlines can be highlighted and remain visible while the 3D model shifts over the 
bony contours on the fluoroscopic images. When the 3D model matches the bony contours 
on both fluoroscopic images, a ‘match’ is made. This matching process is repeated for each 
desired instance of the dynamic activity.  
Manually matching the 3D model to the fluoroscopic images remains the gold standard at 
our laboratory, until automated algorithms have been further refined and validated.4 
Following one week of supervised training, the entire matching process including image 
correction, virtual environment setup, and reproduction of the in vivo knee activities 
(treadmill gait, step ascent, chair rise, and lunge, totaling approximately 12 fluoroscopic 
image pairs per activity) requires on average eight hours. 
5. Measuring Kinematics 
When describing knee kinematics, we typically use either a coordinate system based on the 
transepicondylar axis of the femur,9,20,24 or a coordinate system utilizing the geometric 
center axis of the femur (figure 4) in which the various tibial and femoral axes are drawn 
manually based on the bony geometry of the MR model.9 
 
 
The tibial coordinates are identical for both coordinate systems. The long axis of the tibial 
shaft is drawn first by creating a line parallel to the posterior wall of the tibial shaft in the 
sagittal plane. An anterior-posterior axis and a medial-lateral axis are then drawn 
perpendicular to the long axis of the tibia. The axes intersect at the center of the tibial 
plateau to form a Cartesian coordinate system. 
In the coordinate system based on the trans-epicondylar axis of the femur, two axes are 
drawn on the femur : the long axis of the femur (parallel to the posterior wall of the femoral 
shaft in the sagittal plane) and the transepicondylar line (flexion axis). In the coordinate 
system based on the geometric center axis of the femur, the geometric center axis (flexion 
axis) is constructed by fitting circles to the medial and lateral condyles and by connecting 
the centers of these circles  with a line.19 The middle point of the flexion axis is used as the 
Figure 4.  Coordinate systems used to define knee joint motion. 
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origin of the femoral coordinate system. 
Translation is defined as the motion of the midpoint of the femoral flexion axis relative to 
the tibial coordinate system.19 Femoral translations are  then  converted  to  tibial  
translations  (anteroposterior, mediolateral, and proximodistal) so the data can be reported 
in a manner consistent with previous studies. The rotation of the knee is measured in a 
fashion similar to that described by Grood and Suntay.11 Flexion is defined as the angle 
between the long axes of the femur and tibia, projected onto the sagittal plane of the tibia. 
Internal-external rotation is defined as the rotation of the femoral flexion axis in the 
transverse plane of the tibia (perpendicular to the long axis of the tibia). Varus-valgus 
rotation is defined as the angle between the long axis of the tibia and the femoral flexion 
axis projected onto the coronal plane of the tibia. Each knee position along the in vivo 
activity path is recorded using these six variables. Following one instruction session, the 
kinematics measurement of the in vivo knee activities (tread- mill gait, step ascent, chair 
rise, and lunge) requires on average four hours. 
 
VALIDATION  
A thorough understanding of the capabilities and limitations of the analysis system is 
necessary to investigate the dynamic knee joint motion with the technique.16 When 
comparing the results of the DFIS technique with the ‘gold standard’ in joint kinematics 
analysis, namely the highly accurate but invasive RSA technique, we found an excellent 
agreement in all degrees-of-freedom that were determined by the two methods. The 
difference in reproduction of tibiofemoral kinematics during dynamic flexion-extension 
between the DFIS technique and the RSA method was 0.1 ± 0.65°/second in flexion speed ; 
0.24 ± 0.16 mm in posterior femoral translation; and 0.16 ± 0.61° in internal- external tibial 
rotation.16 When measuring the tibiofemoral kinematics of a living subject during the stance 
phase of gait and subsequently reproducing the positions of the tibia and femur five times 
using the matching procedure, excellent intraobserver repeatability was found.15 
 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
When asked about the accuracy of the current non-invasive technologies to measure joint 
kinematics, it is important to always take into account the balance between ‘accuracy of 
measurement’ and ‘accuracy of reproduction of natural activity’. Fluoroscopy has a sub-
millimeter accuracy to measure joint translations.16 However, natural, unrestricted motion is 
difficult to perform within the constraints of the fluoroscopes. On the other hand, the 
kinematics of virtually all daily activities could be assessed using gait laboratory 
technology,1 unfortunately at the expense of a certain degree of accuracy (rotational errors 
up to 4.4° and translational errors of up to 13.0 mm for walking have been reported).3 Knee 
 
 
kinematics are greatly activity dependent, and should therefore be interpreted in the context 
of the test modality.12,14,18 For instance, we noted that motion of the medial femoral condyle 
in the transverse plane measured with the DFIS was greater than that of the lateral femoral 
condyle during the stance phase of gait – a trend opposite to what has been observed during 
non-weightbearing flexion or single-leg lunge in previous studies.14 
The dynamic knee joint analysis using the DFIS with current technology is time-consuming 
and laborious, and therefore not yet applicable in the routine clinical practice. Significant 
advances in the development and validation of automated algorithms of the processes are 
therefore needed, so that the cost of manual labor could be reduced and the size of study 
samples increased. Ultimately, the DFIS could then be employed in routine clinical 
practice, assessing the impact of joint diseases and the efficacy of its various treatments. At 
this point, we believe that the increased accuracy of the DFIS already outweighs the time-
cost associated with the technique when performing the analysis of the cartilage 
biomechanics following cruciate ligament deficiency, where the smallest errors in 
measurement are required to detect the often-subtle changes. The main advantage though of 
the dual fluoroscopic technique is that, in addition to its high accuracy, relatively low 
radiation, and non-invasive nature, it places the in vivo analysis of the various 
musculoskeletal joints, such as the knee, ankle, wrist, hip, and shoulder, as well as the 
human spine, within reach of virtually every researcher working in a routine clinical 
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The accurate measurement of the in vivo knee joint kinematics in six degrees-of-freedom 
(6DOF) remains a challenge in biomedical engineering. We have adapted a dual 
fluoroscopic imaging system (DFIS) to investigate the various in vivo dynamic knee joint 
motions. This paper presents a thorough validation of the accuracy and repeatability of the 
DFIS system when used to measure 6DOF dynamic knee kinematics. First, the validation 
utilized standard geometric spheres made from different materials to demonstrate the 
capability of the DFIS technique to determine the object positions under changing speeds. 
The translational pose of the spheres could be recreated to less than 0.15 ± 0.09 mm for 
velocities below 300 mm/s. Next, tantalum beads were inserted into the femur and tibia of 
two fresh frozen cadaver knees to compare the dynamic kinematics measured by matching 
knee models to the kinematics from the tantalum bead matching — a technique similar to 
Roentgen stereophotogrammetric analysis (RSA). Each cadaveric knee was attached to the 
crosshead of a tensile testing machine and vertically translated at a rate of 16.66 mm/s 
while images were captured with the DFIS. Subsequently, the tibia was held fixed and the 
femur manually flexed from full extension to 90° of flexion, as the DFIS acquired images. 
In vitro translation of the cadaver knee using the tensile testing machine deviated from 
predicted values by 0.08 ± 0.14 mm for the matched knee models. The difference between 
matching the knee and tantalum bead models during the dynamic flexion–extension motion 
of the knee was 0.1 ± 0.65°/s in flexion speed; 0.24 ± 0.16 mm in posterior femoral 
translation; and 0.16 ± 0.61° in internal–external tibial rotation. Finally, we applied the 
method to investigate the knee kinematics of a living subject during a step ascent and 
treadmill gait. High repeatability was demonstrated for the in vivo application. Thus, the 
DFIS provides an easy and powerful tool for accurately determining 6DOF positions of the 














Measuring the in vivo dynamic knee biomechanics in six degrees-of-freedom (6DOF) with 
an acceptable accuracy has been proven to be technically challenging. Multiple video 
cameras have been used to track the three-dimensional (3D) motions of reflective markers 
fixed to the skin.9 Lafortune et al.15 fixed reflective markers directly to bone using a thin 
rod in order to eliminate the effect of skin motion. Another technique measured the motion 
of roentgen opaque markers embedded within the bones, which are captured using dual X-
ray images.4,7,13,24,27 A point-cluster technique has also been proposed in order to reduce the 
effect of relative motion of the skin and bones.1 Single plane fluoroscopy has been 
extensively used for the analysis of in vivo joint mechanics due to its relative accessibility, 
easiness to operate, and low radiation dosage compared to traditional X-rays.5,26 Recently, a 
fluoroscope was moved together with the gait leg to capture the motion images of the 
knee.30 However, the use of just a single image may not result in the same accuracy in the 
out-of-plane degrees-of-freedom compared to the in-plane motion.14,17,29 Therefore, 
biplanar X-ray images,3,29 sagittal plane magnetic resonance (MR) images,21 and cine-MR 
imaging25 have been used to measure in vivo knee motion. In our laboratory, we have 
utilized the cine function of two fluoroscopes to capture dynamic motion pictures of knee. 
By combining the fluoroscopic images captured during the dynamic motion with the 3D 
anatomic knee joint models, it is possible to quantitatively determine the 6DOF dynamic 
kinematics of the knee, similar to our studies of the quasi-static weight-bearing knee 
function.10,11,18 However, a thorough understanding of the capabilities and limitations of the 
system is necessary to investigate the dynamic knee joint motion with the technique. This 
study presents a rigorous validation of the dynamic dual fluoroscopic imaging system 
(DFIS) for the measurement of in vivo human knee joint motion. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
Three validation sections and one application of the technique were carried out in this 
study. The first validation section used accurate spheres made from ceramic, steel and 
tungsten rolling down a slope. The second section used a tensile testing machine (QTest 5, 
MTS) to translate cadaveric knees at a known speed. The third section compared the results 
of the DFIS with those measured with a technique similar to the traditional Roentgen 
stereophotogrammetric analysis (RSA) method. Finally, the DFIS method was used to 
determine the knee kinematics during a step ascent and treadmill gait to determine the 
repeatability of the method when used under in vivo dynamic conditions. 
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1. Validation using spheres 
Figure 1. (A) Top: diagram showing the experimental setup of the rolling sphere. 
Bottom: two fluoroscopic images captured by the DFIS. (B) Oblique rolling distances of 
the spheres with time and their second order polynomial interpolations. (C) Standard 
deviations of the determined rolling distances as a function of rolling velocity. 
 
 
Three spheres of 12.7 ± 0.016 mm in diameter made of ceramic, steel and tungsten, 
respectively, were allowed to roll down a ~10° inclined groove (Figure 1). All 
configurations began at rest and the spheres were allowed to travel 30 cm. The rolling 
spheres were imaged using the DFIS. The dual fluoroscopic setup and calibration was 
performed as previously published.6 The DFIS consisted of two fluoroscopes (BV Pulsera, 
Philips) set to generate 8ms width X-ray pulses every 33 ms with a dose rate of 13 mGy/s. 
Therefore, the fluoroscopic system samples the object’s motion at a frequency of 125 Hz 
(1000 ms/8 ms), but only takes 30 snap shots. In the actual setup, the snap shot can be 
generated every 67 ms, so that 15 images can be obtained at the actual frequency of 125 Hz.  
The dual image set captured at each time point and solid models of the spheres were 
introduced into a virtual dual fluoroscopic system that reproduced the geometry of the 
actual DFIS. The position of the sphere model was manipulated manually in space until its 
projections matched the sphere’s images on both fluoroscopic images (Fig. 1A). The 
sphere’s positions along the rolling path on the groove were then reproduced by a series of 
sphere models. 
Next, we determined the traveling distance of the sphere with time. Each sphere was 
matched five times to determine the repeatability of the methodology in determining the 
positions of objects moving with an increasing velocity. The repeatability was represented 
by the standard deviation of the distances of the sphere at different time intervals during its 
rolling. To further investigate the sensitivity of the system for the analysis of the velocity of 
the object, the distance and time relation of the spheres was interpolated using a second-
order polynomial function and the sphere velocity was then estimated using the first 
derivative of the polynomial. The standard deviation of the distance as a function of the 
sphere velocity was analyzed to determine the effect of velocity on the sphere position 
determination. 
2. Validation using cadaveric knees 
The accuracy of reproducing the relative knee position during dynamic motion using the 
DFIS has been rigorously validated in this study. Three spherical ceramic beads (2.5 mm in 
diameter, <0.001 mm in manufacturing tolerance) were imbedded in the tibia and femur 
separately of two fresh frozen cadaver knees (male, 80 years, right knee; female, 67 years, 
left knee). Both knees were then MR scanned with all the surrounding soft tissues intact. 
The MR scan was performed using a 3.0T magnet (Siemens, Germany) with surface coil 
and a 3D spoiled gradient recalled acquisition in steady-state (SPGR) sequence. The scan 
was done in both the sagittal and coronal planes with a field-of-view of 160 x 160 mm. The 
scan was done with 1 mm in thickness and no gap between the scans. For each knee, the 
MR scanning time was approximately 12 min. The acquired MR images were used to 
reconstruct two 3D knee models, including the tibia, fibula, and femur, as well as the 
outlines of the tantalum beads in a solid-modeling software (Rhinoceros, Robert McNeel 
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and Associates, Seattle WA) using a protocol established in our laboratory.17 A joint 
coordinate system that has been described previously was used to describe the 6DOF knee 
joint kinematics.10 
2.1. Measurement of dynamic knee position 
The knee was then attached to the crosshead of a materials testing machine (QTest 5, MTS, 
Minneapolis, MN) that has an accuracy of 0.001 mm in displacement control mode. Two 
fluoroscopes were positioned so that the knee specimen was within the view of both 
fluoroscopes. The knee was imaged from two orthogonal directions while the MTS 
machine moved the knee downwards at a constant speed of 16.66 mm/s, the maximal speed 
Figure 2. Diagram showing the knee positions captured using the dual fluoroscopic 
system at three time intervals while translated by the MTS machine at a constant 
velocity (16.66mm/sec). The moving distance of the knee between time 1 and time 2 is 















achievable with this device. The knee motion was imaged with 30 frames per second with a 
frame rate of 125 Hz. Each frame was a snap shot with a pulse of 8 ms. Fig. 2 shows the 
positions of the knee captured at three different times during the dynamic motion. To 
validate the accuracy of the combined fluoroscopic and MR imaging technique in 
determination of dynamic knee motion, the fluoroscopic images and the 3D knee models 
were used to reproduce the dynamic knee positions, which were then used to calculate knee 
velocity.  
To do this, three positions of each knee along the motion path were randomly selected 
(Figure 2). The fluoroscopic images and bony outlines were corrected using an algorithm 
based on the work of Gronenschild.12 Next, the bony contours on the corresponding 
fluoroscopic images were automatically outlined using a modified Canny edge detection 
algorithm8 and visually inspected to remove erroneous contours (Figure 2). The 
fluoroscopic images and 3D knee model were then imported into the solid-modeling 
software to create a virtual DFIS (Figure 3). The tibial and femoral models of the knee were 
initially placed in random positions and orientations for each trial. The models were then 
adjusted separately in 6DOF so that their projections matched the bony contours of the 
fluoroscopic images. A series of knee models therefore reproduced the motion of the knee. 
To evaluate the accuracy of the image-matching method in reproducing the dynamic 
positions of the knee, the distances traveled by the femur and tibia were determined directly 
from the knee models using the time-1 position as a reference (Figure 2). The translational 
motions of the femur and tibia were represented by the origins of their coordinate systems. 
Each of the three knee positions was reproduced five times using the imaging matching 
process. The data for each knee were averaged and compared to the experimental 
measurements using the MTS machine. 
2.2. Measurement of dynamic knee flexion 
For the more complicated 6DOF flexion–extension of the knee, it is challenging to 
accurately determine the knee motion in space and use it as a gold standard to validate the 
DFIS. We, therefore, compared the DFIS with a method, similar to the RSA technique, 
using imbedded spherical beads for the determination of the 6DOF knee kinematics during 
dynamic flexion–extension of the knee. The method using spherical beads has been shown 
to have an accuracy of within 0.1 mm in translation and 0.11 in orientation.6      
Each knee was then positioned inside the field view of the dual fluoroscopic system and 
manually flexed-extended throughout the full range of knee motion. The knee motion was 
imaged using the fluoroscopes with a frame rate of 30 Hz. The dual fluoroscopic images 
and the MR model of the knee, including the beads, were used to setup a virtual 
fluoroscopic system for reproducing the dynamic knee motions (Figure 3).  
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First, the knee positions during the dynamic flexion–extension were reproduced by 
matching the bead positions on the fluoroscopic images using the beads models constructed 
from the MR images. This method is similar to the RSA method in which roentgen opaque 
markers are embedded within the target bones.24  
Next, the knee positions during the dynamic flexion–extension were reproduced using the 
3D knee models through the model matching method. The dynamic knee positions obtained 
from these two methods were compared. In this study, we compared the flexion–extension 
angle; internal–external tibial rotation; varus–valgus rotation; anterior–posterior, medial–
lateral and proximal–distal translations; and flexion speed of the knee obtained from the 
two methods along their flexion–extension paths. 








Figure 3. Virtual fluoroscopic system used to reproduce dynamic knee motion using the 




The DFIS was used to measure the 6DOF knee kinematics of a living subject while 
ascending a step and during the stance phase of a gait cycle on a treadmill. One healthy 
subject (male, 45 years old) was recruited in this study. The left knee of the subject was MR 
scanned using the same protocol as used for the cadaveric knees above to create a 3D 
meshed model of the knee. The anatomic knee model included the bony geometry of the 
tibia, femur, and fibula. A joint coordinate system described in our previous publications 
was adopted for the measurement of 6DOF knee joint kinematics.10  
The subject first performed a step ascent of 20 cm height, similar to stair climbing, inside 
the DFIS (Fig. 4A). The fluoroscopes imaged the entire rising motion using its cine-
function. Thereafter, a treadmill was incorporated with the DFIS for the measurement of the 
knee position during treadmill gait (Fig. 4B). Since the knee motion during the treadmill 
gait (up to 350 mm) is larger than the diameter of the image intensifier of the fluoroscopes 
(~310mm), the two fluoroscopes were re-orientated to construct a common field of view 
with a length of ~450 mm, so that the entire knee motion could be captured by both 
fluoroscopes during the gait cycle (Fig. 4C). The subject practiced the gait on the treadmill 
for one minute (~1.2 mile/hour treadmill speed). Two laser-positioning devices were 
attached to both fluoroscopes to help the subject align his gait within the field of view of 
the fluoroscopes. The knee was then imaged from heel strike to toe-off.  
Figure 4. Setup of the fluoroscopes for capturing knee positions during (A) ascending a 
step and (B) a treadmill gait. (C) Schematic setup of the dual fluoroscopes on a 
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The positions of the tibia and femur were reproduced five times using the matching 
procedure (Figure 3). The data on 6DOF knee kinematics, including knee flexion, internal-
external tibial rotation, as well as medial-lateral translation and varus-valgus rotation, were 
analyzed using the tibial and femoral positions. The repeatability of the kinematics 
measurement by the DFIS is represented by standard deviation. 
RESULTS 
1. Validation using spheres 
The travel distances of the spheres were interpolated using second-order polynomials with 
R2 < 0.99 for all the spheres (Fig. 1B). On average, the translational pose of spheres could 
be reproduced with standard deviations to less than 0.15 ± 0.09 mm over a distance of 150 
mm for velocities below 300 mm/s (Fig. 1C). No statistically significant difference was 
found between the repeatability of the spheres made of different materials. The velocity of 
the spheres reached up to 600 mm/s at end of the translation distance. In general, the 
standard deviation of the sphere poses increased with the velocity. However, for the 
maximal velocity tested in this study (velocities greater than 500 mm/s), the standard 
deviation was still below 0.2 mm (Fig. 1C). 
2. Validation using cadaveric knees 
2.1. Validation for measurement of dynamic knee position 
Between time-1 and time-2 positions, the MTS machine translated the knee 2.78 mm (Table 
1). Using the image-matching method, the femur of the first knee traveled in average 2.73 
mm (0.04 mm less than the experimental data) and the tibia traveled in average 2.91 mm 
(0.13 mm more than the experimental data). Between time-1 and time-3 positions, the MTS 
machine translated the knee 11.11 mm. Using the image-matching method, the femur 
traveled in average 11.26 mm (0.15 mm more than the experimental data) and the tibia 
traveled in average 11.21 mm (0.18 mm more than the experimental data). Similar accuracy 
was observed for the second knee (Table 1). Overall, the mean error obtained from this 
Reproduced using image matching methodExperimental 
measurement
Femur 1 Tibia 1 Femur 2 Tibia 2
2.78 2.75±0.07 2.92±0.08 2.89±0.03 2.80±0.09
8.33 8.43±0.19 8.26±0.10 8.32±0.09 8.42±0.18
11.11 11.20±0.20 11.20±0.22 11.21±0.07 11.22±0.14
Table 1. Travel distances of the two knees (mm) moved by the MTS machine in space 




validation was less than 0.15 mm in the determination of the dynamic positions of the 
cadaveric knees. The speed of the knee was also calculated using the knee positions 
determined above. For knee 1, the moving speed was determined to be 16.72 ± 0.46 and 
16.75 ± 0.31 mm/s for knee 2, both close to the experimental speed of 16.66 mm/s. 
2.2. Measurement of dynamic knee flexion 
The DFIS and the bead matching methods showed similar flexion–extension paths for the 
two knees (Figure 5). The difference was less than 0.24 ± 0.16mm in posterior femoral 
translation during the dynamic knee motion. The difference in internal–external tibial 
rotation was below 0.16 ± 0.61° between the two methods. Similar accuracy was observed 
in the other degrees-of-freedom (Table 2). On average, the difference of the two methods 
showed a difference of 0.1 ± 0.65°/s in flexion speed during the dynamic flexion–extension 
of the knee. 
 
3. Application of the method to measure living subject motion 
The tibiofemoral kinematics during a step ascent was plotted as a function of knee flexion 
angles. The knee extended from 66.57 ± 0.33° flexion at the beginning of the ascending 
motion to 8.81 ± 0.22° at the end of the ascending motion. An anterior femoral translation 
was observed from a 1.54 ± 0.13 mm anterior position to a 6.46 ± 0.15 mm anterior 
position. The knee was in an internal rotation position of 5.19 ± 0.30° initially and 
increased with the ascending motion.  At the end of the ascending motion, the knee 
externally rotated to 3.27 ± 0.49°.  
Table 2. Comparison of the 6DOF knee kinematics between the RSA and dual 
fluoroscopic methods. The differences between the two methods were represented using 
mean differences and the corresponding standard deviations along the flexion paths of 
the two knee specimens. F/E, flexion-extension; IR/ER, internal-external rotation; 
Var/Val, varus-valgus rotation; AP, anterior-posterior translation; ML, medial-lateral 











(°/s)F/E(°) IR/ER(°) Var/Val(°) AP(mm) ML(mm) PD(mm)
0.09 0.10 0.08 0.23Standard deviation 0.37 0.07 0.06
-0.03 0.01 0.04 -0.100.06Mean difference -0.01 -0.06
0.720.61 0.65Standard deviation 0.16 0.18 0.180.91
0.31-0.16 0.10Mean difference 0.24 -0.13 -0.110.37
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The kinematics of the knee during one gait cycle on the treadmill could be repeatedly 
reproduced (Figure 6). After heel strike, the tibia showed an increase in flexion angle to 
10.76 ± 0.5° and then returned towards to full extension in the mid stance phase. Thereafter, 
the flexion angle sharply increased in terminal extension and swing phases. The maximal 
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Figure 5. Dynamic knee flexion-extension determined using the two methods. A) 












translation reached almost 20 mm during the entire cycle of the gait cycle and the femur 
also moved medially in a similar range. The knee was kept in a slightly valgus position 
throughout most of the gait cycle, but rotated to varus during swing phase. The tibia rotated 
internally after heel strike to 10.65 ± 0.49° and then rotated externally back to about 1.5° 
during the mid-stance and terminal extension phases, and showed increase in internal 
rotation during swing phase. 
 
DISCUSSION 
This paper presents a validation study of the DFIS for the measurement of 6DOF knee joint 
kinematics in a non-invasive manner. The validation utilized standard geometric spheres 
made from different materials to demonstrate the capability of the DFIS to determine the 
object positions under changing velocities. Cadaveric knees were used to determine both 
the knee positions translated at a known speed and the 6DOF knee kinematics during 
dynamic flexion–extension. Finally, we have applied the method to investigate the knee 
kinematics of a living subject during step ascent and treadmill gait to demonstrate the in 
vivo usage of the DFIS. 
The DFIS has been extensively used to investigate the knee joint kinematics during a quasi-
static weight-bearing flexion of the knee.10,11,18 Under static conditions, the DFIS has been 
shown to have a high accuracy in translation (0.04 ± 0.06 mm) and orientation (<0.3°).10 
Under dynamic conditions, the sphere positions could be determined with a SD below 0.1 
mm, which is slightly higher than those determined under static conditions using similar 
spheres.6 The sphere materials were not shown to affect significantly the results under 
current testing conditions. The dynamic validation section using cadaveric knees on an 
accurate materials testing machine, demonstrated that the DFIS on average has an accuracy 
of less than 0.15 mm and 0.1 mm/s in translation and velocity, respectively. The dynamic 
flexion validation section using the cadaveric knees with embedded radio opaque beads 
showed that the DFIS produced similar results in knee kinematics analysis as a method 
similar to the traditional RSA method. 
Validating measurement techniques of 6DOF knee kinematics has always been a challenge 
in biomechanics since a gold standard for the comparison is difficult to establish. Cine-MR 
imaging technique has been applied to study slow flexion and extension motion of the 
knee.25 The apparent advantage of using an MR imaging scanner is the minimal radiation 
while the disadvantage is the limited scanning space that prevents imaging the 
physiological functional activities of the knee. Bi-plane high-speed X-ray scanners have 
also been used to investigate the dynamic joint function.3,29  Most previous investigations 
using fluoroscopes have been focused on quasi-static motions of the knee.5,10,17,26 Recently, 
one study performed a validation of using a single fluoroscope to obtain kinematic data 
from a total knee arthroplasty during level walking,30 where the fluoroscope was moved to 
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kinematics of a living subject during step ascent and treadmill gait to demonstrate the in 
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shown to have a high accuracy in translation (0.04 ± 0.06 mm) and orientation (<0.3°).10 
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current testing conditions. The dynamic validation section using cadaveric knees on an 
accurate materials testing machine, demonstrated that the DFIS on average has an accuracy 
of less than 0.15 mm and 0.1 mm/s in translation and velocity, respectively. The dynamic 
flexion validation section using the cadaveric knees with embedded radio opaque beads 
showed that the DFIS produced similar results in knee kinematics analysis as a method 
similar to the traditional RSA method. 
Validating measurement techniques of 6DOF knee kinematics has always been a challenge 
in biomechanics since a gold standard for the comparison is difficult to establish. Cine-MR 
imaging technique has been applied to study slow flexion and extension motion of the 
knee.25 The apparent advantage of using an MR imaging scanner is the minimal radiation 
while the disadvantage is the limited scanning space that prevents imaging the 
physiological functional activities of the knee. Bi-plane high-speed X-ray scanners have 
also been used to investigate the dynamic joint function.3,29  Most previous investigations 
using fluoroscopes have been focused on quasi-static motions of the knee.5,10,17,26 Recently, 
one study performed a validation of using a single fluoroscope to obtain kinematic data 
from a total knee arthroplasty during level walking,30 where the fluoroscope was moved to 
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follow the knee motion to overcome the limited field of view of the image intensifier. They 
estimated an accuracy of 0.2 mm for in-plane translation and of 3.25 mm for out-plane 
translation, and an accuracy of 1.57° for rotation. Our study positioned the two 
fluoroscopes so that their common image zone covers the knee motion during the complete 
gait cycle on a treadmill. In addition, the fluoroscope has a frame rate up to 125 Hz. 
Therefore, the system has a sufficient rate to image normal joint function such as gait, 
ascending a step, standing up from a chair, etc. We have demonstrated the feasibility of 
using the DFIS to investigate the dynamic motion of a living subject in this study. 
There are many reports on treadmill gait kinematics and comparisons with overground 
gait.20,23,28  In general, similar kinematics and kinetics were observed in sagittal plane 
flexion of the knee.19,22,23 Our data reported the 6DOF knee kinematics during treadmill 
walking and ascending steps. The data on knee flexion during treadmill gait was similar to 
those by others on normal subjects during ambulatory activities.2 The knee was close to full 
extension at heel strike, and then showed a quick increase in flexion to about 10° during the 
early segment of the mid stance phase. The knee maintained a full extension position during 
the mid-stance phase until toe off. A sharp increase in flexion was observed in the early 
swing phase. The DFIS system demonstrated a repeatable manner in producing the dynamic 
knee kinematics of one gait cycle as indicated by the standard deviation. 
The DFIS has certain limitations. Because of the setup of the two fluoroscopes, motion 
within the system is restricted to activities such as treadmill gait, stair ascent/descent, and 
lunge. In addition, we found that the error in recreating dynamic motion might increase 
with increasing velocity, as was demonstrated using the translational poses of the spheres. 
However, for the maximal velocity tested in this study (velocities greater than 500 mm/s), 




















































































































Figure 6.  In vivo knee kinematics during a gait cycle on the treadmill. A) Flexion-
extension angles; B) anterior-posterior femoral translation; C) medial-lateral femoral 
translation; D) varus-valgus rotation; and E) internal-external tibial rotation with time. 
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Figure 6.  In vivo knee kinematics during a gait cycle on the treadmill. A) Flexion-
extension angles; B) anterior-posterior femoral translation; C) medial-lateral femoral 
translation; D) varus-valgus rotation; and E) internal-external tibial rotation with time. 
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In summary, this paper presented a thorough validation of the accuracy and repeatability of 
the DFIS system when used to measure the 6DOF dynamic knee kinematics, and related the 
validation results to the data in the literature, obtained using the various functional analysis 
techniques. This validation demonstrated that the moving knee positions and velocities can 
be determined using the DFIS technique. The feasibility of this system for the application 
of in vivo knee joint kinematics analysis was demonstrated by measuring the 6DOF knee 
joint motion of one living subject during a step ascent and treadmill gait. The system is not 
only a viable solution for the investigation of fully dynamic weight-bearing joint 
kinematics, but also has a low radiation dosage, is non-invasive, and can be constructed 
using any pair of readily available fluoroscopes. Thus, the DFIS provides an easy and 
powerful tool for accurately determining 6DOF positions of healthy, injured, and surgically 
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Objective. To investigate the in vivo cartilage contact biomechanics of the tibiofemoral 
joint following anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injury. 
Methods. Eight patients with an isolated ACL injury in 1 knee, with the contralateral side 
intact, participated in the study. Both knees were imaged using a specific magnetic 
resonance sequence to create 3- dimensional models of knee bone and cartilage. Next, each 
patient performed a lunge motion from 0° to 90° of flexion as images were recorded with a 
dual fluoroscopic system. The three-dimensional knee models and fluoroscopic images 
were used to reproduce the in vivo knee position at each flexion angle. With this series of 
knee models, the location of the tibiofemoral cartilage contact, size of the contact area, 
cartilage thickness at the contact area, and magnitude of the cartilage contact deformation 
were compared between intact and ACL- deficient knees. 
Results. Rupture of the ACL changed the cartilage contact biomechanics between 0° and 
60° of flexion in the medial compartment of the knee. Compared with the contralateral 
knee, the location of peak cartilage contact deformation on the tibial plateaus was more 
posterior and lateral, the contact area was smaller, the average cartilage thickness at the 
tibial cartilage contact area was thinner, and the resultant magnitude of cartilage contact 
deformation was increased. Similar changes were observed in the lateral compartment, with 
increased cartilage contact deformation from 0° to 30° of knee flexion in the presence of 
ACL deficiency. 
Conclusion. ACL deficiency alters the in vivo cartilage contact biomechanics by shifting 
the contact location to smaller regions of thinner cartilage and by increasing the magnitude 














Many experts have abandoned the long-held belief that knee osteoarthritis (OA) is a 
straightforward “wear and tear” disease of cartilage.1 Instead, the metabolic and structural 
changes of OA are currently viewed as the adaptive response of synovial joints to a variety 
of genetic, constitutional, or biomechanical insults.2 Nevertheless, it remains widely 
accepted that knee joint instability is an important risk factor in the pathogenesis of the 
disease.3,4,5  
The assumption that abnormal kinematics and consequent abnormal loading within the joint 
initiate knee OA underlies much of current OA research and orthopedic practice. 
Transection of the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) is a well-established technique for 
inducing OA in animal models.6,7 Reconstruction of the ruptured ACL has become one of 
the most frequently performed orthopedic procedures in an attempt to restore normal joint 
motion and prevent long-term complications.3 A number of alignment-modifying 
therapeutic options, including bracing and osteotomy, might be used to alter the rate of OA 
progression.8 
However, even though OA is widely believed to result in part from local mechanical factors 
acting within the context of systemic susceptibility, little is known about the extent of the 
mechanical alteration in the knee joint following rupture of the ACL. In general, the 
changes in kinematics that are observed in unstable knee joints are very minimal, on the 
order of millimeters.9,10,11 Yet, these minimal alterations in kinematics are believed to 
trigger the devastating destruction of the articular cartilage. 
Measuring articular cartilage function in the human knee joint with an acceptable degree of 
accuracy is technically challenging. The morphology of knee joint cartilage has been 
extensively investigated in knee specimens from cadaver donors and from living donors, 
using various techniques, such as needle probes, ultrasound, stereophotogrammetry, and 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).12–18 Several recent studies have presented data on 
tibiofemoral contact kinematics in living subjects. Both open and closed MRI techniques 
have been used to determine tibiofemoral contact areas and locations for a variety of 
activities.19,20,21 Other investigators have used a combination of either computed 
tomography (CT) or MRI with fluoroscopy to estimate cartilage contact locations during a 
lunge motion in healthy22,23 and ACL-deficient24,25 knees. In general, the cartilage contact 
location in these studies has been estimated based on the closest interarticular distance 
between the bony surfaces of the tibiofemoral joint24 or the centroid of the tibiofemoral 
cartilage contact area.25 While these previous studies have provided valuable data on the 
cartilage contact location, essential in vivo cartilage contact biomechanics, such as cartilage 
contact area, cartilage thickness, and cartilage contact deformation in a knee joint at risk of 
developing OA, remain unclear. 
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We hypothesized that rupture of the ACL changes the cartilage contact biomechanics of the 
tibiofemoral joint, with a resultant increase in the magnitude of cartilage contact 
deformation. In the present study, we used a combined dual fluoroscopic and MRI 
technique to analyze the effects of ACL deficiency on the location of tibiofemoral cartilage 
contact, the size of the contact area, the cartilage thickness at the contact area, and the 
magnitude of cartilage contact deformation during in vivo weight-bearing flexion of the 
knee from 0° to 90°. 
 
PATIENTS AND METHODS 
Patient selection. Eight patients (5 men and 3 women; age range 19–38 years) with 
complaints of knee laxity were included in the study. These patients had a diagnosis of 
acute, isolated ACL rupture, as documented by clinical examination findings (8-mm 
Lachman test with no end point, a grade 2 pivot-shift test measured by the same orthopedic 
surgeon [TJG], mean ± SD International Knee Documentation Committee26 score 63.5 ± 
8.7, mean ± SD manual maximum injured–minus–intact knee displacement score 4.2 ± 1.9 
mm as measured with a KT-1000 knee ligament arthrometer [MEDmetric, San Diego, CA] 
by the same physical therapist) and findings on MRI. All patients had healthy contralateral 
knees. Patients had been injured within a mean ± SD of 4.4 ± 3 months of testing. Patients 
with injury to other ligaments, noticeable cartilage lesions, meniscal damage, and injury to 
the underlying bone were excluded from the study.  
Five of these 8 patients were included in our previous studies of the 6 degrees-of-freedom 
tibiofemoral kinematics9 as well as the motion of the tibiofemoral cartilage contact points in 
patients with ACL deficiency.25 Each patient signed a consent form that had been approved 
by our Institutional Review Board. 
Imaging procedure. The MRI and dual orthogonal fluoroscopic imaging techniques have 
been described in detail previously.9,25,27 Briefly, both the left and the right knees were 
imaged with an MR scanner to create 3-dimensional (3-D) meshed models of the knees, 
using a protocol established in our laboratory.9 To reduce the effects of load history on 
cartilage thickness, patients were asked to refrain from all strenuous activity, such as lifting, 
running, or stair climbing, for at least 4 hours prior to their visit and to remain non–weight 
bearing for ~1 hour prior to MRI of the knee. Patients were asked to lie supine, with the 
knee in a relaxed, extended position while sagittal plane images were acquired with a 3T 
MRI scanner (Siemens, Malvern, PA). The MR scanner was equipped with a surface coil 
and used a 3-D double-echo water excitation sequence (field of view 16 x 16 x 12 cm, 
voxel resolution 0.31 x 0.31 x 1.00 mm, repetition time [TR] 24 msec, echo time [TE] 6.5 
msec, and flip angle 25°). Each scan lasted for ~12 minutes. The images were then 
imported into solid modeling software (Rhinoceros; Robert McNeel and Associates, 
Seattle, WA) to construct 3-D surface mesh models of the tibia, fibula, femur, and 
 
 
articulating cartilage. The meshes were assembled using a point density of 80 vertices/cm2 
and triangular facets, with an average aspect ratio of 2. 
After the MRI-based computer models were constructed, both knees of each patient were 
simultaneously imaged using 2 orthogonally placed fluoroscopes (OEC 9800; GE 
Healthcare, Salt Lake City, UT) as the patient performed a single-leg quasistatic lunge at 
0°, 15°, 30°, 60°, and 90° of flexion. At each flexion angle, the patient was asked to pause 
for 5 seconds while simultaneous fluoroscopic images were taken. Throughout the 
experiment, the leg being tested supported the patient’s body weight, while the other leg 
provided stability. The time elapsed between the MRI scan and the lunge activity was ~15 
minutes. 
Next, the fluoroscopic images were imported into solid modeling software and placed in the 
orthogonal planes based on the position of the fluoroscopes during imaging of the patient. 
Finally, the 3-D MRI–based knee model of each patient was imported into the same 
software, viewed from the 2 orthogonal directions corresponding to the orthogonal 
fluoroscopic setup used to acquire the images, and independently manipulated in 6 degrees 
of freedom inside the software until the projections of the model matched the outlines of the 
fluoroscopic images. When the projections matched the outlines of the images taken during 
in vivo knee flexion, the model reproduced the in vivo position of the knee. This system has 
an error of <0.1 mm and 0.3° in measuring tibiofemoral joint translations and rotations, 
respectively.9 When comparing the dual fluoroscopic model matching technique with 
tantalum bead matching, a technique similar to Roentgen stereophotogrammetric analysis, 
the difference between the 2 techniques in the proximodistal direction (i.e., analogous to the 
measured apparent penetration) was 0.075 ± 0.13 mm (mean ± SD).28 
Statistical analysis. In this study, cartilage thickness was calculated by finding the smallest 
Euclidian distance connecting a vertex of the articular surface to the cartilage–bone 
interface of the 3-D surface mesh models. The size of the contact area between the tibia and 
femur was determined by computing the area of tibial cartilage that intersected the femoral 
cartilage.27 The cartilage contact deformation was then defined for each vertex of the 
articular surface mesh as the amount of cartilage surface intersection (in mm) (Figure 1) 
divided by the sum of the tibial and femoral cartilage surface thicknesses (in mm) 
multiplied by 100.27 In this study, cartilage contact location was defined as the location of 
peak cartilage deformation, referenced to Cartesian coordinate systems on the tibial 
plateaus23,25,29 (Figure 2). The origin of each coordinate system was located at the center of 
a circle, which was fit to the posterior edge of each tibial compartment. The anteroposterior 
and mediolateral axes split each tibial plateau into quadrants. In the anteroposterior 
direction, a location anterior to the mediolateral axis was considered positive. In the 
mediolateral direction, a location lateral to the anteroposterior axis was considered positive. 
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In a recent study of in vivo cartilage contact deformation in the healthy human tibiofemoral 
joint, a lack of agreement of 14 ± 11% (mean ± SD) was found between the combined dual 
fluoroscopic–MRI technique and a silicone casting technique in calculating the mean ± SD 
cartilage contact area of 244 ± 131 mm2.27 For the present study, we conducted an accuracy 
and precision analysis of the tibiofemoral cartilage reconstructions in which the 
measurement of cartilage thickness based on 3-D MRI–based knee models was compared 
with direct cartilage thickness measurement on calibrated digital images of cross-sections 
of specimens from the cadaver donors, and repeatedly measured for intra- and interobserver 
precision (see Appendix A). The average absolute difference between the cartilage 
thickness values based on the 3-D MRI–based knee models and those captured from the 
specimens from the cadaver donors was 0.04 ± 0.01 mm (mean ± SD), and excellent intra- 
and interobserver precision was obtained. 
Figure 1. Illustration of the calculation of compartmental contact deformation. The MR 
images of the knee joint after ~1 h non-weight bearing (A) are used to determine the 
respective cartilage thicknesses of the femur (red outlines) and tibia (blue outlines) at 
rest (B). After matching the MR models to the fluoroscopic images captured during 
weight-bearing lunge (C), compartmental cartilage deformation is calculated by 
dividing the amount of penetration (1) by the sum of the femoral (2) and tibial (3) 
cartilage surface thicknesses, as illustrated in (D). 
 
 
A two-way repeated-measures analysis of variance and the Student-Newman-Keuls post 
hoc test were used to determine statistically significant differences in location, contact area, 
thickness, and cartilage contact deformation between the intact contralateral knees and the 




Location of cartilage contact. In general, the location of peak cartilage contact 
deformation on the tibial plateaus was more posterior and lateral in ACL-deficient knees as 
compared with healthy contralateral knees. In the medial compartment of ACL-deficient 
knees, cartilage contact shifted posteriorly by an average (±SD) of 6.3 ± 0.7 mm at 0° and 
15° of flexion (Figure 2A) and laterally by an average of 4.7 ± 0.9 mm between 0° and 60° 
of flexion (Figure 2B), as compared with the location in the intact knees. In the lateral 
compartment, cartilage contact shifted posteriorly by an average of 3.6 ± 1.3 mm between 
0° and 30° of flexion (Figure 2C) and shifted laterally by an average of 4.2 ± 0.6 mm 
between 0° and 60° of flexion (Figure 2D) following rupture of the ACL. 
Figure 2. Location of cartilage contact on the medial tibial plateau in the 
anteroposterior (AP) (A) and mediolateral (ML) (B) directions and on the lateral tibial 
plateau in the AP (C) and ML (D) directions in intact and anterior cruciate ligament 
(ACL)-deficient knees as a function of knee flexion angle in 8 patients with acute, 
isolated rupture of the ACL. The central illustration shows the Cartesian coordinate 
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deformation on the tibial plateaus was more posterior and lateral in ACL-deficient knees as 
compared with healthy contralateral knees. In the medial compartment of ACL-deficient 
knees, cartilage contact shifted posteriorly by an average (±SD) of 6.3 ± 0.7 mm at 0° and 
15° of flexion (Figure 2A) and laterally by an average of 4.7 ± 0.9 mm between 0° and 60° 
of flexion (Figure 2B), as compared with the location in the intact knees. In the lateral 
compartment, cartilage contact shifted posteriorly by an average of 3.6 ± 1.3 mm between 
0° and 30° of flexion (Figure 2C) and shifted laterally by an average of 4.2 ± 0.6 mm 
between 0° and 60° of flexion (Figure 2D) following rupture of the ACL. 
Figure 2. Location of cartilage contact on the medial tibial plateau in the 
anteroposterior (AP) (A) and mediolateral (ML) (B) directions and on the lateral tibial 
plateau in the AP (C) and ML (D) directions in intact and anterior cruciate ligament 
(ACL)-deficient knees as a function of knee flexion angle in 8 patients with acute, 
isolated rupture of the ACL. The central illustration shows the Cartesian coordinate 
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Size of the contact area. In the medial compartment, the cartilage contact area in ACL-
deficient knees was significantly smaller from 0° to 60° of flexion (P < 0.05) than that in 
the intact knees (Figure 3A). The maximum decrease in cartilage contact area after ACL 
rupture occurred at 0° of flexion (219.6 ± 69.4 mm2 in the ACL-deficient knee versus 314.4 
± 113.6 mm2 in the intact knee; P = 0.0025). In the lateral compartment, a decrease in 
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Figure 3. Cartilage contact area on the medial (A) and lateral (B) tibial plateaus in 
intact and anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)-deficient knees as a function of knee flexion 
angle  in 8 patients with acute, isolated rupture of the ACL. Values are the mean ± SD. 
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Figure 4. Thickness of cartilage in regions of contact on the medial (A) and lateral (B) 
tibial plateaus in intact and anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)-deficient knees as a 
function of knee flexion angle in 8 patients with acute, isolated rupture of the ACL. 
Values are the mean ± SD. * = P < 0.05. 
 
 
64.1 mm2 and 141.7 ± 48.7 mm2 at 0° and 15° of flexion, respectively, in ACL-deficient 
knees versus 193.4 ± 75.2 mm2 and 180.0 ± 46.8 mm2, respectively, in intact knees [P = 
0.0004 and P = 0.0041, respectively]) (Figure 3B). 
Cartilage thickness at the contact area. The total average thickness of cartilage in the 
studied knees was 2.2 ± 0.4 mm (mean ± SD) and 2.5 ± 0.5 mm, respectively, in the medial 
and lateral tibial plateaus. In the intact contralateral knees, the cartilage thickness located in 
areas of contact was an average of 1.4 times greater than the total average thickness. In 
contrast, regions of contact for both the medial and lateral compartments in ACL-deficient 
knees were an average of 0.9 times thinner than the total average thickness. Cartilage 
thickness at contact was an average of 0.7 ± 0.3 mm thinner between 0° and 60° of flexion 
in the medial compartment (Figure 4A) and 0.7 ± 0.2 mm thinner between 0° and 30° of 
flexion in the lateral compartment (Figure 4B) as compared with the cartilage thickness at 
contact in the respective compartments of intact knees. 
Magnitude of cartilage contact deformation. Rupture of the ACL significantly increased 
the deformation of cartilage between 0° and 60° of flexion in the medial compartment of 
the knee joint as compared with the intact knees (P < 0.05) (Figure 5A). The maximum 
increase in compartmental cartilage deformation after ACL rupture occurred at 0° of 
flexion (19 ± 4% intact knee, 29 ± 9% ACL-deficient knee, P = 0.0138). The increase in 
cartilage deformation that was observed after ACL rupture gradually lessened with flexion. 
At 90° of flexion, there was no significant difference in cartilage deformation between the 
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Figure 5. Peak cartilage contact deformation in the medial (A) and lateral (B) 
tibiofemoral compartments in intact and anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)-deficient 
knees as a function of knee flexion angle in 8 patients with acute, isolated rupture of the 
ACL. Values are the mean ± SD. * = P < 0.05. 
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Figure 5. Peak cartilage contact deformation in the medial (A) and lateral (B) 
tibiofemoral compartments in intact and anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)-deficient 
knees as a function of knee flexion angle in 8 patients with acute, isolated rupture of the 
ACL. Values are the mean ± SD. * = P < 0.05. 
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In the lateral compartment, rupture of the ACL significantly increased the deformation of 
cartilage between 0° and 30° of knee flexion (P < 0.05) (Figure 5B). The maximum 
increase in cartilage deformation after ACL rupture occurred at 0° of flexion, where a mean 
± SD percentage deformation of 24 ± 9% was found in the healthy knee and 33 ± 6% in the 
ACL-deficient knee (P = 0.0033). 
 
DISCUSSION 
Rupture of the ACL mostly affects patients under 30 years of age30 and is associated 
clinically with an increased incidence,3,4 an earlier onset,4 and a faster progression31 of knee 
OA. In vivo T1ρ quantitative assessment of knee cartilage after ACL injury using 3T MRI 
has previously demonstrated that cartilage abnormalities were already present following 
initial ACL injury in patients with underlying bone marrow edema–like lesions in the 
lateral tibia,15 suggesting a role in the pathogenesis of OA in ACL deficiency.32,33 
Interestingly though, an increased prevalence of cartilage degeneration has been described 
in the medial compartment in the presence of an ACL injury,34–37 whereas the bone marrow 
edema–like lesions are usually found in the lateral compartment of the knee.38 
Based on theoretical models, it has been hypothesized that the persistent abnormal 
kinematic behavior that is seen in isolated ACL deficiency could alter the stress 
distributions in the cartilage over time, thereby predisposing the knee to degenerative 
changes.39 This “wear and tear” theory could be supported by the efficacy of the classic 
animal models of knee OA, in which transection of the ACL, with consequent joint 
instability, but without injury to the other structures of the knee, triggers cartilage 
degeneration.40,41 However, it remains poorly understood how, during in vivo 
weightbearing flexion of the knee, the minimal changes in cartilage contact kinematics 
observed in unstable knee joints without manifest initial cartilage or underlying bone 
lesions25 could contribute to the initiation of OA. 
In our previous in vivo analysis of the tibiofemoral joint kinematics in patients with ACL 
deficiency, we found an increased anterior translation (~3 mm) and internal rotation (~2°) 
of the tibia at low flexion angles as compared with the healthy control knee.9 Similar 
findings have been well documented in the literature.10,11 ACL deficiency also caused an 
increased medial tibial translation of ~1 mm. These changes in tibiofemoral kinematics 
after ACL injury were expected to lead to changes in the tibiofemoral cartilage contact 
characteristics. Specifically, the medial shift of the tibia after ACL deficiency would alter 
the contact stress distributions in the tibiofemoral cartilage near the medial tibial spine. 
Indeed, in the presence of ACL injury, the cartilage contact points shifted not only 
posteriorly, as was expected based on the increased anterior tibial translation, but also 
laterally on the surface of the tibial plateau.25 In the medial compartment, the contact points 
shift toward the medial tibial spine, a region where degeneration is observed in patients 
 
 
with chronic ACL injuries.34 The question remained as to whether the ~2-mm shift in 
cartilage contact (determined based on the location of the centroid of the cartilage contact 
area) to incongruent articular regions of the knee joint affects the stress on the cartilage of 
the joint. 
In the present study, we found a similar posterior and lateral shift in cartilage contact 
location on the surface of the tibial plateaus following ACL injury. However, when 
determining the location of cartilage contact based on the location where peak cartilage 
deformation occurred, we found that the magnitude of the posterior and lateral shift 
following ACL rupture (~5 mm) was greater than that previously reported.25 A possible 
explanation for the discrepancy in the magnitude of shift based on measurement 
methodology could be found in the regional variations in cartilage thickness. When 
determining the cartilage contact location based on the closest interarticular distance 
between the bony surfaces of the tibiofemoral joint24 or the centroid of the tibiofemoral 
cartilage contact area,25 regional variations in the thickness of underlying cartilage are not 
taken into account. In the present study, the region of tibiofemoral cartilage contact was not 
only smaller following rupture of the ACL, but also had significantly thinner cartilage at 
contact in both the medial and lateral compartments as compared with the thickness at 
contact in the intact knees. In other words, the minimal shift in the location of the cartilage 
contact area to regions of thinner cartilage as reported previously25 resulted in a 
considerable change in cartilage loading distribution within the knee joint. 
The posterior and lateral shift in cartilage contact to thinner articular regions increased the 
magnitude of cartilage deformation in those regions. The maximum relative increase in 
cartilage contact deformation after ACL rupture occurred at full extension in the medial 
compartment, where deformation of 19 ± 4% was found in healthy knees and 29 ± 9% in 
ACL-deficient knees as compared with deformation of 24 ± 9% and 33 ± 6%, respectively, 
in the lateral compartment. The relatively greater increase in cartilage deformation in the 
medial compartment as compared with the lateral compartment relates to the increased 
development of OA in the medial compartment of the knee joint, as was observed during 
arthroscopic examination of 130 ACL-deficient patients.35 
Due to the constraints of the imaging technique, motion and deformation of the meniscus 
were not detectable in the fluoroscopic images. For quantitative examination of the 
interaction of molecular changes in the meniscus and adjacent cartilage in ACL deficiency, 
recent developments in MRI techniques, such as T1ρ mapping, represent potential means.42 
However, based on our previous validation of the imaging technique,27 the present 
limitation in examination of the meniscus by the dual fluoroscopic technique did not affect 
the determination of cartilage–cartilage contact, since articular surface mesh penetration 
was only recorded at the location of in vivo tibiofemoral cartilage contact. An additional 
constraint of the present methodology is that any possible underlying physiochemical 
activities (e.g., elevated cytokines in the joint fluid43) that might occur in the knee joint 
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following ACL rupture could not be analyzed, thereby restricting the formulation of 
inclusive insight into the pathogenesis of OA in knee joint instability. In addition, regional 
variations in the mechanical properties of the articular cartilage were not taken into account 
when computing the cartilage contact deformation. This may be a limitation, since in vitro 
compression of tibial cartilage explants obtained from distinct regions of the joint has 
demonstrated that chondrocytes displayed region-specific baseline gene expression and 
responded differently to in vitro mechanical loading.44 
Patients with discernible cartilage lesions on 3T MRI at a mean ± SD of 4.5 ± 3 months of 
injury were excluded from the study. However, with our methodology, we were unable to 
appreciate the extent of potential cartilage softening that existed at the time of the analysis 
and were thus unable to resolve the “chicken-or-egg” issue. Were our measured 
deformation differentials attributable to the ACL-deficient knee cartilage being more 
compliant, rather than increased deformation being responsible for the subsequent 
degeneration onset? Future studies using a methodology similar to that used in this pilot 
study, with baseline and follow-up imaging biomarkers, such as T1ρ or delayed 
gadolinium-enhanced MRI of cartilage, should follow ACL-deficient patients who are 
treated conservatively for longer periods. Tibiofemoral contact deformation and the health 
of the cartilage could therefore be monitored over time to quantify any possible 
biomechanical relationships. 
We acquired data from only 1 functional activity, a single leg lunge, using a goniometer to 
measure the flexion angle. Measurement of the forces and strains in human tissues is 
currently impracticable, which impedes the extrapolation of the current findings to other 
weightbearing activities. It is conceivable that the knee joint anteroposterior shear forces 
during the single leg lunge might be higher than during normal gait,45 thus exaggerating the 
measured articular surface engagement differentials. However, it has been reported that the 
magnitude of the anteroposterior shear forces increase with knee flexion during the descent 
phase of a lunge performed with a 223-N (50-lb) barbell46 and that the knee forces are 
minimal in the functional range between 0° and 50° of knee flexion.47 In the present study, 
the largest deformation differential was observed around 0° of knee flexion. In future 
studies, other in vivo activities, such as walking, running, and stair climbing, should be 
considered in order to construct a comprehensive insight into the effect of ACL deficiency 
on cartilage during daily activities. 
During performance of the lunge activity, our patients were asked to pause for 5 seconds at 
each flexion angle while simultaneous fluoroscopic images were taken. To the best of our 
knowledge, the real-time in vivo creep of tibiofemoral cartilage has not yet been studied. 
Based on the in vivo creep compression curves for ankle cartilage using similar assessment 
methodologies which showed that cartilage contact deformation continued to increase 
during the first 20 seconds of loading,48 it might be possible that the present data represent a 
 
 
conservative estimate of a potentially bigger differential if the patients were asked to pause 
longer at each flexion angle. 
It should be noted that no ground reaction forces were measured in this study to document 
that global knee joint loading was replicated reproducibly for both the intact and the ACL-
deficient knee. The patient performed the lunge activity with full body weight on the tested 
leg, while the untested leg was used for balance only, to ensure physiologic loading 
conditions.  
Finally, the present analysis compared tibiofemoral cartilage contact deformation in ACL-
deficient and intact knees at each flexion angle, thereby ignoring potential interactions 
among the measured cartilage deformation and various knee flexion angles. Further 
research involving a larger study sample needs to be performed to confirm the present 
findings. Nonetheless, we believe our results provided comprehensible insight into the 
changes in in vivo tibiofemoral cartilage contact deformation following injury of the ACL 
and identified important directions for future research. 
We found that rupture of the ACL alters the in vivo cartilage contact biomechanics of the 
tibiofemoral joint by shifting the cartilage contact location to smaller regions of thinner 
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visual examinations. Both knee specimens, with surrounding soft tissues intact, were then 
imaged with a 3T MRI scanner to create 3-D meshed models of the tibia, femur, and 
articulating cartilage layers using the protocol described previously. 
Following MRI, the knee specimens were stripped of all surrounding soft tissues and 
disarticulated, leaving only the individual bones and articular cartilage surfaces. The bones 
were successively installed in a rigid cylinder with the shaft centered and osteotomized 
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cartilage. Eight cartilage cross-sections from the 2 specimens were measured (i.e., 2 cross-
sections of each tibia and each femur). Digital images of the cross-sections were captured 
and were calibrated using a fluoroscopic image calibration protocol designed in our 
laboratory. 
We next determined the same cross-section of the respective tibial and femoral cartilage 
layers in the 3-D surface mesh models. The osteotomized bones were CT scanned 
(LightSpeed Pro16 scanner; GE, Waukesha, WI). High-resolution axial-plane images were 
obtained (thickness 0.625 mm, gap 0.625 mm, and resolution 512 X 512 pixels). The CT 
images were then imported into MatLab (MathWorks, Natick, MA), and the contours of the 
osteotomized bones were digitized for each CT image based on a modified Canny edge 
detection method that combined pixel magnitude to construct a 3-D anatomic mesh model 
of the osteotomized bones. The osteotomized bone models were then mapped to the MRI-
based models of the knee specimens using a customized code implemented in MatLab, 
based on the iterative closest point method. A plane was constructed along the cutting 
cross-section of the CT bone model. This plane was used to separate the MRI model at the 
location of the osteotomy. 
The calibrated digital images of cartilage cross-sections were then matched to the 
respective cross-sectional planes of the MRI models. Thus, cartilage thickness could be 
measured at the same location on both the digital image and the MRI model. Ten equally 
distributed locations on each of the 8 cartilage cross-sections were measured and compared 
using Student’s paired t-test, with significance set at P < 0.05. 
For the first specimen, the average cartilage thickness values measured from the digital 
images versus the MRI models were 2.03 + 0.26 mm (mean + SD) versus 2.04 + 0.27 mm 
for the medial femoral condyle (absolute difference 0.05 + 0.03 mm; P = 0.789), 2.00 + 
0.31 mm versus 2.02 + 0.30 mm for the lateral femoral condyle (absolute difference 0.05 + 
0.03 mm; P = 0.527), 2.24 + 0.51 mm versus 2.26 + 0.48 mm for the medial tibial condyle 
(absolute difference 0.05 + 0.03 mm; P = 0.378), and 2.16 + 0.98 mm versus 2.18 + 1.00 
mm for the lateral tibial condyle (absolute difference 0.04 + 0.03 mm; P = 0.354). 
For the second specimen, the average cartilage thickness values measured from the digital 
images versus the MRI models were 2.15 + 0.29 mm versus 2.17 + 0.30 mm for the medial 
femoral condyle (absolute difference 0.04 + 0.03 mm; P = 0.357), 2.52 + 0.49 mm versus 
2.52 + 0.48 mm for the lateral femoral condyle (absolute difference 0.03 + 0.02 mm; P = 
0.826), 2.06 + 0.22 mm versus 2.04 + 0.23 mm for the medial tibial condyle (absolute 
difference 0.04 + 0.01 mm; P = 0.447), and 3.15 + 0.81 mm versus 3.17 + 0.80 mm for the 
lateral tibial condyle (absolute difference 0.03 + 0.02 mm; P = 0.521). 
The average absolute difference in cartilage thickness, as measured at the 10 locations 
along the 8 section planes, between the direct measurement of the specimens and the MRI- 







Figure A1. (a) 3T MR images were used to create 3D models of the cadaver knees; (b) 
digital images of osteotomized condyles were captured for gold standard measurement; 
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Figure A1. (a) 3T MR images were used to create 3D models of the cadaver knees; (b) 
digital images of osteotomized condyles were captured for gold standard measurement; 
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Figure A2. Comparison of direct measurement of the thickness of cartilage cross-
sections from cadaver donors with measurement on MRI-based models. Digital images 
of osteotomies (a) were matched to the respective cross-sectional planes of the MRI 
models (b). The black (bone mesh) and blue (cartilage mesh) lines on the digital images 
indicate the intersection of the cartilage mesh models with the digital image at the 
location of the osteotomy. Only 2 cross-sections are shown. 
demonstrated that the MRI-based cartilage model was close to the actual cartilage and was 
sufficiently accurate for the determination of cartilage contact deformation differentials 
between intact and ACL- deficient knee joints. 
To test the intraobserver precision of the tibiofemoral cartilage thickness measurement 
using the MRI protocol and computer modeling, the cartilage layers that corresponded to 
the cutting planes were independently digitized 10 times by 3 observers (SKVdV, AH, and 
MK), with 1 day separating each re-segmentation. Cartilage thickness was determined at 
the 10 locations on each of the 8 cartilage cross-sections. The analyses were based on the 
 
 
maximum differences between the digitizations provided by each observer (results from the 
largest value minus the smallest value for each location). Intraobserver precision was 
assessed with Pearson’s correlation coefficients and Student’s t-tests of the paired 
differences of the observations. Correlations between the 10 digitizations were found to be 
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locations were >0.984 (P < 0.0001) for each of the 3 readers. 
Interobserver agreement was assessed by determining whether there were significant 
differences between the cartilage thickness measurements (thickness values from the first 
digitization session were selected) made by the 3 observers, using intraclass correlation 
coefficients (ICCs). Interobserver agreement was very high, with ICCs of 0.989–0.999 (P < 
0.0001). These data are consistent with the values reported in the literature (49) and 
indicate that the cartilage thickness measurement using MRI-based cartilage models could 
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Background: Degeneration of the tibiofemoral articular cartilage often develops in patients 
with posterior cruciate ligament deficiency, yet little research has focused on the etiology of 
this specific type of cartilage degeneration. In this study, we hypothesized that posterior 
cruciate ligament deficiency changes the location and magnitude of cartilage deformation in 
the tibiofemoral joint. 
Methods: Fourteen patients with a posterior cruciate ligament injury in one knee and the 
contralateral side intact participated in the study. First, both knees were imaged with use of 
a specific magnetic resonance imaging sequence to create three-dimensional knee models 
of the surfaces of the bone and cartilage. Next, each patient performed a single leg lunge as 
images were recorded with a dual fluoroscopic system at 0°, 30°, 60°, 75°, 90°, 105°, and 
120° of knee flexion. Finally, the three-dimensional knee models and fluoroscopic images 
were used to reproduce the in vivo knee position at each flexion angle with use of a 
previously described image-matching method. With use of these series of knee models, the 
location and magnitude of peak tibiofemoral cartilage deformation at each flexion angle 
were compared between the intact contralateral and posterior cruciate ligament-deficient 
knees. 
Results: In the medial compartment of the posterior cruciate ligament-deficient knees, the 
location and magnitude of peak cartilage deformation were significantly changed, 
compared with those in the intact contralateral knees, between 75° and 120° of flexion, with 
a more anterior and medial location of peak cartilage deformation on the tibial plateau as 
well as increased deformation of the cartilage. In the lateral compartment, no significant 
differences in the location or magnitude of peak cartilage deformation were found between 
the intact and posterior cruciate ligament-deficient knees. 
Conclusions: The altered kinematics associated with posterior cruciate ligament deficiency 
resulted in a shift of the tibiofemoral contact location and an increase in cartilage 
deformation in the medial compartment beyond 75° of knee flexion. The magnitude of the 
medial contact shift in the posterior cruciate ligament-deficient knee was on the same order 
as that of the anterior contact shift. 
Clinical Relevance: The observed changes in the location and magnitude of cartilage 
deformation in the tibiofemoral joint provide insight about the development of degeneration 
of the tibiofemoral joint cartilage in patients with posterior cruciate ligament deficiency. 
Our data also suggest that recreating mediolateral stability of posterior cruciate ligament-







Clinically, rupture of the posterior cruciate ligament is associated with posterior instability, 
patellar pain, and an increased prevalence of knee osteoarthritis.1-6 These complications 
have led some clinicians and researchers in the past to advocate surgical reconstruction of 
the posterior cruciate ligament.3,7,8 However, many studies have documented articular 
cartilage lesions and premature degenerative changes after posterior cruciate ligament 
reconstruction, even though posterior stability was successfully restored.8-12 As a result, a 
substantial amount of research on intact, posterior cruciate ligament-deficient, and 
surgically reconstructed knees has been performed, in the hopes of developing new and 
improved strategies for the treatment of posterior cruciate ligament deficiency. 
The posterior cruciate ligament is thought to act as the primary restraint to posterior tibial 
translation of the knee at higher flexion angles.13-22 Apparently, the posterior cruciate 
ligament is not only oriented anteriorly with respect to the tibia to constrain posterior tibial 
translation, it is also oriented medially from its tibial to femoral attachment region so that it 
also constrains lateral translation of the tibia.23,24 These findings could explain why 
posterior cruciate ligament deficiency not only increased posterior tibial translation and 
external tibial rotation16,25-27 but also increased lateral translation in our in vivo study of 
eight patients with posterior cruciate ligament deficiency.24 
Despite the progress in our understanding of the anatomy and biomechanics of the posterior 
cruciate ligament, it remains unclear how and to what extent the subtle changes in in vivo 
joint kinematics that have been observed in posterior cruciate ligament-deficient knees 
contribute to the initiation of osteoarthritis. If a goal of the treatment of posterior cruciate 
ligament deficiency is the prevention of destruction of the tibiofemoral cartilage, then the 
impact of posterior cruciate ligament deficiency on the contact biomechanics of the 
cartilage needs to be understood. 
The objective of this study was to investigate, with the use of a combined dual orthogonal 
fluoroscopic and magnetic resonance imaging technique, the effect of posterior cruciate 
ligament deficiency on the location of tibiofemoral cartilage contact as well as the 
magnitude of in vivo cartilage contact deformation during weight-bearing knee flexion.28-30 
We hypothesized that posterior cruciate ligament deficiency changes the location and 
magnitude of peak cartilage deformation in the tibiofemoral joint. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Fourteen patients (ten men and four women ranging in age from nineteen to sixty-four 
years old) with nine right and five left knees with a posterior cruciate ligament rupture 
documented by clinical examination (a positive posterior drawer test as measured by the 
senior author [T.J.G.]) and demonstrated by magnetic resonance imaging were included in 
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this study. All subjects had a healthy contralateral knee. Injury to other ligaments, 
noticeable cartilage lesions, and injury to the underlying bone were reasons for exclusion 
from the study. Patients with a meniscal injury requiring removal of <50% of the meniscus 
were included in this study, since patients with an isolated posterior cruciate ligament 
injury and no damage to the meniscus are relatively rare and it is difficult to precisely 
quantify the extent to which the meniscus is damaged without arthroscopic examination. 
The purpose of the study was explained in detail to all of the subjects at the time of 
recruitment. Each subject signed a consent form that had been approved by our institutional 
review board. Eight of these fourteen subjects had been included in our previous study of 
the six-degrees-of-freedom tibiofemoral kinematics in patients with posterior cruciate 
ligament deficiency.24 
Magnetic resonance and dual orthogonal fluoroscopic imaging techniques have been 
described in detail and validated in previous studies.28,31-33 In brief, a protocol established in 
our laboratory was used to image both the left and the right knee with a magnetic resonance 
imaging scanner to create three-dimensional meshed models of the knees.31 Each anatomic 
knee model included the osseous geometry of the femur, tibia, and fibula as well as the 
tibial and femoral cartilage layers. After the magnetic resonance image-based computer 
models were constructed, both knees of each subject were simultaneously imaged with use 
of two orthogonally placed fluoroscopes as the patient performed a single leg quasistatic 
lunge at 0°, 30°, 60°, 75°, 90°, 105°, and 120° of flexion while the upper body remained 
upright. Next, the fluoroscopic images were imported into solid-modeling software and 
Figure 1. A: Sagittal section of a left knee, illustrating cartilage penetration (defined in 
this study as cartilage deformation). B: Method of measuring cartilage thickness and 
penetration depth from meshed surfaces. 
 
 
placed in the orthogonal planes on the basis of the position of the fluoroscopes during the 
imaging of the patient. In the following step, the three-dimensional magnetic resonance 
image-based knee model of the patient was imported into the same software, viewed from 
the two orthogonal directions corresponding to the orthogonal fluoroscopic setup used to 
acquire the images, and independently manipulated in six degrees of freedom inside the 
software until the projections of the model matched the outlines of the fluoroscopic images. 
When the projections match the outlines of the images made during in vivo knee flexion, 
the model reproduces the in vivo position of the knee. Finally, the relative positions of the 
cartilage layers on the femur and tibia were determined from the series of models used to 
reproduce knee motion. When cartilage contact occurred during knee flexion, the articular 
surface meshes of the tibia and femur overlapped. 
In this study, cartilage deformation was defined for each vertex of the articular surface 
mesh as the amount of penetration (Fig. 1, A) divided by the sum of the tibial and femoral 
cartilage surface thicknesses.33,34 The cartilage thickness was calculated by finding the 
smallest Euclidian distance connecting a vertex of the articular surface to the cartilage-bone 
interface (Fig. 1, B). 
Figure 2. The Cartesian coordinate system for the tibial plateau. In the anteroposterior 
(AP) direction, a location anterior to the mediolateral axis was considered positive. In 
the mediolateral (ML) direction, a location medial to the anteroposterior axis was 
considered positive. 
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The locations of peak cartilage deformation were referenced to Cartesian coordinate 
systems on the tibial plateaus, as has been described in detail in previous publications (Fig. 
2).30,32,35 The origin of each coordinate system was located by the center of a circle, which 
was fit to the posterior edge of each tibial compartment. The anteroposterior and 
mediolateral axes split each tibial plateau into quadrants. In the anteroposterior direction, a 
location anterior to the mediolateral axis was considered positive. In the mediolateral 
direction, a location medial to the anteroposterior axis was considered positive. 
A one-way repeated-measures analysis of variance and the Student-Newman-Keuls test 
were used to compare the location and magnitude of peak cartilage deformation of the 
intact contralateral knees with those of the posterior cruciate ligament-deficient knees. 
Differences were considered significant at the level of p < 0.05. 
 
RESULTS 
Location of Peak Cartilage Deformation 
Healthy Contralateral Knees 
In the medial tibial plateau, peak deformation moved posteromedially with flexion, from a 
mean (and standard deviation) of 6.7 ± 2.1 mm anterior to the mediolateral axis and 5.1 ± 
1.4mm medial to the anteroposterior axis at 0° to a mean of 20.5 ± 0.2 mm posterior to the 
mediolateral axis (Fig. 3, A) and 2.0 ± 0.3 mm medial to the anteroposterior axis (Fig. 3, B) 
at 60°, where it remained for the rest of flexion. 
In the lateral tibial plateau, peak deformation moved posteriorly throughout flexion, from a 
mean of 1.4 ± 2.3 mm anterior to the mediolateral axis at 0° to a mean of 27.6 ± 2.1 mm 
posterior to the mediolateral axis at 120° (Fig. 4, A). Peak deformation moved laterally in 
the lateral tibial plateau until 30°, at which point it was 1.9 ± 4.4 mm from the 
anteroposterior axis; peak deformation then moved medially until 90°, reaching a value of 
4.6 ± 2.2 mm from the anteroposterior axis (Fig. 4, B). 
Posterior Cruciate Ligament-Deficient Knees 
In the medial compartment, posterior cruciate ligament deficiency significantly changed the 
location of peak cartilage deformation between 75° and 120° of flexion, with the posterior 
cruciate ligament-deficient knee having a more anterior and medial cartilage contact 
location as compared with the intact knee. During flexion of ≥75°, contact in the medial 
compartment shifted anteriorly by an average of 2.2 ± 0.4 mm (Fig. 3, A) and medially by 
an average of 1.9 ± 0.4 mm (Fig. 3, B) as compared with the location in the intact knees. 
These values include the data of the four subjects with a partial meniscectomy. Contact in 
the medial compartments of the four posterior cruciate ligament-deficient knees with partial 
 
 
meniscectomy shifted anteriorly by an average of 2.1 ± 0.5 mm and medially by an average 
of 2.0 ± 0.5 mm between 75° and 120° of flexion. 
In the lateral compartment, no significant differences in the anteroposterior and 
mediolateral motion of cartilage contact were observed between the intact and posterior 
cruciate ligament-deficient knees (Fig. 4, A and B). 
Magnitude of Peak Cartilage Deformation 
Healthy Contralateral Knees 
In the medial compartment, peak deformation increased with flexion, from a mean of 0.17 
Figure 3. Location of peak cartilage deformation on the medial tibial plateau in the 
anteroposterior (A) and mediolateral (B) directions in the intact and posterior cruciate 
ligament (PCL)-deficient knees as a function of knee flexion angle. A = anterior to 
mediolateral axis, P = posterior to mediolateral axis, M = medial to anteroposterior axis, 
and L = lateral to anteroposterior axis. The values are given as the mean and standard 
deviation. *P < 0.05 as determined with one-way repeated-measures analysis of 
variance. 
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± 0.09 mm/mm at full extension to a mean of 0.20 ± 0.07 mm/mm at 120° of flexion (Fig. 
5, A). In the lateral compartment, a similar increase in peak deformation was observed, 
with mean values of 0.17 ± 0.08 mm/mm at full extension and 0.22 ± 0.07 mm/mm at 120° 
of flexion (Fig. 5, B). 
Posterior Cruciate Ligament-Deficient Knees 
In the medial compartment, rupture of the posterior cruciate ligament caused a significant 
gradual increase in cartilage deformation, as compared with that in the intact knees, from 
75° to 120° of flexion (Fig. 5, A). The maximum increase in cartilage deformation after 
Figure 4. Location of peak cartilage deformation on the lateral tibial plateau in the 
anteroposterior (A) and mediolateral (B) directions in the intact and posterior cruciate 
ligament (PCL)-deficient knees as a function of knee flexion angle. A = anterior to 
mediolateral axis, P = posterior to mediolateral axis, M = medial to anteroposterior axis, 




posterior cruciate ligament rupture occurred at 120° of flexion (0.20 ± 0.07 mm/mm in the 
intact knee compared with 0.28 ± 0.08 mm/mm in the posterior cruciate ligament-deficient 
knee).We did not detect significant differences in cartilage deformation from 0° to 60° of 
flexion between the healthy and posterior cruciate ligament-deficient knees. 
In the lateral compartment, we did not detect any significant differences in cartilage 
deformation between the intact and posterior cruciate ligament-deficient knees throughout 
the range of flexion (Fig. 5, B). 
 
DISCUSSION 
In this study, we investigated the location and magnitude of tibiofemoral cartilage 
deformation in posterior cruciate ligament-deficient knees. In the medial compartment of 
these knees, the location and magnitude of peak cartilage deformation were significantly 
changed, as compared with the findings in the intact contralateral knees, between 75° and 
Figure 5. Magnitude of peak cartilage deformation on the medial (A) and lateral (B) 
tibial plateaus in the intact and posterior cruciate ligament (PCL)-deficient knees. *P < 
0.05 as determined with one-way repeated-measures analysis of variance. 
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posterior cruciate ligament rupture occurred at 120° of flexion (0.20 ± 0.07 mm/mm in the 
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tibial plateaus in the intact and posterior cruciate ligament (PCL)-deficient knees. *P < 
0.05 as determined with one-way repeated-measures analysis of variance. 
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120° of flexion, with a more anterior and medial location as well as an increased 
magnitude. In the lateral compartment, no significant differences were found in the location 
or magnitude of peak tibiofemoral cartilage deformation between the intact and posterior 
cruciate ligament-deficient knees. 
In our previous in vivo analysis of tibiofemoral joint kinematics, posterior cruciate 
ligament-deficient knees displayed increased posterior tibial translation beyond 30° of 
flexion compared with that in healthy control knees.24 Similar findings have been well 
documented in the literature.16,25-27,36 
However, posterior cruciate ligament deficiency also resulted in an average 1.1-mm 
increase in lateral tibial translation at 90° of flexion. The findings of the present analysis of 
cartilage deformation in posterior cruciate ligament-deficient knees are consistent with 
these altered tibiofemoral joint kinematics, as the increased posterior and lateral tibial 
translation could be related, respectively, to the increased anterior and medial locations of 
cartilage deformation on the medial tibial plateau. 
In normal knees, cartilage is up to 50% thicker in regions where cartilage-to-cartilage 
contact is present.35 Healthy cartilage is believed to adapt to mechanical stimuli37,38 and 
ultimately become dependent on the maintenance of the mechanical stimulus for normal 
tissue function.39 The thicker cartilage within the cartilage-to-cartilage contact area may 
result in a reduced contact stress, as was demonstrated by a three-dimensional finite-
element analysis suggesting that thicker cartilage bears a lower peak contact stress than 
thinner cartilage under the same loading conditions.40 In the present study, we found that 
posterior cruciate ligament deficiency significantly altered tibiofemoral cartilage contact in 
both the anteroposterior and the mediolateral direction in the medial compartment of the 
knee at higher flexion angles. In the presence of posterior cruciate ligament injury, cartilage 
contact not only shifted anteriorly, as was expected on the basis of increased posterior tibial 
translation, but also medially on the surface of the tibial plateau in flexion positions of 
≥75°, forcing the femur to ride up the upslope of the medial tibial plateau, a region of 
thinner cartilage.34,41 This medial shift of the location of cartilage contact after posterior 
cruciate ligament rupture to incongruent, thinner articular regions increased the cartilage 
deformation in those regions (Fig. 6). Increased cartilage deformation is associated with 
increased mechanical loading of the articular contact region within the knee, which in turn 
has been linked to higher rates of progression of osteoarthritis.42 The relatively greater 
increase of cartilage deformation in the medial compartment compared with that in the 
lateral compartment observed in the posterior cruciate ligament-deficient knees in the 
present study is consistent with the reported increased development of osteoarthritis in the 
medial compartment of the knee joint following posterior cruciate ligament injury.2,4 
As the presented data were obtained during only one functional in vivo activity—namely, 
the single leg lunge—we advise caution when extrapolating the data to other functional 
 
 
activities. Nevertheless, we believe that these findings might be useful for the design of 
improved treatment protocols for posterior cruciate ligament deficiency. First, as we did not 
detect differences in the cartilage biomechanics between the intact and posterior cruciate 
ligament-deficient knees during the single leg lunge between 0° and 60° of flexion, our 
findings suggest that rehabilitation exercises might be safely performed in this range of 
flexion. On the other hand, repetitive deep knee squats should be avoided by subjects with 
posterior cruciate ligament deficiency, so as not to increase the tibiofemoral cartilage 
deformation. Second, it is interesting to note that the magnitude of medial contact shift in 
the posterior cruciate ligament-deficient knees was on the same order as the magnitude of 
the anterior contact shift. This suggests that, when a posterior cruciate ligament 
reconstruction is performed with either a single or a double-bundle graft, recreation of the 
mediolateral stability of posterior cruciate ligament-deficient knees may be as important as 
the surgical improvement of anteroposterior translation. Finally, in a recent cadaver study, 
Figure 6. Color map of the cartilage deformation in the intact (left) and posterior 
cruciate ligament-deficient (right) knees of a typical subject with the knees in 105° of 
flexion, illustrating the effect of posterior cruciate ligament deficiency on the location 
and magnitude of cartilage deformation at flexion angles beyond 75°. The red X on the 
cartilage surfaces indicates the location of peak cartilage de- formation. Note the more 
anterior (relative to the mediolateral axis) and medial (relative to the anteroposterior 
axis) contact location of cartilage deformation in the medial compartment of the 
posterior cruciate ligament-deficient knee. The darker color depicts a higher magnitude 
of peak cartilage deformation (in millimeters). The illustrative color map was created by 
assigning an increasingly darker color value to each increased value of cartilage 
deformation for each vertex of the articular surface mesh. AP = anteroposterior, and ML 
= mediolateral. 
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Giffin et al. demonstrated, with a robotic testing system, that increasing the tibial slope with 
a sagittal osteotomy successfully reduced the abnormal tibial sag in the posterior cruciate 
ligament-deficient knee, shifting the resting position of the tibia anteriorly.43 On the basis of 
our data, it could be theorized in future studies that the osteotomy should include a varus 
component, possibly reducing the abnormal medial shift following posterior cruciate 
ligament injury and thereby possibly reducing the increase in cartilage deformation. 
This study had limitations. As a result of the constraints of the imaging technique, motion 
and deformation of the meniscus were not detectable on the fluoroscopic images. However, 
on the basis of our previous validation of the imaging technique,32 we do not believe that 
this limitation affected the cartilage-cartilage contact data, as articular surface mesh 
penetration was recorded only at the location of in vivo tibiofemoral cartilage contact. In 
addition, as mentioned earlier, we acquired data during only one functional activity, a 
single leg lunge. Other in vivo activities such as walking, running, and stair climbing 
should be considered in future studies. Furthermore, it should be noted that no ground 
reaction forces were measured in this study. In the future, a force-plate will be incorporated 
into the system. Since isolated posterior cruciate ligament injuries are rare, we included 
some patients who had a partial tear of one of the menisci. Because there were only 
fourteen subjects in our study, there was not enough statistical power for us to analyze the 
effect of partial removal of the meniscus as well. The findings from this study might 
therefore have been affected by the meniscal tears. Another limitation is that the patients 
were investigated at different time intervals after the injury. In future studies, patients in 
whom posterior cruciate ligament deficiency has been treated conservatively should be 
followed for longer periods with use of a methodology similar to that employed in our 
study. Tibiofemoral contact and the health of the cartilage could therefore be monitored 
over time to quantify any possible biomechanical relationships. 
In conclusion, the altered kinematics caused by posterior cruciate ligament deficiency 
resulted in a shift of the tibiofemoral contact location and an increase in the in vivo de- 
formation beyond 75° of flexion in the medial compartment. This injurious ‘‘jab-and-cross 
combo’’ provides insight about the development of degeneration of tibiofemoral joint 
cartilage in patients with posterior cruciate ligament deficiency. If the prevention of 
osteoarthritis in patients with posterior cruciate ligament deficiency is a goal of the treating 
physician, the function of the injured ligament should be restored as closely to normal as 
possible, in both the anteroposterior and mediolateral directions, thereby possibly better 
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Background: Little is known about the impact of anterior cruciate ligament deficiency and 
reconstruction on the patellofemoral joint. 
Hypothesis: Anterior cruciate ligament deficiency changes the patellofemoral joint 
biomechanics. Reconstruction of the ligament does not restore the altered patellofemoral 
joint function. 
Study Design: Controlled laboratory study. 
Methods: Eight patients with an acute anterior cruciate ligament injury in 1 knee and the 
contralateral side intact were included in the study. Magnetic resonance and dual-
orthogonal fluoroscopic imaging techniques were used to compare the patellofemoral joint 
function during a single-leg lunge between the intact, the anterior cruciate ligament–
injured, and the anterior cruciate ligament–reconstructed knee. Data on the patellar tendon 
apparent elongation and orientation, patellar tracking, and patellofemoral cartilage contact 
location were collected preoperatively and at 6 months after reconstruction. 
Results: Anterior cruciate ligament deficiency caused a significant apparent elongation and 
change in orientation of the patellar tendon. It decreased the flexion and increased the 
valgus rotation and tilt of the patella. Anterior cruciate ligament injury caused a proximal 
and lateral shift in patellofemoral cartilage contact location. Anterior cruciate ligament 
reconstruction reduced the abnormal apparent elongation but not the orientation of the 
patellar tendon, and it restored the patellar flexion and proximal shift in contact. The 
abnormal patellar rotation, tilt, and lateral shift in cartilage contact persisted after 
reconstruction. 
Conclusion: The altered function of the patellar tendon in anterior cruciate ligament 
deficiency resulted in an altered patellar tracking and patellofemoral cartilage contact. 
Persistent changes in patellofemoral joint function after anterior cruciate ligament 
reconstruction imply that reconstruction of the anterior cruciate ligament does not restore 
the normal function of the patellofemoral joint. 
Clinical Relevance: The abnormal kinematics of the patellofemoral joint might predispose 
the patellofemoral cartilage to degenerative changes associated with anterior cruciate 
ligament deficiency, even if the ligament is reconstructed in a way that restores 








Patients with ACL deficiency often develop alterations in quadriceps muscle performance 
with weakness and atrophy5,7,38,41 and degeneration of the patellofemoral joint (PFJ) 
cartilage.32 In patients who have undergone ACL reconstruction with a bone–patellar 
tendon–bone (BPTB) graft, some of the most prevalent complications are persistent patellar 
irritability,36 patellofemoral pain,1,4,10,15-17,30,36 and quadriceps weakness.15,36 Yet little 
research has focused on the PFJ in ACL deficiency, and there is even less on the PFJ after 
ACL reconstruction. Hsieh et al20,21 hypothesized that patellofemoral kinematics and 
contact characteristics are different in the ACL-deficient knee, causing patellofemoral 
problems. Excision of the ACL in cadaveric knees resulted in an increased lateral shift and 
tilt of the patella20 and decreased patellofemoral contact area and pressure.21 Reconstruction 
of the ACL restored the abnormal biomechanics to normal levels in both in vitro studies. 
To our knowledge, no data have been reported on the PFJ function in ACL deficiency 
under in vivo weightbearing conditions. Furthermore, the effect of ACL reconstruction on 
the patellofemoral function under weightbearing conditions is unknown. 
The objective of this study was to investigate the effects of ACL deficiency and 
reconstruction on the 3-dimensional (3D) behavior of the patellar tendon, the 
patellofemoral kinematics, and the contact characteristics of the PFJ during an in vivo 
weightbearing activity. In this study, we hypothesized that ACL deficiency changes the 3D 
behavior of the patellar tendon, the patellar tracking, and subsequently the cartilage contact 
location of the PFJ. Furthermore, we hypothesized that contemporary ACL reconstruction 
does not restore the normal PFJ function, although anteroposterior laxity of the knee under 
anterior tibial loads is restored. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Subject Recruitment and Exclusion Criteria 
Eight patients (6 men and 2 women; age range, 19-38 years) were included in the 
study.12,25,34,39 The included patients were diagnosed with an acute, isolated ACL injury, 
documented by clinical examination (8-mm Lachman test with no end point and a grade 2 
pivot-shift test measured by the same orthopaedic surgeon) and MRI and had no injuries to 
the contralateral knee. Four patients had an injury of the left knee, and 4 had an injury of 
the right knee. Subjects had been injured within a mean 4.5 ± 3 months of testing. Injury to 
other ligaments, distinguishable cartilage lesions, and injury to the underlying bone were 
reasons for exclusion from the study. However, patients with minimal meniscal injury were 
allowed in this study because patients with an isolated ACL injury and absolutely no 
damage to the meniscus are relatively rare, and it is difficult to precisely quantify the extent 
to which the meniscus is damaged without arthroscopic examination. However, the status 
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other ligaments, distinguishable cartilage lesions, and injury to the underlying bone were 
reasons for exclusion from the study. However, patients with minimal meniscal injury were 
allowed in this study because patients with an isolated ACL injury and absolutely no 
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to which the meniscus is damaged without arthroscopic examination. However, the status 
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of the meniscus was documented during subsequent arthroscopic reconstruction of the 
ACL. If removal of more than 50% of the medial or lateral meniscus was required during 
reconstruction, the patient was excluded. Three patients had no significant damage to the 
meniscus, 1 patient had a partial- thickness tear of the lateral meniscus, and the remaining 4 
patients had injuries requiring partial removal of the lateral meniscus (10%, 15%, 30%, and 
40% removal of the lateral meniscus).12,25,34,39 
The purpose of the present study was explained in detail to all of the subjects at the time of 
recruitment. Each subject signed a consent form that had been approved by our institutional 
review board. 
The ACL Reconstruction Technique 
The subjects underwent arthroscopic surgical reconstruction of the ACL of the injured 
knee. All surgeries were performed by 1 orthopaedic surgeon. A diagnostic arthroscopy 
was performed before graft placement. During surgery, the status of each patient’s menisci 
was documented. Reconstruction was performed in a standard fashion using a central 10-
mm BPTB autograft. A 10-mm tibial tunnel was drilled using a 55° guide (Linvatec-
Conmed, Largo, Fla) centered at a point 7 mm anterior to the PCL on the downslope of the 
medial tibial spine. A 10-mm femoral tunnel was drilled using a 6-mm femoral offset guide 
(Arthrex, Naples, Fla) centered at the 10:30 position for right knees (1:30 for left). The 
graft was passed in retrograde fashion, and the femoral and tibial bone blocks were secured 
with titanium interference screws (Guardsman, Linvatec-Conmed). The femoral screw 
length was 25 mm and was placed with the knee in maximal flexion. The tibial screw 
length was 30 mm. The graft was fully tensioned with the knee in full extension. Screw 
diameter was determined based on graft-tunnel fit. Examination confirmed that there was 
no notch impingement, and cycling of the knee revealed less than 2 mm of graft motion in 
all cases. The anterior laxity of the reconstructed knee as measured with the KT-1000 
arthrometer was similar to that of the intact contralateral knee.34 
The MRI Scan and 3D Knee Model 
Before the ACL reconstruction, both knees were imaged with a magnetic resonance (MR) 
scanner using a 1.5-T magnet (General Electric, Waukesha, Wis) and a fat-suppressed 3D 
spoiled gradient-recalled sequence.13,24 The patients were lying horizontally with the knee 
in a relaxed, extended position. The MR scans spanned the medial and lateral extremes of 
the knee and were used to generate parallel sagittal plane images (resolution 512 × 512 
pixels) with a field of view of 16 × 16 cm and a spacing of 1 mm. For each knee, the MR 
scanning time was approximately 12 minutes. Approximately 120 sagittal plane images 
were obtained for each knee. The MRIs were used to create 3D models of the knees in a 
solid modeling software (Rhinoceros, Robert McNeel and Associates, Seattle, Wash) using 
a protocol established in our laboratory.13,23 The contours of the bone and cartilage surfaces 
of the femur, tibia, and patella were digitized within each image. The digitized spatial data 
 
 
(x, y, and z coordinates) were then linked using B-spline curves to reproduce the contours 
of the femur, tibia, and patella. Bone and cartilage surfaces of the femur, tibia, and patella 
were created from the contours with the use of nonuniform rational B-splines. In addition to 
the bone and cartilage surface contours, the attachment areas of the patellar tendon on the 
tibial tubercle and the apex of the patella were delineated. 
Dual-Orthogonal Fluoroscopic Imaging of the Knee During a Weightbearing Activity 
After the MRI-based computer models were constructed, both knees of each subject were 
simultaneously imaged using 2 orthogonally placed fluoroscopes as the patient performed a 
single-leg quasi-static lunge at 0°, 15°, 30°, 60°, and 90° of flexion. Flexion angle of the 
knee was monitored using a handheld goniometer. The subject kept the knee stable for 1 
second at each target flexion angle, so that the fluoroscopes captured the knee position, and 
then flexed the knee to the next target position. At each selected flexion angle, the subject 
supported his or her body weight on the leg being scanned, while the other leg was used to 
help balance the body. Data were collected preoperatively and at 6 months after single-
bundle ACL reconstruction. These images were used to quantify the in vivo knee position 
at each of the targeted flexion angles. 
Measurement of In Vivo 6 Degrees of Freedom Knee Kinematics Using Image-
Matching Technique28 
The orthogonal images were imported into a solid modeling software and placed in the 
orthogonal planes based on the position of the fluoroscopes during the imaging of the 
patient. The contours of the femur, tibia, and patella were outlined on each fluoroscopic 
image. The 3D MRI–based model of the patient was then imported into the software and 
viewed from the 2 orthogonal directions corresponding to the orthogonal fluoroscopic setup 
used to acquire the images. The models were independently manipulated in 6 degrees of 
freedom inside the software until the projections of the models matched the outlines of the 
images. When the projections matched the outlines of the images taken during in vivo knee 
Figure 1. The knee models for a typical subject at 0°, 15°, 30°, 60°, and 90° of flexion. 
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flexion, the model reproduced the in vivo position of the knee. A series of knee models that 
reproduce knee positions at all target flexion angles re- created the in vivo knee flexion 
from full extension to 90° of flexion (Figure 1). 
Magnetic resonance and dual-orthogonal fluoroscopic imaging techniques have been 
described in detail in previous publications. This system has an accuracy of less than 0.1 
mm in measuring tibiofemoral joint kinematics.12,28 The procedure was further validated for 
measuring the patellofemoral kinematics.33 The methodology has an error of less than 0.1 ± 
0.2 mm in measuring patellar shift and 0.2° ± 0.1° in patellar tilt.33 
Description of the Biomechanical Function of the Patellar Tendon 
The kinematics of the patellar tendon were measured from the series of bone models 
representing the kinematics of the knee.11 The attachment sites of the patellar tendon on the 
patella and tibial tubercle were divided into thirds: a medial portion, a central portion, and a 
lateral portion. The apparent elongation of each portion of the patellar tendon was defined 
as the length of the line connecting the attachment sites on the patellar apex and tibial 
tubercle. The sagittal plane angle was defined as the angle formed between the long axis of 
the tibia and the projection of the patellar tendon on the sagittal plane of the tibia (Figure 
Figure 2. The sagittal plane angle (A), measured in the sagittal plane between the 
patellar tendon (PT) and the long axis of the tibia; the coronal plane angle (B), measured 
in the coronal plane between the PT and the long axis of the tibia; and twist (C), 
measured in the transversal plane between the patellar and tibial attachment of the PT. 
 
 
2A). A positive sagittal plane angle corresponded to an anterior orientation of the patellar 
tendon (patellar attachment anterior to the tibial attachment) relative to the long axis of the 
tibia, and negative values correspond to a posterior orientation. The coronal plane angle 
was defined as the angle between the long axis of the tibia and the projection of the patellar 
tendon on the coronal plane of the tibia (Figure 2B). Positive coronal plane angles 
corresponded to a medial orientation of the patellar tendon (patellar attachment medial to 
the tibial attachment) relative to the long axis of the tibia, whereas negative values 
corresponded to a lateral orientation. In this fashion, the kinematics of the patellar tendon 
were quantified for each subject as a function of flexion. Twist of the patellar tendon was 
defined as the angle measured in the transversal plane between the patellar and tibial 
attachment sites (Figure 2C). 
Description of Patellar Tracking 
After reproducing the in vivo knee positions along the flexion path, the patellar tracking 
was measured from the series of knee models.33 A joint coordinate system19 was established 
for each knee to describe the motion of the patella. Two axes were drawn on the femur: the 
long axis along the posterior femoral shaft surface in sagittal plane and the transepicondylar 
axis (TEA) connecting the epicondyle extremes of the medial and lateral femoral 
condyles.31 The knee center was defined as the midpoint of the TEA. An axis parallel to the 
posterior wall of the tibial shaft was defined as the long axis of the tibia. The flexion angle 
of the knee was defined as the angle between the long axes of the femur and tibia in the  
Figure 3. Coordinate systems used 
to quantify the patella tracking. The 
femoral coordinate system consisted 
of the transepicondylar axis (TEA) 
and the long axis intersecting at the 
center of the knee joint (midpoint of 
TEA). A cuboid was enclosed 
around the patella to determine the 
patellar center. The patellar 
coordinate system consisted of the 
proximodistal, anteroposterior, and 
mediolateral axes. Patellar flexion, 
shift, tilt, and rotation are considered 
positive as shown in the figure. 
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Figure 4. A, the centroid (a) of the intersection of the patellar (b) and femoral (c) 
cartilage was used to determine the patellofemoral contact locations. B, the coordinate 
system on the patellar cartilage surface for patellofemoral cartilage contact analysis. 
The proximal (P)–distal (D) axis was called the centerline. The medial (M)–lateral (L) 
axis was called the midline. Contact proximal to the midline and medial to the 
centerline was positive. A, anterior. 
 
 
sagittal plane. To reduce the variability in creating patellar coordinate systems, a cuboid 
was used to enclose the patella so that it touched the proximodistal, anteroposterior, and 
mediolateral borders of the patella.26,33 The center of the cuboid was defined as the origin of 
the patella. The long axis of the patella was defined as the line along the superior-inferior 
direction. 
Patellar flexion was defined as the rotation of the patella about the TEA of the femur 
(Figure 3).8 Patellar shift was defined as the medial or lateral movement of the center of the 
patella along the TEA of the femur (Figure 3). A positive shift corresponded to the lateral 
movement of the patellar center with respect to the knee center along the TEA of the femur. 
Patellar tilt was defined as the rotation of the patella about its long axis, where lateral tilt 
followed the direction of external femoral rotation (Figure 3). Patellar rotation is the 
rotation of the patella about the anteroposterior axis of the patella, where valgus rotation 
follows the direction of valgus rotation in tibiofemoral motion (Figure 3), that is, an 
outward angulation of the distal segment of the patella. In this fashion, the patellar tracking 
was quantified for each subject as a function of flexion of the knee. 
Description of Patellofemoral Cartilage Contact Points 
The contact points on the patellar cartilage were calculated by finding the centroid of the 
intersection of the patellar and femoral cartilage layers.13,22,25 From the series of models 
used to reproduce knee motion, the relative positions of the cartilage layers on the femur 
and patella were determined. The overlap of the 2 cartilage layers was used to approximate 
the cartilage contact area (Figure 4A). The solid modeling software automatically outlined 
the intersection of the patellar and femoral cartilage layers and calculated the centroid of 
the enclosed area. The centroid of this contact area was defined as the contact point. To 
describe the motion of the cartilage contact points, a coordinate system was created on the 
surface of the patella (Figure 4B). The center of the vertical ridge of the patella was the 
origin of the coordinate system. In this coordinate system, the proximodistal axis was called 
the centerline, and the mediolateral axis was called the midline. In the proximodistal 
direction, the contact point was positive if it was proximal to the midline and negative if it 
was distal to the midline. In the mediolateral direction, a contact point was positive if it was 
on the medial side of the centerline and negative if it was on the lateral side of the 
centerline. 
Statistical Methods 
A 1-way repeated-measures analysis of variance was used to compare the biomechanical 
function of the patellar tendon (apparent elongation, sagittal plane angle, coronal plane 
angle, and twist), the patellar tracking (patellar flexion, shift, tilt, and rotation), and the 
position of the patellofemoral contact points on the patellar cartilage of the ACL-deficient, 
ACL-reconstructed, and intact (contralateral) knees. The Student-Newman-Keuls post hoc 





Figure 4. A, the centroid (a) of the intersection of the patellar (b) and femoral (c) 
cartilage was used to determine the patellofemoral contact locations. B, the coordinate 
system on the patellar cartilage surface for patellofemoral cartilage contact analysis. 
The proximal (P)–distal (D) axis was called the centerline. The medial (M)–lateral (L) 
axis was called the midline. Contact proximal to the midline and medial to the 
centerline was positive. A, anterior. 
 
 
sagittal plane. To reduce the variability in creating patellar coordinate systems, a cuboid 
was used to enclose the patella so that it touched the proximodistal, anteroposterior, and 
mediolateral borders of the patella.26,33 The center of the cuboid was defined as the origin of 
the patella. The long axis of the patella was defined as the line along the superior-inferior 
direction. 
Patellar flexion was defined as the rotation of the patella about the TEA of the femur 
(Figure 3).8 Patellar shift was defined as the medial or lateral movement of the center of the 
patella along the TEA of the femur (Figure 3). A positive shift corresponded to the lateral 
movement of the patellar center with respect to the knee center along the TEA of the femur. 
Patellar tilt was defined as the rotation of the patella about its long axis, where lateral tilt 
followed the direction of external femoral rotation (Figure 3). Patellar rotation is the 
rotation of the patella about the anteroposterior axis of the patella, where valgus rotation 
follows the direction of valgus rotation in tibiofemoral motion (Figure 3), that is, an 
outward angulation of the distal segment of the patella. In this fashion, the patellar tracking 
was quantified for each subject as a function of flexion of the knee. 
Description of Patellofemoral Cartilage Contact Points 
The contact points on the patellar cartilage were calculated by finding the centroid of the 
intersection of the patellar and femoral cartilage layers.13,22,25 From the series of models 
used to reproduce knee motion, the relative positions of the cartilage layers on the femur 
and patella were determined. The overlap of the 2 cartilage layers was used to approximate 
the cartilage contact area (Figure 4A). The solid modeling software automatically outlined 
the intersection of the patellar and femoral cartilage layers and calculated the centroid of 
the enclosed area. The centroid of this contact area was defined as the contact point. To 
describe the motion of the cartilage contact points, a coordinate system was created on the 
surface of the patella (Figure 4B). The center of the vertical ridge of the patella was the 
origin of the coordinate system. In this coordinate system, the proximodistal axis was called 
the centerline, and the mediolateral axis was called the midline. In the proximodistal 
direction, the contact point was positive if it was proximal to the midline and negative if it 
was distal to the midline. In the mediolateral direction, a contact point was positive if it was 
on the medial side of the centerline and negative if it was on the lateral side of the 
centerline. 
Statistical Methods 
A 1-way repeated-measures analysis of variance was used to compare the biomechanical 
function of the patellar tendon (apparent elongation, sagittal plane angle, coronal plane 
angle, and twist), the patellar tracking (patellar flexion, shift, tilt, and rotation), and the 
position of the patellofemoral contact points on the patellar cartilage of the ACL-deficient, 
ACL-reconstructed, and intact (contralateral) knees. The Student-Newman-Keuls post hoc 
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test was performed to isolate statistically significant differences between groups. The level 
of significance was set at P < .05. 
 
RESULTS 
Biomechanical Function of the Patellar Tendon 
In the healthy knee, all 3 portions of the patellar tendon deformed similarly with flexion. 
The apparent elongation of the lateral, central, and medial portions of the patellar tendon 
increased from 64.9 ± 10.1 mm, 53.7 ± 6.9 mm, and 62.2 ± 7.9 mm, respectively, at 0° to 
70.8 ± 8.6 mm, 57.9 ± 7.2 mm, and 66.6 ± 8.2 mm, respectively, at 30° of flexion, after 
which no marked change in apparent elongation was observed in the portions (Figure 5A). 
Anterior cruciate ligament deficiency caused an apparent elongation of all 3 portions of the 
patellar tendon, which was significant at most flexion angles. The effect of ACL deficiency 
on the apparent elongation of the patellar tendon was greatest at 0° of flexion in the lateral 
portion; an increase of 8.1% was noticed, compared to the healthy knee (P < .05). Anterior 
cruciate ligament reconstruction decreased the abnormal apparent elongation of the patellar 
tendon in all 3 portions to levels not significantly different from those of the intact knee. 
In the sagittal plane (Figure 5B), the angle between the patellar tendon and the long axis of 
the tibia decreased with flexion from 21.8° ± 4.7°, 25.1° ± 5.6°, and 23.4° ± 4.8° at 0° of 
flexion to –4.7° ± 4.0°, –2.3° ± 4.0°, and –0.5° ± 3.4° at 90° of flexion in the lateral, central, 
and medial portions, respectively, of the healthy patellar tendon. In the flexion range from 
0° to 30°, ACL deficiency decreased the sagittal plane angle by approximately 3°. The 
greatest decrease in sagittal plane angle occurred at 0° in the central portion of the patellar 
tendon: from 25.1° ± 5.6° to 20.8° ± 5.1°. At 0° of knee flexion, ACL reconstruction did 
not significantly change the sagittal plane angle, compared to the ACL-deficient knee. In 
the lateral and central portions, the sagittal plane angle remained significantly decreased in 
the ACL-reconstructed knee compared with the intact knee at 0° of knee flexion (P < .05). 
The ACL reconstruction reduced the abnormal sagittal plane angles in all the patellar 
tendon portions at 15° and 30° of knee flexion to levels not significantly different from 
those of the intact knee. At 60° of knee flexion, ACL reconstruction significantly increased 
the sagittal plane angle in the medial and central portion compared to the healthy knee; at 
90° of knee flexion, ACL reconstruction significantly increased the sagittal plane angle in 
all the patellar tendon portions. 
In the coronal plane (Figure 5C), the 3 portions of the healthy patellar tendon exhibited a 
similar trend of gradually decreasing coronal plane angles with flexion: from 9.0° ± 1.8°, 
13.2° ± 3.4°, and 16.0° ± 4.6° at 0° of flexion to 1.3° ± 2.8°, 2.3° ± 3.1°, and 5.0° ± 3.5° at 
90° of flexion in the lateral, central, and medial portions, respectively. In the ACL-deficient 
knee, the patellar tendon showed a similar trend of a gradually decreasing coronal plane 
 
 
angle with flexion, but the coronal plane angle was less deviated to the medial side 
compared to the healthy knee, with a maximal difference of 7.6° at 0° of flexion in the 
central portion of the patellar tendon. The coronal plane angle in the ACL-deficient knee 
decreased from 3.0° ± 3.2°, 5.6° ± 6.4°, and 9.1° ± 5.4° at 0° of flexion to –3.0° ± 4.0°, –
1.6° ± 4.2°, and 2.6° ± 4.5° at 90° of flexion in the lateral, central, and medial portions, 
respectively. The decrease in the coronal plane angle after ACL deficiency was significant 
at all angles and in all 3 portions of the patellar tendon, except at 90° of knee flexion in the 
central portion and between 30° and 90° in the medial portion. The ACL reconstruction was 
unable to restore the normal coronal plane angle. The coronal plane angle in the ACL-
reconstructed knee varied from –0.4° ± 4.8°, 5.4° ± 5.8°, and 10.4° ± 4.9° at 0° of flexion to 
–5.8° ± 4.2°, –2.6° ± 4.9°, and 2.4° ± 4.1° at 90° of flexion in the lateral, central, and 
medial portions, respectively. 
The healthy patellar tendon demonstrated a gradually increasing external rotation of its 
patellar attachment site relative to the tibial attachment site with flexion (Figure 5D): from 
0.6°± 4.7° at 0° of flexion to –8.6°± 6.5° at 90° of flexion. In the ACL-deficient knee, the 
patellar attachment site was about 3° more externally twisted relative to the tibial 
attachment site compared to the healthy knee: from –3.8°± 6.4° at 0° of flexion to –11.6°± 
7.9° at 90° of flexion. The ACL reconstruction did not significantly reduce the increased 
external twist of the patellar tendon that was observed in the ACL-deficient knee: from –
4.5° ± 4.5° at 0° of flexion to –13.5° ± 8.3° at 90° of flexion. 
Patellar Tracking 
Anterior cruciate ligament injury significantly decreased the flexion angle between the 
patella and femur at 0° and 15° of flexion (Figure 6A) (P < .05). In the healthy knee, the 
patellar flexion angle measured 9.7° ± 5.6° at 0° of knee flexion and increased to 16.2° ± 
6.9° at 15° of knee flexion. In ACL-deficient knees, patellar flexion at 0° was 3.2° ± 4.4° 
and increased to 9.1° ± 3.2° at 15° of knee flexion. On average, ACL deficiency reduced 
the patellar flexion angle by 6.6° throughout the measured range of motion. Anterior 
cruciate ligament reconstruction reduced the abnormal patellar flexion. At 0° of knee 
flexion, the patellar flexion was 7.5° ± 5.8° and increased to 13.6° ± 5.7° at 15° of knee 
flexion in ACL-reconstructed knees. On average, patellar flexion remained 3.1° less than  




test was performed to isolate statistically significant differences between groups. The level 
of significance was set at P < .05. 
 
RESULTS 
Biomechanical Function of the Patellar Tendon 
In the healthy knee, all 3 portions of the patellar tendon deformed similarly with flexion. 
The apparent elongation of the lateral, central, and medial portions of the patellar tendon 
increased from 64.9 ± 10.1 mm, 53.7 ± 6.9 mm, and 62.2 ± 7.9 mm, respectively, at 0° to 
70.8 ± 8.6 mm, 57.9 ± 7.2 mm, and 66.6 ± 8.2 mm, respectively, at 30° of flexion, after 
which no marked change in apparent elongation was observed in the portions (Figure 5A). 
Anterior cruciate ligament deficiency caused an apparent elongation of all 3 portions of the 
patellar tendon, which was significant at most flexion angles. The effect of ACL deficiency 
on the apparent elongation of the patellar tendon was greatest at 0° of flexion in the lateral 
portion; an increase of 8.1% was noticed, compared to the healthy knee (P < .05). Anterior 
cruciate ligament reconstruction decreased the abnormal apparent elongation of the patellar 
tendon in all 3 portions to levels not significantly different from those of the intact knee. 
In the sagittal plane (Figure 5B), the angle between the patellar tendon and the long axis of 
the tibia decreased with flexion from 21.8° ± 4.7°, 25.1° ± 5.6°, and 23.4° ± 4.8° at 0° of 
flexion to –4.7° ± 4.0°, –2.3° ± 4.0°, and –0.5° ± 3.4° at 90° of flexion in the lateral, central, 
and medial portions, respectively, of the healthy patellar tendon. In the flexion range from 
0° to 30°, ACL deficiency decreased the sagittal plane angle by approximately 3°. The 
greatest decrease in sagittal plane angle occurred at 0° in the central portion of the patellar 
tendon: from 25.1° ± 5.6° to 20.8° ± 5.1°. At 0° of knee flexion, ACL reconstruction did 
not significantly change the sagittal plane angle, compared to the ACL-deficient knee. In 
the lateral and central portions, the sagittal plane angle remained significantly decreased in 
the ACL-reconstructed knee compared with the intact knee at 0° of knee flexion (P < .05). 
The ACL reconstruction reduced the abnormal sagittal plane angles in all the patellar 
tendon portions at 15° and 30° of knee flexion to levels not significantly different from 
those of the intact knee. At 60° of knee flexion, ACL reconstruction significantly increased 
the sagittal plane angle in the medial and central portion compared to the healthy knee; at 
90° of knee flexion, ACL reconstruction significantly increased the sagittal plane angle in 
all the patellar tendon portions. 
In the coronal plane (Figure 5C), the 3 portions of the healthy patellar tendon exhibited a 
similar trend of gradually decreasing coronal plane angles with flexion: from 9.0° ± 1.8°, 
13.2° ± 3.4°, and 16.0° ± 4.6° at 0° of flexion to 1.3° ± 2.8°, 2.3° ± 3.1°, and 5.0° ± 3.5° at 
90° of flexion in the lateral, central, and medial portions, respectively. In the ACL-deficient 
knee, the patellar tendon showed a similar trend of a gradually decreasing coronal plane 
 
 
angle with flexion, but the coronal plane angle was less deviated to the medial side 
compared to the healthy knee, with a maximal difference of 7.6° at 0° of flexion in the 
central portion of the patellar tendon. The coronal plane angle in the ACL-deficient knee 
decreased from 3.0° ± 3.2°, 5.6° ± 6.4°, and 9.1° ± 5.4° at 0° of flexion to –3.0° ± 4.0°, –
1.6° ± 4.2°, and 2.6° ± 4.5° at 90° of flexion in the lateral, central, and medial portions, 
respectively. The decrease in the coronal plane angle after ACL deficiency was significant 
at all angles and in all 3 portions of the patellar tendon, except at 90° of knee flexion in the 
central portion and between 30° and 90° in the medial portion. The ACL reconstruction was 
unable to restore the normal coronal plane angle. The coronal plane angle in the ACL-
reconstructed knee varied from –0.4° ± 4.8°, 5.4° ± 5.8°, and 10.4° ± 4.9° at 0° of flexion to 
–5.8° ± 4.2°, –2.6° ± 4.9°, and 2.4° ± 4.1° at 90° of flexion in the lateral, central, and 
medial portions, respectively. 
The healthy patellar tendon demonstrated a gradually increasing external rotation of its 
patellar attachment site relative to the tibial attachment site with flexion (Figure 5D): from 
0.6°± 4.7° at 0° of flexion to –8.6°± 6.5° at 90° of flexion. In the ACL-deficient knee, the 
patellar attachment site was about 3° more externally twisted relative to the tibial 
attachment site compared to the healthy knee: from –3.8°± 6.4° at 0° of flexion to –11.6°± 
7.9° at 90° of flexion. The ACL reconstruction did not significantly reduce the increased 
external twist of the patellar tendon that was observed in the ACL-deficient knee: from –
4.5° ± 4.5° at 0° of flexion to –13.5° ± 8.3° at 90° of flexion. 
Patellar Tracking 
Anterior cruciate ligament injury significantly decreased the flexion angle between the 
patella and femur at 0° and 15° of flexion (Figure 6A) (P < .05). In the healthy knee, the 
patellar flexion angle measured 9.7° ± 5.6° at 0° of knee flexion and increased to 16.2° ± 
6.9° at 15° of knee flexion. In ACL-deficient knees, patellar flexion at 0° was 3.2° ± 4.4° 
and increased to 9.1° ± 3.2° at 15° of knee flexion. On average, ACL deficiency reduced 
the patellar flexion angle by 6.6° throughout the measured range of motion. Anterior 
cruciate ligament reconstruction reduced the abnormal patellar flexion. At 0° of knee 
flexion, the patellar flexion was 7.5° ± 5.8° and increased to 13.6° ± 5.7° at 15° of knee 
flexion in ACL-reconstructed knees. On average, patellar flexion remained 3.1° less than  
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Figure 5. The biomechanical 
function of the patellar tendon. A, 
apparent elongation; B, sagittal 
plane angle; C, coronal plane 
angle; and D, twist of the patellar 
tendon as a function of knee flexion 
angle. Central, central portion of 
the patellar tendon; Deficient, ACL-
deficient  knee;  Intact, intact knee; 
Figure 5. The biomechanical function of the patellar tendon. A, apparent elongation; 
B, sagittal plane angle; C, coronal plane angle; and D, twist of the patellar tendon as a 
function of knee flexion angl . Central, central portion of the patellar tendon; 
D ficient, ACL-deficie t knee; Intact, intact knee; Lateral, lateral portion of the 
patellar tendon; Medial, medial portion of the patellar tendon; Postop, postoperative 
ACL-reconstructed knee. Mean ± SD; *P < .05. 
 
 
that of the control knee; however, this residual decrease in flexion was not significantly 
different from the intact or ACL-deficient knee. 
The patella in ACL-deficient knees shifted significantly more laterally at 0° of knee flexion, 
and reconstruction of the ACL did not reduce the abnormal shift (Figure 6B). At 0° of 
flexion, the patella was 7.2 ± 4.6 mm, 8.9 ± 4.2 mm, and 9.2 ± 3.9 mm lateral to the knee 
center along the TEA of the femur in the healthy, ACL-deficient, and ACL- reconstructed 
knees, respectively. 
Anterior cruciate ligament deficiency significantly changed the patellar rotation at 15° of 
knee flexion, and ACL reconstruction was unable to restore the values to normal (Figure 
6C). In the ACL-deficient knee, the patella was approximately 2° more valgusly rotated. 
Anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction was not only unable to restore the normal rotation 
pattern of the patella but actually further increased the valgus rotation between 0° and 30° 
of knee flexion. 
The effect of ACL deficiency was more pronounced on the patellar tilt (Figure 6D). 
Between 0° and 60° of knee flex- ion, ACL deficiency increased the lateral tilt of the 
patella by nearly 5°. The maximum effect of ACL deficiency occurred at 0° of knee 
flexion; the lateral tilt increased from 2.2° ± 6.0° to 7.4° ± 3.4° after ACL deficiency. 
Reconstruction of the ACL did not have an effect on the abnormal tilt of the patella, as 
there was no significant difference in tilt detected between the ACL-deficient and 
reconstructed knees. At 0° of knee flexion, the patella was 7.0° ± 3.5° tilted in the ACL-
reconstructed knees. 
Patellofemoral Cartilage Contact Points 
We did not observe any contact between the femoral and patellar cartilage in the healthy, 
ACL-deficient, and ACL-reconstructed knees at 0° of knee flexion. Articular cartilage 
contact in the healthy knee moved from 5.3 ± 3.6 mm distal of the midline at 15° of knee 
flexion to 4.8 ± 4.4 mm proximal of the midline at 90° of knee flexion (Figure 7A) and was 
located along the vertical ridge (centerline) of the patellar surface (Figure 7B). 
Rupture of the ACL caused a significant proximal and lateral shift of the cartilage contact 
between 15° and 90° of flexion. On average, the contact point location in the ACL-deficient 
knees was 4.8 mm more proximal than in the healthy knee joint (Figure 7A). The maximum 
effect was observed at 15° of flexion, at which ACL deficiency caused a 5.0 ± 3.9 mm 
proximal shift. The effect of ACL deficiency was more pronounced in the mediolateral 
direction (Figure 7B). A lateral shift of 6.5 ± 2.4 mm minimum (at 15° of flexion) to 7.2 ± 
2.9 mm maximum (at 60° of flexion) was measured along the midline. 
Reconstruction of the ACL reduced the abnormal contact location in the proximodistal 
direction, but a significant proximal shift remained compared with the intact knee, except at 
90° (Figure 7A). Between 15° and 60° of knee flexion, a significant residual 2.5-mm  
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Figure 5. The biomechanical 
function of the patellar tendon. A, 
apparent elongation; B, sagittal 
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Figure 5. The biomechanical function of the patellar tendon. A, apparent elongation; 
B, sagittal plane angle; C, coronal plane angle; and D, twist of the patellar tendon as a 
function of knee flexion angl . Central, central portion of the patellar tendon; 
D ficient, ACL-deficie t knee; Intact, intact knee; Lateral, lateral portion of the 
patellar tendon; Medial, medial portion of the patellar tendon; Postop, postoperative 
ACL-reconstructed knee. Mean ± SD; *P < .05. 
 
 
that of the control knee; however, this residual decrease in flexion was not significantly 
different from the intact or ACL-deficient knee. 
The patella in ACL-deficient knees shifted significantly more laterally at 0° of knee flexion, 
and reconstruction of the ACL did not reduce the abnormal shift (Figure 6B). At 0° of 
flexion, the patella was 7.2 ± 4.6 mm, 8.9 ± 4.2 mm, and 9.2 ± 3.9 mm lateral to the knee 
center along the TEA of the femur in the healthy, ACL-deficient, and ACL- reconstructed 
knees, respectively. 
Anterior cruciate ligament deficiency significantly changed the patellar rotation at 15° of 
knee flexion, and ACL reconstruction was unable to restore the values to normal (Figure 
6C). In the ACL-deficient knee, the patella was approximately 2° more valgusly rotated. 
Anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction was not only unable to restore the normal rotation 
pattern of the patella but actually further increased the valgus rotation between 0° and 30° 
of knee flexion. 
The effect of ACL deficiency was more pronounced on the patellar tilt (Figure 6D). 
Between 0° and 60° of knee flex- ion, ACL deficiency increased the lateral tilt of the 
patella by nearly 5°. The maximum effect of ACL deficiency occurred at 0° of knee 
flexion; the lateral tilt increased from 2.2° ± 6.0° to 7.4° ± 3.4° after ACL deficiency. 
Reconstruction of the ACL did not have an effect on the abnormal tilt of the patella, as 
there was no significant difference in tilt detected between the ACL-deficient and 
reconstructed knees. At 0° of knee flexion, the patella was 7.0° ± 3.5° tilted in the ACL-
reconstructed knees. 
Patellofemoral Cartilage Contact Points 
We did not observe any contact between the femoral and patellar cartilage in the healthy, 
ACL-deficient, and ACL-reconstructed knees at 0° of knee flexion. Articular cartilage 
contact in the healthy knee moved from 5.3 ± 3.6 mm distal of the midline at 15° of knee 
flexion to 4.8 ± 4.4 mm proximal of the midline at 90° of knee flexion (Figure 7A) and was 
located along the vertical ridge (centerline) of the patellar surface (Figure 7B). 
Rupture of the ACL caused a significant proximal and lateral shift of the cartilage contact 
between 15° and 90° of flexion. On average, the contact point location in the ACL-deficient 
knees was 4.8 mm more proximal than in the healthy knee joint (Figure 7A). The maximum 
effect was observed at 15° of flexion, at which ACL deficiency caused a 5.0 ± 3.9 mm 
proximal shift. The effect of ACL deficiency was more pronounced in the mediolateral 
direction (Figure 7B). A lateral shift of 6.5 ± 2.4 mm minimum (at 15° of flexion) to 7.2 ± 
2.9 mm maximum (at 60° of flexion) was measured along the midline. 
Reconstruction of the ACL reduced the abnormal contact location in the proximodistal 
direction, but a significant proximal shift remained compared with the intact knee, except at 
90° (Figure 7A). Between 15° and 60° of knee flexion, a significant residual 2.5-mm  




Figure 6. Patellar tracking. A, flexion; B, shift; C, rotation; and D, tilt of the patella as a 
function of knee flexion angle. Deficient, ACL-deficient knee; Intact, intact knee; 
Postop, postoperative ACL-reconstructed knee. Mean ± SD; *P < .05. 
 
 
proximal shift remained after ACL reconstruction. In the mediolateral direction, ACL 
reconstruction did not restore normal contact kinematics (Figure 7B). A lateral shift of 
minimum 6.5 ± 2.2 mm (at 15° of flexion) to maximum 8.1 ± 1.9 mm (at 30° of flexion) 
persisted along the midline. 
 
DISCUSSION 
We used a combined MR and dual-orthogonal fluoroscopic imaging technique  to  compare  
the  3D behavior  of  the patellar  tendon, the  patellofemoral  kinematics, and  the contact 
characteristics of the PFJ between the intact, ACL- injured, and ACL-reconstructed knees. 
Data were collected preoperatively and at 6 months after single-bundle ACL reconstruction 
with a BPTB autograft. The anterior laxity of the reconstructed knees as measured with the 
Figure 7. Patellofemoral cartilage contact points. Cartilage contact in the (A) proximodistal 
and (B) mediolateral direction as a function of knee flexion angle. Deficient, ACL-deficient 
knee; Intact, intact knee; Postop, postoperative ACL-reconstructed knee. Mean ± SD; *P < 
.05. 





Figure 6. Patellar tracking. A, flexion; B, shift; C, rotation; and D, tilt of the patella as a 
function of knee flexion angle. Deficient, ACL-deficient knee; Intact, intact knee; 
Postop, postoperative ACL-reconstructed knee. Mean ± SD; *P < .05. 
 
 
proximal shift remained after ACL reconstruction. In the mediolateral direction, ACL 
reconstruction did not restore normal contact kinematics (Figure 7B). A lateral shift of 
minimum 6.5 ± 2.2 mm (at 15° of flexion) to maximum 8.1 ± 1.9 mm (at 30° of flexion) 
persisted along the midline. 
 
DISCUSSION 
We used a combined MR and dual-orthogonal fluoroscopic imaging technique  to  compare  
the  3D behavior  of  the patellar  tendon, the  patellofemoral  kinematics, and  the contact 
characteristics of the PFJ between the intact, ACL- injured, and ACL-reconstructed knees. 
Data were collected preoperatively and at 6 months after single-bundle ACL reconstruction 
with a BPTB autograft. The anterior laxity of the reconstructed knees as measured with the 
Figure 7. Patellofemoral cartilage contact points. Cartilage contact in the (A) proximodistal 
and (B) mediolateral direction as a function of knee flexion angle. Deficient, ACL-deficient 
knee; Intact, intact knee; Postop, postoperative ACL-reconstructed knee. Mean ± SD; *P < 
.05. 
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KT-1000 arthrometer was similar to that of the intact contralateral knee. 
Anterior cruciate ligament injury caused an increase in the apparent elongation of the 
patellar tendon. The increased apparent elongation of the patellar tendon in ACL-deficient 
knees could be responsible for the quadriceps muscle weakness associated with ACL 
injury. The patellar tendon length was found to influence considerably the mechanical 
behavior of the patellar articulation.40 An increased length of the patellar tendon, an 
essential element of the knee extensor mechanism, implies an increase in quadriceps slack 
length, thus decreasing the quadriceps mechanical advantage.14 
We found that ACL injury caused a decreased sagittal and coronal plane angle and an 
increased external twist. This altered orientation of the patellar tendon is understandable 
because the PFJ is not an isolated unit in the knee. Instead, a kinematic coupling exists 
between the patellofemoral and the tibiofemoral articulations, connected by the patellar 
tendon.26 In the tibiofemoral joint of ACL-deficient patients, an increased anterior 
translation and internal rotation of the tibia2,18,29,35 as well as an increased medial tibial 
translation12 are observed. The increased anteroposterior tibial translation could explain the 
decreased sagittal plane angle, as the anterior tibial translation moves the tibial attachment 
of the patellar tendon forward, bringing the patellar tendon more parallel to the tibial shaft 
in the sagittal plane. Similarly, an increased medial tibial translation in ACL deficiency12 
will move the tibial attachment of the patellar tendon more medial relative to its patellar 
attachment, effectively reducing the angle between the patellar tendon and the tibia in the 
coronal plane. Finally, the increased internal rotation of the tibia that is observed in ACL 
deficiency could explain the increased twist of the patella that we found. 
The abnormal orientation of the patellar tendon after ACL injury implies an alteration in 
patellar tracking, as the patellar tendon links the tibiofemoral joint and the PFJ. This 
investigation has demonstrated that ACL injury decreased the flexion and increased the 
valgus rotation and lateral tilt of the patella. Furthermore, the patella in ACL-deficient 
knees shifted significantly more laterally at 0° of knee flexion. These findings are 
consistent with the in vitro study results obtained by Hsieh et al,20 in which they showed 
that excision of the ACL resulted in increases in lateral patellar tilt and in lateral patellar 
shift.20 An alteration in patellar tracking after ACL injury would be expected to lead to 
changes in patellofemoral articular contact biomechanics. 
Because of the high congruency of the PFJ, small changes in patellar tracking were 
expected to result in major changes in patellofemoral contact characteristics. Indeed, we 
found that rupture of the ACL caused a significant proximal and lateral shift of the articular 
cartilage contact on the patellar cartilage surface. A proximal shift in articular cartilage 
contact could be explained by the decreased patellar flexion. The lateral patellar shift and 
increased lateral tilt of the patella could be responsible for the large lateral shift in cartilage 
contact and may help to explain the onset of anterior knee pain in patients with ACL 
 
 
deficiency. It is interesting to note that the lateral shift in cartilage contact was more 
pronounced than was the proximal shift. This finding can be attributed to the geometry of 
the femoral trochlear groove and articular surface of the patella. Study of our MRIs showed 
that the vertical ridge of the patella had thicker cartilage than that of the medial and lateral 
aspect of the patellar cartilage surface. In the healthy knee, cartilage contact occurred along 
this vertical ridge of the patellar cartilage surface. This is consistent with the cartilage 
contact characteristics of the tibiofemoral joint, in which it was found that cartilage is up to 
50% thicker in regions where cartilage-to-cartilage contact is present.6,27 Healthy cartilage 
adapts to mechanical stimuli3,37 and ultimately becomes dependent on the maintenance of 
the mechanical stimulus for normal tissue function.9 The thicker cartilage within the 
cartilage-to-cartilage contact area may result in a reduced contact stress, as was 
demonstrated by a 3D finite element analysis suggesting that thicker cartilage bears a lower 
peak contact stress than does thinner cartilage under the same loading conditions.24 A subtle 
change in patellar tracking will create a large shift in cartilage contact, moving the articular 
loading away from the vertical ridge toward the lateral aspect of the patellar cartilage. This 
abnormal loading of unconditioned PFJ chondrocytes might predispose the patellofemoral 
cartilage to degenerative changes associated with ACL injury. Future studies will follow up 
the patients to examine the correlation between cartilage degeneration and changes in PFJ 
contact kinematics. 
Anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction reduced the abnormal apparent elongation and 
sagittal plane angle of the patellar tendon. Furthermore, ACL reconstruction restored the 
patellar flexion and proximal shift in contact. These findings suggest that there might be an 
improvement in anteroposterior tibiofemoral stability after reconstruction. In our previous 
study of tibiofemoral kinematics after ACL reconstruction that included the patients of this 
study,34 the anterior laxity of the reconstructed knee as measured with the arthrometer was 
similar to that of the intact contralateral knee. Once the anteroposterior knee stability is 
improved, the tibial tubercle moves more posteriorly relative to the patellar apex, returning 
the sagittal plane angle to a level similar to that of the healthy knee. A restored sagittal 
plane angle will reduce the abnormal patellar flexion, as the inferior pole of the patella is no 
longer pulled anteriorly relative to the femur. Once the patellar flexion is normalized, the 
cartilage contact in proximodistal direction returns to normal. 
However, the abnormal coronal plane angle and twist of the patellar tendon persisted after 
ACL reconstruction. As the patellar tendon links the tibiofemoral joint and the PFJ, it was 
not surprising to find that the persistent abnormal coronal plane angle and twist of the 
patellar tendon that were observed in ACL-reconstructed knees resulted in abnormal 
patellar rotation and tilt after the reconstruction. Consequently, the lateral shift in cartilage 
contact that was detected in ACL-deficient knees did not improve after ACL reconstruction. 
These findings demonstrate that the surgical reconstruction of the ACL does not restore the 
rotational stability of the knee, as the coronal plane angle and twist of the patellar tendon 
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are likely a function of tibiofemoral rotation. This persistent abnormal motion of the PFJ 
might predispose the patellofemoral cartilage to degenerative changes and may explain the 
onset of patellofemoral pain after reconstruction. Our observations differ somewhat from 
the study by Hsieh et al,21 which demonstrated that intra-articular reconstruction of the 
ACL completely returned the normal PFJ contact characteristics. The difference between 
the data might be owing to the differences between the in vitro and in vivo loading 
conditions applied in the studies. During the in vivo knee function, the quadriceps and 
hamstring forces may be higher and more complicated than are the simulated muscle loads. 
Our study has several limitations. We measured only 1 functional activity, namely a single-
leg lunge, using a goniometer to control the flexion angle. Other in vivo activities such as 
walking, running, and stair climbing should be considered in future studies. This study 
evaluated the PFJ only at 6 months after surgery. In the future, patients should be followed 
up at various time intervals to investigate the change in kinematics over time. This might 
also provide insight into the relationship between altered joint behavior and joint 
degeneration. In addition, this study approximated the function of the patellar tendon using 
3 straight lines. However, these lines did not penetrate into the tibia, and the differences in 
deformations between the 3 regions were relatively small, indicating a relatively uniform 
deformation of the patellar tendon. In addition, the unstrained (reference) length of the 
patellar tendon was not known, so it is difficult to quantify the strains experienced by the 
patellar tendon from these data. Furthermore, this study did not measure the ground 
reaction force. Future studies should incorporate a load cell into the system, so that the 
moment applied to the joint might be estimated. The cartilage contact position was 
determined as the centroid of the intersection area formed by the tibial and femoral 
cartilage surfaces. Cartilage deformation was not considered during calculation of the 
contact point. We included some patients who had partial tears of the lateral meniscus. 
Therefore, the explanation of our data should be based on the patient condition as indicated 
in the Materials and Methods section. Eight patients were investigated in this study. A 
larger patient population should be included in future studies, so that the effects of various 
combined meniscal injuries and ACL reconstruction on the PFJ function can be 
investigated. 
In conclusion, we found that the altered tibiofemoral joint kinematics associated with ACL 
injury changed the apparent elongation and orientation of the patellar tendon. The disturbed 
function of the patellar tendon corresponded to an altered patellar tracking and 
patellofemoral cartilage contact. Anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction reduced the 
abnormal apparent elongation and abnormal orientation of the patellar tendon in the sagittal 
plane, as well as the abnormal patellar flexion and the superior shift in cartilage contact. 
These findings imply that ACL reconstruction improved the PFJ function. However, the 
abnormal orientation in the coronal plane and twist of the patellar tendon, as well as the 
abnormal patellar rotation, tilt, and lateral shift in PFJ cartilage contact, demonstrate that 
 
 
ACL reconstruction did not fully restore the rotational stability of the knee. This abnormal 
loading of the PFJ may predispose the patellofemoral cartilage to degenerative changes 
associated with ACL injury and might help to explain the onset of patellofemoral pain after 
reconstruction, even if the ACL is reconstructed in a way that restores the clinical 
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Purpose: To investigate the effect of posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) deficiency on the 
kinematics and the cartilage contact characteristics of the patellofemoral joint during an in 
vivo single-leg lunge. 
Methods: Ten patients with an isolated PCL injury in one knee and the contralateral side 
intact participated in the study. Magnetic resonance and dual fluoroscopic imaging 
techniques were used to analyze the patellofemoral kinematics and cartilage contact of the 
intact and the PCL-deficient knee during a quasi-static single-leg lunge from 0 degrees to 
120 degrees of flexion. 
Results: PCL deficiency significantly changed the patellofemoral kinematics between 90 
degrees and 120 degrees of knee flexion (P < 0.007): an increased patellar flexion angle by 
10.7 degrees on average and a decreased lateral shift (on average -1.9 mm), patellar tilt 
(approximately -2.7 degrees ), and valgus rotation (approximately -1.8 degrees ) were 
observed in the PCL-deficient knee compared with the intact contralateral joint. The 
changes in patellofemoral kinematics resulted in significant changes in patellofemoral 
cartilage contact (P < 0.007). PCL deficiency caused a distal (approximately -3.3 mm) and 
medial (approximately + 2.7 mm) shift of cartilage contact from 75 degrees to 120 degrees 
of flexion. 
Conclusion: The altered tibiofemoral kinematics that were previously described in PCL 
deficiency resulted in changes in patellofemoral joint function at flexion angles greater than 
75 degrees. This abnormal loading of the patellofemoral joint might predispose the 
patellofemoral cartilage to degenerative changes. Because we did not detect differences in 
the patellofemoral joint behavior of the intact and the PCL-deficient knee between 0 
degrees and 60 degrees of flexion, rehabilitation exercises might be safely performed in this 
range of flexion. On the other hand, repetitive deep knee squats should be avoided in PCL-













The posterior displacement of the tibia that occurs after rupture of the posterior cruciate 
ligament (PCL) is associated with degeneration of both the patellofemoral and the medial 
tibiofemoral joint compartments.7,28,35 Parolie and Bergfeld33 reported on 25 patients with 
PCL injury that were treated conservatively at 6 years of follow-up. Patellofemoral 
symptoms were present in 12 patients (48%), medial joint line tenderness in 3 patients 
(12%), and radiographic evidence of osteoarthritis in 9 patients (36%) total, eight patients 
(32%) of the medial and four patients (16%) of the patellofemoral compartment. Clancy et 
al.6 reported that 90% of patients with PCL injuries for longer than 4 years had grade 3 or 4 
osteoarthritis of the medial femoral condyle, whereas only 31% of patients had preoperative 
radiographic changes. Dandy and Pusey8 reported on 20 PCL-deficient patients treated 
nonoperatively after approximately 7 years. Fourteen patients (70%) continued to have pain 
while walking, 11 patients (55%) had patellofemoral symptoms, whereas 9 patients (45%) 
had episodic giving-way. Similarly, Boynton et al.1 reported that 81% of patients with 
isolated PCL-deficient knees had at least occasional pain and 17 patients (56%) had at least 
occasional swelling at a mean follow-up of 13.4 years. Cross and Powell7 evaluated 116 
patients at a mean duration of follow-up of 5 years: 40% of their patients had 
patellofemoral symptoms, whereas 20% had osteoarthritis of the medial compartment. 
For the last three decades, most research on PCL deficiency has been directed 
predominantly at the tibiofemoral joint. This focus is comprehensible because restraining 
posterior tibial translation is the primary function of the PCL in the intact knee.3 Both in 
vitro and in vivo studies have documented an increased posterior tibial 
translation3,5,12,15,16,25,27,31,32,34 as well as an increased external tibial rotation16,21,24 and lateral 
translation25 of the tibia after rupture of the PCL. In our recent in vivo study of 14 PCL-
deficient patients, we found that these altered tibiofemoral kinematics in PCL deficiency 
resulted in a shift of the normal tibiofemoral contact location with a subsequent increase in 
cartilage deformation in the medial compartment, providing a possible explanation for the 
medial joint compartment cartilage degeneration.38 
In contrast, little is known about the patellofemoral joint in PCL deficiency. In vitro studies 
by Skyhar et al.37 and Gill et al.13 found that sectioning of the PCL in cadaveric studies 
resulted in elevated patellofemoral contact pressures. However, to our knowledge, no data 
have been reported on the patellofemoral joint function in PCL deficiency under in vivo 
weight-bearing conditions. This knowledge could be used to provide a scientific insight in 
the possible pathogenesis of patellofemoral complications after injury to the PCL and to 
formulate concrete guidelines for the development of potentially safer rehabilitation 
regimens for PCL-deficient patients after surgical or conservative treatment. 
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In this study, we hypothesized that PCL deficiency changes the patellofemoral kinematics 
and, subsequently, the cartilage contact point location of the patellofemoral joint. The 
objective of this study was to investigate the effects of PCL deficiency on the kinematics 
(patellar flexion, shift, tilt, and rotation) and the contact characteristics of the patellofemoral 
joint during an in vivo weight-bearing activity using the combined dual-orthogonal 
fluoroscopic and magnetic resonance (MR) imaging technique.30,39 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Subject recruitment and exclusion criteria 
Ten patients (average age = 34 ± 14 years, age range = 19–51 years; average weight = 80 ± 
12 kg, weight range = 54–97 kg; average height = 173 ± 10 cm, height range = 165–180 
cm; six males, four females; seven right injured knees, three left injured knees; active on a 
minimal to moderate athletic level before injury) with a PCL rupture documented by 
clinical examination (positive posterior drawer test measured by the senior author (TJG) 
and MR imaging were included in this study). The average time between injury and 
analysis was 4.9 ± 3 months. All subjects had healthy contralateral knees. Injury to other 
ligaments or capsule, noticeable cartilage lesions, meniscal injury requiring partial 
meniscectomy, and injury to the underlying bone were reasons for exclusion from the 
study. The 10 included patients were studied previously as part of a larger sample of 14 
PCL-deficient patients for the analysis of tibiofemoral cartilage deformation in PCL 
deficiency.38 
The purpose of the present study was explained in detail to all of the patients at the time of 
recruitment. Each patient signed a consent form that had been approved by our institutional 
review board. 
MR imaging scan and three-dimensional knee model 
With the patients supine and the knee in a relaxed, extended position, both the left and the 
right knee were imaged with an MR scanner using a 3-T magnet (Magnetom Trio®; 
Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) and a fat-suppressed three-dimensional (3D) spoiled 
gradient-recalled echo sequence. The MR scans spanned the medial and the lateral 
boundaries of the knee. Parallel sagittal and coronal plane images (resolution = 512 × 512 
pixels) with a field of view of 16 × 16 cm and a spacing of 1 mm were taken. For each 
knee, the MR scanning time was approximately 12 min. These MR images were used to 
create 3D meshed models of the knees using a protocol established in our laboratory.10 
Each anatomic knee model included the bony geometry of the femur, the tibia, the fibula, 
and the patella as well as the patellar and the femoral cartilage layers (Fig. 1A). 




Figure 1. A, The combined MR and dual fluoroscopic imaging technique, in which 3D 
knee models are created from a series of sagittal MR images (image left), and the 
motion of the patient’s tested knee is recorded using two orthogonally placed 
fluoroscopes (image right). B, In the present study, the tested activity was a single-leg 
quasi-static lunge at 0°, 30°, 60°, 75°, 90°, 105°, and 120° of flexion while the upper 
body remained upright (only three flexion angles are shown for illustrative purposes). 
C, The 3D meshed knee models and the series of dual fluoroscopic images were 
combined to reproduce the knee positions. F1, fluoroscope 1; F2, fluoroscope 2. 
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Both knees of each patient were simultaneously imaged using two orthogonally placed 
fluoroscopes (Fig. 1A; BV Pulsera; Philips, Eindhoven, The Netherlands) set to generate an 
8-ms width x-ray pulses with a dose rate of 13 µGy per scanning as the patient performed a 
single-leg quasi-static lunge at 0°, 30°, 60°, 75°, 90°, 105°, and 120° of flexion while their 
upper body remained upright. Flexion angle of the knee was monitored using a handheld 
goniometer. The patient kept the knee stable for one second at each target flexion angle so 
that the fluoroscopes captured the knee position and then flexed the knee to the next target 
position. At each selected flexion angle, the patient supported his or her body weight on the 
leg being scanned while the other leg was used to help balance the body (Fig. 1B). 
Measurement of in vivo knee kinematics using image-matching technique 
The fluoroscopic images were imported into a solid modeling software (Rhinoceros; Robert 
McNeel and Associates, Seattle, WA) and placed in the orthogonal planes based on the  
Figure 2. Coordinate systems used to quantify the patellofemoral kinematics. The 
femoral coordinate system consisted of the trans-epicondylar axis (TEA) and the long 
axis intersecting at the center of the knee joint (midpoint of TEA). A cuboid was 
enclosed around the patella to determine the patellar center. The patellar coordinate 
system consisted of the proximodistal (PD), the anteroposterior (AP), and the 




Figure 3. The definition of patellofemoral kinematics, illustrated on a left knee model. 
Patellar flexion in sagittal view (A), patellar shift in coronal view (B), patellar tilt in 
axial view (C), and patellar rotation in coronal view (D). The arrows indicate the 
direction of positive value. 
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Figure 3. The definition of patellofemoral kinematics, illustrated on a left knee model. 
Patellar flexion in sagittal view (A), patellar shift in coronal view (B), patellar tilt in 
axial view (C), and patellar rotation in coronal view (D). The arrows indicate the 
direction of positive value. 
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position of the fluoroscopes during the imaging of the patient. In the following step, the 3D 
MR image-based knee model of the patient was imported into the same software, viewed 
from the two orthogonal directions corresponding to the orthogonal fluoroscopic setup used 
to acquire the images, and manually manipulated in six degrees of freedom inside the 
software until the projections of the model matched the outlines of the fluoroscopic images. 
Figure 4. A, The centroid (a) of the intersection of the patellar (b) and femoral (c) 
cartilage was used to determine the patellofemoral contact locations. B, The coordinate 
system on the patellar cartilage surface for patellofemoral cartilage contact analysis. 
The proximal (P)–distal (D) axis was called the centerline. The medial (M)–lateral (L) 
axis was called the midline. Contact proximal to the midline and medial to the 
centerline was positive. Reprinted with permission from Van de Velde et al. Am J 
Sports Med. 2008 Jun;36(6):1150–9. 
 
 
When the projections matched the outlines of the images taken during in vivo knee flexion, 
the model reproduced the in vivo position of the knee (Fig. 1C). MR and dual fluoroscopic 
imaging techniques have been described in detail in previous publications. This system has 
an error of less than 0.1 mm and 0.3° in measuring tibiofemoral joint translations and 
rotations, respectively.10 The procedure was further validated for measuring the 
patellofemoral kinematics. The methodology has an error of less than 0.1 ± 0.2 mm in 
measuring patellar shift and 0.1° ± 0.2° in patellar tilt.30 
Description of patellofemoral kinematics 
After reproducing the in vivo knee positions along the flexion path, the patellofemoral 
kinematics were measured from the series of knee models.30,39 A joint coordinate system17 
was established for each knee to describe the motion of the patella (Fig. 2). Two axes were 
drawn on the femur: the long axis along the posterior femoral shaft surface in sagittal plane 
and the transepicondylar axis (TEA) connecting the epicondyle extremes of the medial and 
the lateral femoral condyles.29 The knee center was defined as the midpoint of the TEA. An 
axis parallel to the posterior wall of the tibial shaft was defined as the long axis of the tibia. 
The flexion angle of the knee was defined as the angle between the long axes of the femur 
and the tibia in sagittal plane. To reduce the variability in creating patellar coordinate 
systems, a cuboid was used to enclose the patella so that it touched the proximodistal, the 
anteroposterior, and the mediolateral borders of the patella.26,30 The center of the cuboid 
was defined as origin of the patella. The long axis of the patella was defined as the line 
along the superior-inferior direction. 
Patellar flexion was defined as the rotation of the patella about the TEA of the femur (Fig. 
3A).2 Patellar shift was defined as the medial or the lateral movement of the center of the 
patella along the TEA of the femur (Fig. 3B). A positive shift corresponded to the lateral 
movement of the patellar center with respect to the knee center along the TEA of the femur. 
Patellar tilt was defined as the rotation of the patella about the long axis of the femur, where 
lateral tilt followed the direction of external femoral rotation (Fig. 3C). Patellar rotation is 
the rotation of the patella about the anteroposterior axis of the femur, where valgus rotation 
follows the direction of valgus rotation in tibiofemoral motion (Fig. 3D), that is, an outward 
angulation of the distal segment of the patella. In this fashion, the patellofemoral kinematics 
were quantified for each subject as a function of flexion of the knee. 
Description of patellofemoral cartilage contact points 
The contact points on the patellar cartilage were calculated by finding the centroid of the 
intersection of the patellar and the femoral cartilage layers.11,20,23,39 From the series of 
models used to reproduce knee motion, the relative positions of the cartilage layers on the 
femur and patella were determined. The overlap of the two cartilage layers was used to 
approximate the cartilage contact area (Fig. 4A). The solid modeling software automatically 
outlined the intersection of the patellar and the femoral cartilage layers and calculated the 
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along the superior-inferior direction. 
Patellar flexion was defined as the rotation of the patella about the TEA of the femur (Fig. 
3A).2 Patellar shift was defined as the medial or the lateral movement of the center of the 
patella along the TEA of the femur (Fig. 3B). A positive shift corresponded to the lateral 
movement of the patellar center with respect to the knee center along the TEA of the femur. 
Patellar tilt was defined as the rotation of the patella about the long axis of the femur, where 
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Description of patellofemoral cartilage contact points 
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approximate the cartilage contact area (Fig. 4A). The solid modeling software automatically 
outlined the intersection of the patellar and the femoral cartilage layers and calculated the 
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centroid of the enclosed area. The centroid of this contact area was defined as the contact 
point. To describe the motion of the cartilage contact points, a coordinate system was 
created on the surface of the patella (Fig. 4B). The center of the vertical ridge of the patella 
was the origin of the coordinate system. In this coordinate system, the proximodistal axis 
was called the centerline, and the mediolateral axis was called the midline. In the 
proximodistal direction, the contact point was positive if it was proximal to the midline and 
negative if it was distal to the midline. In the mediolateral direction, a contact point was 
positive if it was on the medial side of the centerline and negative if it was on the lateral 
side of the centerline. 
Statistical methods 
At each flexion angle, the Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to compare the 
patellofemoral joint function (patellar flexion, shift, tilt, rotation, and position of the 
patellofemoral contact points on the patellar cartilage) of the PCL-deficient and intact 
(contralateral) knees. A Bonferroni correction factor (1/7) was used to account for multiple 
comparisons (at seven flexion angles). Differences at each flexion angle between the PCL-




Between 90° and 120° of flexion, PCL deficiency increased the patellar flexion angle by 
10.7° on average (Fig. 5A). The maximum difference occurred at 90° (intact knee = 65.2° ± 
8.1°, PCL-deficient knee = 79.5° ± 6.1°, P < 0.001). 
The patella in PCL-deficient knees shifted significantly less laterally between 90° and 120° 
of knee flexion (Fig. 5B; P < 0.007). In the PCL-deficient knee, the patella was on average 
1.9 mm less lateral to the knee center along the TEA compared with the healthy knee 
between 90° and 120° of knee flexion, with a maximum difference occurring at 105° (intact 
knee = 8.2 ± 3.9 mm, PCL-deficient knee = 6.2 ± 2.4 mm, P < 0.007). 
Between 90° and 120° of knee flexion, PCL deficiency significantly decreased the lateral 
tilt of the patella by nearly 2.7° (Fig. 5C; P < 0.007). The maximum effect of PCL 
deficiency occurred at 120° of knee flexion: the lateral tilt decreased from 5.1° ± 2.7° to 
1.9° ± 2.6° after PCL deficiency (P < 0.001). 
PCL deficiency significantly changed the patellar rotation between 90° and 120° of knee 
flexion (Fig. 5D; P < 0.007). In the PCL-deficient knee, the patella was approximately 1.8° 
less valgusly rotated between 90° and 120° of knee flexion. 




Figure 5. Patellofemoral kinematics. Patellar flexion (A), patellar shift (B), patellar tilt 
(C), and patellar rotation (D) as a function of knee flexion angle (mean ± SD; *P values 
<0.007 determined with the Wilcoxon signed rank test). 
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We did not observe any contact between the femoral and the patellar cartilage in the healthy 
and the PCL-deficient knees at 0° of knee flexion. At 30° of knee flexion, the 
patellofemoral cartilage contact point on the patellar cartilage surface was 2.1 ± 1.0 and 2.2 
± 1.4 mm proximal to the midline in the healthy and the PCL-deficient knee, respectively 
(P = 0.75), and was 0.6 ± 1.4 and 0.4 ± 1.3 mm lateral from the centerline in the healthy 
and the PCL-deficient knee, respectively (P = 0.52). At 60° of knee flexion, the 
Figure 6. Location of patellofemoral cartilage contact on the patellar surface. Cartilage 
contact in the proximodistal (A) and the mediolateral (B) direction as a function of knee 




patellofemoral cartilage contact point on the patellar cartilage surface was 5.3 ± 1.6 and 4.1 
± 1.3 mm proximal to the midline in the healthy and the PCL-deficient knee, respectively 
(P = 0.04), and was 0.6 ± 1.0 and 1.3 ± 1.1 mm medial from the centerline in the healthy 
and the PCL-deficient knee, respectively (P = 0.02). 
Between 75° and 120° of knee flexion, PCL deficiency caused a significant distal and 
medial shift of patellofemoral cartilage contact point location (Fig. 6; P < 0.007). Articular 
cartilage contact in the healthy knee moved along the centerline from 6.3 ± 1.7 mm 
proximal to the midline at 75° of knee flexion to 8.3± 1.3 mm proximal to the midline at 
120° of knee flexion. In PCL deficiency, the patellofemoral contact point on the patellar 
cartilage surface remained in the same region, approximately 2.9 mm medial to the 
centerline and 4.1 mm proximal to the midline between 60° and 120° of knee flexion. The 
maximum difference between the healthy and the PCL-deficient knee was observed at 120° 
of knee flexion in the proximodistal direction (intact knee = 8.3 ± 1.3 mm, PCL-deficient 
knee = 4.2 ± 1.7 mm, P < 0.001; Fig. 6A) and at 105° of knee flexion in the mediolateral 




An increased prevalence of quadriceps weakness and atrophy, patellofemoral crepitus, and 
degeneration of the patellofemoral joint cartilage has been described in PCL-deficient 
patients.1,19,36 In the present study, we found that PCL deficiency increased the patellar 
flexion angle and decreased the lateral shift, tilt, and valgus rotation of the patella at flexion 
angles 90° and greater. Due to the congruency of the patellofemoral joint, these changes in 
patellofemoral kinematics resulted in changes in the location of the patellofemoral cartilage 
contact point. PCL deficiency caused a distal and medial shift of cartilage contact point 
from 75° to 120° of flexion. 
It is challenging to formulate an explanation for the observed changes in patellofemoral 
kinematics after rupture of the PCL due to the complex interaction of muscle loading 
patterns, ligament and capsule deformation, and contact stress distribution on articular 
cartilage that occurs during in vivo weight-bearing knee flexion to stabilize the patella 
within the femoral trochlea. It was brought to our attention in response to our study of the 
patellofemoral joint in anterior cruciate ligament deficiency39 that the abnormal 
patellofemoral kinematics could in theory be attributed to changes in neuromuscular 
stabilization resulting in atrophy of the quadriceps, hereby altering the normal patellar 
tracking (Daniel Walz, M.D., personal communication, University Clinic München). Others 
have suggested that the degeneration of the patellofemoral joint cartilage is the result of an 
increased quadriceps activity and concomitant increased patellofemoral pressures as a 
compensation for the increased posterior tibial translation.4,7 On the basis our own analysis 
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of the in vivo knee joints,26 we found that a kinematic coupling exist between the 
tibiofemoral and the patellofemoral joint, and consequently that tibiofemoral changes 
should be considered when investigating patellar pathologies.26 In the tibiofemoral joint of 
PCL-deficient patients, an increased posterior tibial translation as well as an increased 
external tibial rotation16,21,24 and lateral translation25 has been documented. Because the 
effect of tibiofemoral kinematic changes on patellofemoral kinematics is likely combined, 
isolating a particular tibial translation or rotation to a corresponding patellofemoral degree-
of-freedom is difficult. Nevertheless, the increased posterior tibial translation could 
potentially explain the increased patellar flexion angle and subsequent distal shift in 
patellofemoral cartilage contact by moving the tibial tubercle more posteriorly and 
increasing the angle between the patellar tendon and the tibia in the sagittal plane. 
Conversely, the increased external tibial rotation observed in PCL deficiency would 
theoretically decrease the normal patellar tendon twist,9 explaining the decreased patellar 
tilt observed in the present study. The increased lateral translation of the tibia after PCL 
injury would move the tibial attachment of the patellar tendon more laterally relative to its 
patellar attachment, effectively increasing the coronal plane angle of the patellar tendon9 
and pushing the patella medially. The combination of decreased lateral shift and tilt could 
explain the medial shift of cartilage contact point from 75° to 120° of flexion that was 
observed in PCL deficiency. The kinetic coupling between the tibiofemoral and the 
patellofemoral joints implies that the optimal treatment of PCL injury, either surgical or 
conservative, should ideally restore the normal tibiofemoral kinematics, hereby possibly 
normalizing the patellofemoral function and potentially preventing long-term 
patellofemoral complications. 
In our present study, cartilage contact area and deformation were not considered during the 
calculation of the cartilage contact point, hereby impeding the calculation of contact 
pressure changes within the patellofemoral joint. Nevertheless, the documented changes in 
patellofemoral joint kinematics and cartilage contact after isolated rupture of the PCL might 
provide an insight in the possible pathogenesis of the patellofemoral complications 
observed in PCL deficiency. In the healthy knee joint, the cartilage contact point location 
occurred along the centerline, that is, the vertical ridge of the patella. Previous study 
showed that the vertical ridge of the patella had thicker cartilage than the medial and the 
lateral articulating aspect of the patellar cartilage surface.39 The thicker cartilage within the 
normal cartilage-to-cartilage contact area may result in a reduced contact stress, as was 
demonstrated by a 3D finite element analysis, suggesting that thicker cartilage bears a 
lower peak contact stress than does thinner cartilage under the same loading conditions.22 
The abnormal shift of the cartilage contact point to thinner regions of patellar cartilage 
would therefore theoretically increase the peak contact stress in the patellofemoral joint, 
which is consistent with the elevated patellofemoral contact pressures that were found after 
sectioning of the PCL in cadaveric studies.14,37 
 
 
When combining the present patellofemoral joint data with our previous analysis of the in 
vivo PCL function,32 the tibiofemoral kinematics,25 and the cartilage contact deformation in 
PCL deficiency,38 it becomes apparent that a target range of motion could be formulated for 
PCL-deficient patients in which knee motion might be safely performed. During the single-
leg lunge between 0°and 60° of knee flexion, we did not detect differences in either 
tibiofemoral or patellofemoral joint biomechanics of the intact and the PCL-deficient knee. 
Therefore, rehabilitation exercises might be safely performed in this range of flexion. On 
the other hand, repetitive deep knee squats should be avoided in PCL-deficient subjects, so 
as not to excessively alter normal patellofemoral cartilage loading. We would like to 
emphasize that the present findings were obtained during a quasi-static lunge activity. As 
most daily activities are dynamic, other in vivo activities such as walking, running, and stair 
climbing18 should be considered in future studies to define the definite safe range of motion 
for PCL-deficient patients. 
Our study has several limitations. As mentioned above, data were acquired during only one 
functional activity, namely, a single-leg lunge. Another limitation is that the patients were 
investigated at different time intervals from injury. Future studies should also follow PCL-
deficient patients who are treated conservatively for longer periods using a methodology 
similar to that used in this study. The patellofemoral cartilage contact behavior and the 
health of the cartilage could therefore be monitored with time to quantify any possible 
biomechanical relationships. This study did not measure the ground reaction force. Future 
studies should incorporate a load cell into the system as well as a whole body motion 
analysis system to ensure that the performed functional activities are fully uniform among 
the tested limbs. The cartilage contact position was determined as the centroid of the 
intersection area formed by the patellar and femoral cartilage surfaces. Cartilage contact 
area and deformation were not considered during calculation of the contact point, impeding 
the calculation of contact pressure changes. Finally, the present analysis compared the 
patellofemoral joint function of the PCL-deficient and intact knees at each flexion angle, 
hereby ignoring potential interactions among the patellar rotational and the translational 
degrees of freedom and various knee flexion angles. Future research involving a larger 
study sample needs to be performed to confirm the present findings. Nonetheless, we 
believe that the current findings provided a comprehensible insight in the patellofemoral 
changes after injury of the PCL and identified important directions for future research. 
In summary, the altered tibiofemoral kinematics that were previously described in PCL 
deficiency resulted in changes in patellofemoral joint kinematics and cartilage contact at 
flexion angles greater than 60°. This abnormal loading of the patellofemoral joint might 
predispose the patellofemoral cartilage to degenerative changes associated with PCL injury. 
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Background: Although anterior cruciate ligament deficiency has been shown to lead to 
joint degeneration, few quantitative data have been reported on its effect on soft tissue 
structures surrounding the knee joint. 
Hypothesis: Anterior cruciate ligament deficiency will alter the deformation of both 
collateral ligaments during in vivo weightbearing knee function from 0° to 90°. 
Study Design: Controlled laboratory study. 
Methods: Six patients who had acute anterior cruciate ligament injury in 1 knee with the 
contralateral side intact participated in this study. Using magnetic resonance and dual 
orthogonal fluoroscopic imaging techniques, we measured the length of the fiber bundles of 
the superficial medial collateral ligament, deep medial collateral ligament, and lateral 
collateral ligament of the 6 patients; the healthy contralateral knee of each patient served as 
a control. 
Results: Anterior cruciate ligament injury caused a significant elongation of the fiber 
bundles of the superficial and deep medial collateral ligament at every flexion angle. In 
contrast, the lateral collateral ligament fiber bundles shortened after anterior cruciate 
ligament injury. 
Conclusion: The altered deformations of the collateral ligaments associated with the 
changes in tibiofemoral joint kinematics after anterior cruciate ligament injury demonstrate 
that deficiency of 1 of the knee joint structures upsets the in vivo knee homeostasis. 
Clinical Relevance: Restoring normal knee kinematics after anterior cruciate ligament 














Rupture of the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) is a common injury. Up to 77% of patients 
evaluated with acute traumatic hemarthrosis of the knee are estimated to have an injury of 
the ACL, often without clinically noticeable abnormal joint laxity.5,16,26,30 Acute rupture of 
the ACL is often associated with meniscal tears, chondral damage, and injury to the medial 
collateral ligament (MCL).5,8,16,26,30 As the ACL injury becomes more chronic, an 
increasing incidence of joint swelling, instability, and meniscal tears is found, eventually 
resulting in progressive osteoarthritis.2,13,27,28 In combined ACL and MCL injuries, the 
MCL does not heal as well as it does in isolated MCL injuries.6,17,25,32,41 
A potential explanation for the poor outcome after ACL injury is that the changes in 
tibiofemoral joint kinematics associated with ACL injury disturb the normal function of 
other tissue structures of the knee.3,12,18,25,36,38 Numerous in vivo studies have demonstrated 
that the ACL plays an important role in restraining anterior translation and internal rotation 
of the tibia at low flexion angles.4,14,24,35 In addition, ACL injury was recently shown to 
cause a medial translation of the tibia during in vivo weightbearing flexion.9 Transection of 
the ACL in cadaveric knees significantly increased the in situ forces in the MCL,12,18,25,36,38 
medial meniscus,3 and the bony surface36 under an anterior tibial load. Furthermore, studies 
using finite-element modeling predicted higher MCL strains after ACL transection under 
anterior tibial loads.12 
In this study, we hypothesized that injury to the ACL alters the deformation of the collateral 
ligaments during an in vivo functional activity. We used magnetic resonance (MR) and dual 
orthogonal fluoroscopic imaging techniques to analyze the effects of injury to the ACL on 
the length of the collateral ligaments during in vivo knee flexion from 0° to 90°, with the 
healthy contralateral knee of each patient serving as a control. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Six patients (5 men and 1 woman; age range, 19-38 years old; active on a moderate athletic 
level before injury and with no previous abnormal condition of the knee or lower limb) with 
complaints of knee laxity were included in the study. The protocol was approved by the 
Institutional Review Board at our institute. The included patients had diagnosed unilateral 
ACL injuries documented by clinical examination (8 mm Lachman with no end point and a 
grade 2 pivot shift measured by the same orthopaedic surgeon) and MR imaging. The 
patients had minimal associated injuries to other knee ligaments and cartilage and had 
healthy contralateral knees. Two patients had no significant damage to the menisci, 1 
patient had a partial-thickness tear of the lateral meniscus, and the remaining 3 patients had 
injuries requiring up to 30% removal of the lateral meniscus at time of ACL reconstruction. 
Subjects had been injured within an average of 4.5 ± 3 months of testing. With the patients 
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supine and the knee in a relaxed, extended position, both knees were imaged with an MR 
scanner using a 1.5-tesla magnet (General Electric, Waukesha, Wis) and a fat-suppressed 
3D spoiled gradient-recalled sequence. The MR scans spanned the medial and lateral 
extremes of the knee and were used to generate parallel sagittal plane images (resolution, 
512 × 512 pixels) with a field of view of 16 × 16 cm and a spacing of 1 mm. These images 
were used to create 3D models of the knees in a solid modeling software (Rhinoceros, 
Robert McNeel and Associates, Seattle, Wash). Each anatomical knee model included the 
geometry of the femur and tibia, as well as the attachment sites of the superficial medial 
collateral ligament (SMCL), deep medial collateral ligament (DMCL), and lateral collateral 
ligament (LCL) (Figure 1). The ligament attachment sites were directly obtained from the 
MR images with the assistance of anatomical studies.7,40,42 
After the MR image–based computer models were constructed, both knees of each subject 
were imaged using 2 orthogonally placed fluoroscopes as the patient performed a 
Figure 1. A typical 3D model of the knee created from sagittal plane MR images. (A) 
the attachment sites of the superficial medial collateral ligament (SMCL) and deep 




quasistatic single-legged lunge at 0°, 15°, 30°, 60°, and 90° of flexion. Flexion angle was 
verified with a goniometer as subjects stood upright on the platform with the fluoroscopes 
positioned in the horizontal plane. These images were used to quantify the in vivo knee 
position at each of the targeted flexion angles. The orthogonal images were imported into a 
solid modeling software and placed in the orthogonal planes based on the position of the 
fluoroscopes. The MR image–based knee models were viewed from 2 orthogonal directions 
corresponding to the views of the fluoroscopes. The models were manually manipulated in 
6 degrees of freedom inside the software until the projections of the models matched the 
outlines of the images. When the projections matched the outlines of the images taken 
during in vivo knee flexion, the model reproduced the in vivo position of the knee. A series 
of knee models that reproduce knee positions at all target flexion angles re-created the in 
vivo knee flexion from full extension to 90° of flexion. 
These imaging techniques have been described in detail in previous publications.9,10,19-23,33 
This system has an accuracy within 0.1 mm and 0.1° in determining the position and 
orientation of regularly shaped solid objects.23 Recently, the procedure was further 
validated using a cadaveric knee, and the accuracy of measuring translation was less than 
0.1 mm, whereas the repeatability was less than 0.1 mm and 0.3°.9 The digitized attachment 
sites of the collateral ligaments from the MR images are not exactly the same for the pair of 
knees of each subject. To quantify the effect of ACL injury on length change of the 
Figure 2. (A) a typical 3D model of the right knee; (B) the mirrored right knee model; 
(C) the 3D model of the left knee; (D) the mirrored right knee model is overlapped with 
the left knee model. 
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collateral ligaments, we chose to use the centroids of the ligament attachment sites of the 
left knee for measurement of the bundle lengths of the collateral ligaments for both the 
ACL-injured and intact contralateral knees for each subject. The 3D model of the right knee 
was mirrored to create a “left” knee model.9,22 The mirrored right knee was then overlapped 
with the 3D model of the left knee so that the centroids of the ligament attachment sites 
could be created on both knees simultaneously. The variability of the measurements due to 
differences in digitized ligament attachment sites is reduced because the same ligament 
attachment sites were used for both knees.9 Figure 2 shows a patient’s left knee model and 
the mirrored right knee. 
The knee models for a typical subject at different flexion angles are shown in Figure 3. 
From the knee models, the relative positions of the SMCL, DMCL, and LCL attachment 
sites on the femur, tibia, and fibula were determined. The lengths of the collateral ligaments 
were directly measured from these models at each flexion angle. The insertion areas of each 
ligament were separated into 3 equal portions, creating 3 equal fiber bundles: the anterior 
bundle, the middle bundle, and the posterior bundle. The centroids of each portion were 
calculated. The length of ligaments was defined as the shortest distance between the 
centroids of the insertion areas. Because the collateral ligaments wrap around the femoral 
condyles and the tibial plateau, the direct line connecting the area centers was projected on 
the bony surfaces to create a curved ligament path (Figure 4). The length of this projected 
curve was measured as ligament length. At each flexion angle, the Wilcoxon signed rank 
test was used to compare the length of the fiber bundles between the intact and ACL-
injured knees. Statistical significance was set at P < .05. 
 
Figure 3. The knee models for a typical subject at 0°, 15°, 30°, 60°, and 90° of flexion 




Superficial Medial Collateral Ligament 
The ACL injury caused significant lengthening (P < .05) of all the fiber bundles of the 
SMCL at every target flexion angle (Figure 5). In the intact knee, the length of the anterior 
bundle at 0° was 78.8 ± 5.8 mm and increased gradually to 86.0 ± 8.2 mm at 90°. In the 
ACL-injured knee, the anterior bundle measured 80.2 ± 5.9 mm at 0° and 87.0 ± 7.7 mm at 
90°. The middle bundle of the intact knee was 91.4 ± 6.1 mm long at 0°, increased slightly 
to 91.7 ± 6.0 mm at 30°, and then decreased to 89.2 ± 7.1 mm at 90°. A similar pattern of 
deformation was observed in the ACL-injured knee, but injury to the ACL caused a 1.5% 
increase in length (P < .05) at every flexion angle. In the intact knee, the length of the 
posterior bundle decreased from 103.3 ± 6.7 mm at 0° to 92.2 ± 6.2 mm at 90°. In the 
injured knee, the posterior bundle was 104.7 ± 7.0 mm long at 0° and decreased to 94.0 ± 
6.4 mm at 90°. 
Deep Medial Collateral Ligament 
Figure 4. An anterior view of a typical knee model. (a) the direct line connecting the 
ligament area centers; (b) the direct line was projected on the bony surfaces to create a 
curved ligament path. 
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Figure 3. The knee models for a typical subject at 0°, 15°, 30°, 60°, and 90° of flexion 




Superficial Medial Collateral Ligament 
The ACL injury caused significant lengthening (P < .05) of all the fiber bundles of the 
SMCL at every target flexion angle (Figure 5). In the intact knee, the length of the anterior 
bundle at 0° was 78.8 ± 5.8 mm and increased gradually to 86.0 ± 8.2 mm at 90°. In the 
ACL-injured knee, the anterior bundle measured 80.2 ± 5.9 mm at 0° and 87.0 ± 7.7 mm at 
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to 91.7 ± 6.0 mm at 30°, and then decreased to 89.2 ± 7.1 mm at 90°. A similar pattern of 
deformation was observed in the ACL-injured knee, but injury to the ACL caused a 1.5% 
increase in length (P < .05) at every flexion angle. In the intact knee, the length of the 
posterior bundle decreased from 103.3 ± 6.7 mm at 0° to 92.2 ± 6.2 mm at 90°. In the 
injured knee, the posterior bundle was 104.7 ± 7.0 mm long at 0° and decreased to 94.0 ± 
6.4 mm at 90°. 
Deep Medial Collateral Ligament 
Figure 4. An anterior view of a typical knee model. (a) the direct line connecting the 
ligament area centers; (b) the direct line was projected on the bony surfaces to create a 
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Figure 5. The length of the anterior (A), middle (B), and posterior (C) bundles of the 
superficial medial collateral ligament (SMCL) as a function of flexion for the intact and 
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Figure 6. The length of the anterior (A), middle (B), and posterior (C) bundles of the 
deep medial collateral ligament (DSMCL) as a function of flexion for the intact and 
ACL-deficient knees. *Statistically significant difference (P < .05). 
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Figure 6. The length of the anterior (A), middle (B), and posterior (C) bundles of the 
deep medial collateral ligament (DSMCL) as a function of flexion for the intact and 
ACL-deficient knees. *Statistically significant difference (P < .05). 
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The ACL injury caused significant lengthening (P < .05) of all the fiber bundles of the 
DMCL at every flexion angle (Figure 6). In the intact knee, the length of the anterior 
bundle at 0° was 35.9 ± 2.2 mm and increased gradually to 45.2 ± 2.8 mm at 90°. In the 
ACL-injured knee, the anterior bundle measured 37.2 ± 2.5 mm at 0° and 46.5 ± 2.9 mm at 
90°. The effect of ACL injury was maximal at 30° of flexion, with a 3.9% increase in 
length compared to the length of the same bundle in the intact knee. The middle bundle of 
the intact knee was 36.7 ± 1.9 mm long at 0° and increased slightly to 37.4 ± 2.6 mm at 
90°. In the ACL-injured knee, the middle bundle was 37.6 ± 2.3 mm at 0° and 38.5 ± 2.5 
mm at 90°. The length of the posterior bundle in the intact knee decreased from 36.5 ± 2.0 
mm at 0° to 30.2 ± 2.3 mm at 90°. In the injured knee, the posterior bundle was 37.9 ± 2.5 
mm long at 0° and decreased to 31.2 ± 2.2 mm at 90°, a 3.4% increase relative to the 
healthy ligament. 
Lateral Collateral Ligament 
A relative shortening of the fiber bundles of the LCL was observed after ACL injury. From 
0° to 90° of flexion, ACL injury decreased the length of the anterior bundle significantly (P 
< .05). In the intact knee, the anterior bundle lengthened from 52.2 ± 8 mm at 0° to 54.0 ± 
8.8 mm at 30°, and from 50.3 ± 7.8 mm to 52.5 ± 9 mm at 30° in the injured knee. Similar 
increases in length with further flexion of the intact and injured knee were observed, with 
statistically significant decreases for the ACL-deficient knee. The ACL injury decreased the 
length of the bundles of the middle and posterior bundles of the LCL significantly (P < .05) 
at every flexion angle. The length of the middle bundle remained relatively constant along 
the flexion path in the intact and injured knee. The middle bundle at 0° measured 51.1 ± 7.9 
mm and 49.3 ± 7.8 mm in the intact and injured knee, respectively. At 90°, the middle 
bundle measured 50.4 ± 9.1 mm and 49.2 ± 9.6 mm in the intact and injured knee, 
respectively. The length of the posterior bundle in the intact knee decreased from 49.7 ± 7.7 
mm at 0° to 43.4 ± 9.2 mm at 90°. In the injured knee, the posterior bundle was 47.8 ± 7.8 
mm long at 0° and decreased in length to 42.0 ± 9.8 mm at 90°. The maximal significant 
difference between the intact and injured knee was at 15°, at which the length of the 
posterior bundle measured 48.2 ± 8.1 mm and 46.2 ± 8.4 mm, respectively. 
 
DISCUSSION 
This study quantified the effects of injury to the ACL on the collateral ligaments during an 
in vivo quasistatic lunge from 0° to 90° of knee flexion. The lengths of the fiber bundles of 
the SMCL, DMCL, and LCL of 6 patients with unilateral ACL injury were measured using 
MR and dual orthogonal fluoroscopic imaging techniques, with the healthy contralateral 
knee of each patient serving as control. 
 
 
In the healthy contralateral knees, the elongation patterns of the fiber bundles of the 
collateral ligaments described in our study followed similar trends throughout the flexion 
path as the elongation patterns previously described in healthy subjects.33 In the knees with 
ACL injury, the SMCL fiber bundles of the knee were significantly lengthened. The fiber 
bundles of the SMCL lengthened around 1.5% compared with the healthy knee. All the 
fiber bundles of the DMCL were significantly lengthened after ACL injury at every flexion 
angle. The effect of ACL injury was maximal at 30° of flexion in the anterior bundle of the 
DMCL, with a 3.9% increase in length compared to the length of the same bundle in the 
intact knee. 
The ACL injury resulted in significant shortening of the LCL bundles. The maximal 
difference between the intact and injured knee occurred at 15°, where the length of the 
posterior bundle was 3.9% shorter compared with the length of the same bundle in the 
intact knee. 
The changes in tibiofemoral joint kinematics associated with ACL injury are the key to the 
altered elongation patterns of the collateral ligaments during in vivo knee flexion. 
Numerous studies have demonstrated that the ACL plays an important role in restraining 
anterior translation and internal rotation of the tibia.4,9,11,14,24,35,37 Andriacchi and Dyrby4 
observed a decrease in the external tibial rotation before heel strike in patients with ACL 
injury. DeFrate et al9 found that ACL injury not only caused a statistically significant 
anterior shift (approximately 3 mm) and internal rotation of the tibia (approximately 2°) at 
low flexion angles but also caused a medial tibial translation of approximately 1 mm from 
15° to 90° of flexion. An ACL injury might also cause an increased valgus rotation 
compared with the intact knee.9 These findings might help to explain the increased 
elongation of the MCLs and the shortened length of the LCL in the ACL-injured knees 
observed in our study. For example, we observed that the orientation of the SMCL and 
DMCL is approximately parallel to the tibial shaft at full extension, whereas the LCL 
passes from anterior proximally to posterior distally, as shown in Figure 1. Therefore, the 
increased internal tibial rotation associated with ACL injury will elongate the SMCL and 
DMCL and shorten the LCL. 
Previous in vitro studies have examined the effect of injury to the ACL on other tissue 
structures of the joint.3,12,15,18,25,36,38,39 For example, transection of the ACL in cadaveric 
knees significantly increased the in situ forces in the MCL.12,18,25,36,38 The in situ forces in 
the MCL increased by 63% at 30° of knee flexion under a 134-N anterior tibial load in the 
ACL-deficient knee.18 A finite-element modeling study predicted significantly higher MCL 
strains after ACL transection under anterior tibial loads.12 Combined musculoskeletal 
modeling and computer simulation calculated a peak force in the MCL that was 3 times 
greater in the ACL-deficient knee than in the ACL-intact knee during walking.38 Even 
though a direct comparison of our data and those from the in vitro studies is difficult 
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Numerous studies have demonstrated that the ACL plays an important role in restraining 
anterior translation and internal rotation of the tibia.4,9,11,14,24,35,37 Andriacchi and Dyrby4 
observed a decrease in the external tibial rotation before heel strike in patients with ACL 
injury. DeFrate et al9 found that ACL injury not only caused a statistically significant 
anterior shift (approximately 3 mm) and internal rotation of the tibia (approximately 2°) at 
low flexion angles but also caused a medial tibial translation of approximately 1 mm from 
15° to 90° of flexion. An ACL injury might also cause an increased valgus rotation 
compared with the intact knee.9 These findings might help to explain the increased 
elongation of the MCLs and the shortened length of the LCL in the ACL-injured knees 
observed in our study. For example, we observed that the orientation of the SMCL and 
DMCL is approximately parallel to the tibial shaft at full extension, whereas the LCL 
passes from anterior proximally to posterior distally, as shown in Figure 1. Therefore, the 
increased internal tibial rotation associated with ACL injury will elongate the SMCL and 
DMCL and shorten the LCL. 
Previous in vitro studies have examined the effect of injury to the ACL on other tissue 
structures of the joint.3,12,15,18,25,36,38,39 For example, transection of the ACL in cadaveric 
knees significantly increased the in situ forces in the MCL.12,18,25,36,38 The in situ forces in 
the MCL increased by 63% at 30° of knee flexion under a 134-N anterior tibial load in the 
ACL-deficient knee.18 A finite-element modeling study predicted significantly higher MCL 
strains after ACL transection under anterior tibial loads.12 Combined musculoskeletal 
modeling and computer simulation calculated a peak force in the MCL that was 3 times 
greater in the ACL-deficient knee than in the ACL-intact knee during walking.38 Even 
though a direct comparison of our data and those from the in vitro studies is difficult 
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because of the differences between in vivo and in vitro studies, they showed similar effects 
of ACL injury on the function of the MCL. 
These data suggest that because of the altered role of the MCL in maintaining knee joint 
stability, the MCL is at greater risk of secondary injury after isolated ACL injury. This 
suggestion is supported by the observation that there is an increased incidence of MCL 
tears in ACL-injured knees compared to uninjured knees.31 Tissue strain analysis in a rat 
MCL indicated that necrotic fibroblast damage was induced at ligament strain levels 
significantly below the structural damage threshold.34 In our study, up to 3.9% lengthening 
of the medial collateral fiber bundles occurred in the ACL-injured knee, which might have 
a negative effect on the biomechanical function of the MCL. 
Traumatic rupture of the ACL is frequently associated with injury of the MCL.29 Numerous 
animal studies have demonstrated that the mechanical properties of the healing MCL are 
inferior in a combined ACL and MCL injury as compared with an isolated MCL 
injury.6,17,25,32,41 For example, at 6 weeks after ACL and MCL transection in a goat model, 
the tensile strength of the healing MCL was only 10% of the tensile strength of controls.1 
Excessive loads across the MCL as a result of the combined ACL and MCL injury have 
been thought to decrease the ability of the MCL to heal. The findings of the present study 
suggest that there might be higher loads on the MCLs after ACL injury, potentially 
impeding MCL healing. 
It is interesting to note that ACL injury resulted in significant shortening of the LCL 
bundles, which might indicate that ACL injury alters the biomechanical function of the 
posterolateral structures. The impact of this finding is currently unclear. Further research is 
necessary to investigate the effect of ACL injury on the stabilizing structures of the lateral 
knee compartment, such as the popliteus tendon, the popliteofibular ligament, and the 
lateral meniscus. 
One of the limitations of this study was that we measured the length of the collateral 
ligament fiber bundles as the distance between the bundle insertion centroids on the tibia 
and femur. These data cannot be directly related to ligament strains because the reference 
lengths of the ligaments (zero-load length) are unknown. Furthermore, we only examined 
the effect of ACL injury during a quasistatic single-legged lunge using a goniometer to 
control the flexion angle. In the future, the effects of injury to the ACL on the elongation 
during other in vivo activities such as gait and stair ascent and descent should also be 
investigated. 
In conclusion, injury to the ACL altered the lengths of the collateral ligaments during in 
vivo knee flexion. The ACL injury caused a significant elongation of the fiber bundles of 
the SMCL and DMCL at every flexion angle. Throughout most of the range of motion, 
ACL injury resulted in significant shortening of the LCL bundles. These altered length 
patterns of the collateral ligaments, associated with the changes in tibiofemoral joint 
 
 
kinematics after ACL injury, demonstrate that deficiency of the ACL upsets the in vivo 
knee homeostasis and puts the associated joint environment at greater risk of secondary 
injury. The altered deformations of the collateral ligaments associated with ACL injury 
stress the importance for ACL reconstruction techniques to restore knee kinematics in 6 
degrees of freedom. Restoring knee kinematics might prevent secondary injury to other 
tissue structures around the knee joint and improve the healing process of the associated 
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Background: Based on little in vitro biomechanical data with considerable variability, both 
anatomic anterolateral ligament (ALL) and non-anatomic anterolateral reconstructions are 
performed to improve the stability of anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)-deficient patients. 
However, no in vivo biomechanical data are available, which is essential for safe and 
effective reconstruction techniques.  
Purpose: To measure the theoretical length change patterns of the ALL and various 
anterolateral extra-articular reconstructions in healthy and ACL-deficient knees during in 
vivo weight-bearing flexion. 
Study Design: Descriptive In Vivo Laboratory Study 
Methods: Ten patients with an ACL injury in one knee and the contralateral side intact 
were included. Using MR and dual fluoroscopic imaging techniques, the changes in length 
of the ALL, modelled with its femoral attachment either anterior or posterior-proximal to 
the fibular collateral ligament (FCL) attachment, and non-anatomic extra-articular 
reconstructions were measured as a function of knee flexion, and compared between the 
intact and ACL-deficient knees. 
Results: The ALL, with its femoral attachment anterior to the FCL attachment, showed a 
consistent length increase of approximately 50% from 0° to 90° of knee flexion. The length 
change of the ALL was 20% when its femoral attachment was placed posterior-proximal to 
the FCL. ACL deficiency did not affect ALL length. 
An extra-articular reconstruction with the femoral attachment proximal to the lateral 
epicondyle and the tibial attachment on Gerdy’s tubercle increased 15% in length from 0° 
to 60° and shortened at 90° of flexion. When the tibial fixation of the anatomical ALL with 
its femoral attachment posterior to the FCL was moved to Gerdy’s tubercle, a 30% length 
increase over 90 degrees occurred, without the drop in length at 90°. A significant length 
increase of both theoretical reconstruction grafts was seen at 0° in ACL-deficient knees.  
Conclusion: An anatomic ALL reconstruction as modelled based on recent anatomical 
studies was not isometric during in vivo knee flexion, and was not affected by ACL 
deficiency. The non-anatomic extra-articular reconstructions demonstrated more 
biomechanically favorable length change patterns with the smallest percent increase in 
elongation during knee flexion.  
Clinical Relevance: This study presents the first in vivo biomechanical data on the ALL, 
both in healthy and ACL-deficient knees, and provides surgical information for restoring 






Several studies have documented the anterolateral ligament (ALL) in cadaveric knees and 
its possible role in controlling rotational stability, together with the anterior cruciate 
ligament (ACL). Most researchers agree, based on the anatomic location and some 
exploratory cadaveric testing, that the ALL might be an important stabilizer of internal 
tibial rotation.2, 4, 11, 16, 19, 22, 23, 27, 30 However, the actual length change pattern of the ALL, 
and thus the flexion angle at which the ALL might perform its stabilizing function, remain 
unclear. According to the measurements by Dodds et al., the ALL was close to isometric 
between 0° and 60° of flexion, and shortened from 60° to 90° of flexion.4 In contrast, Zens 
et al. described the ALL as a non-isometric structure which increased in length with 
increasing knee flexion.30 In the study by Parsons et al., the ALL was an important 
stabilizer of internal rotation at flexion angles greater than 35°.19 This is in conflict with the 
study by Saiegh et al., in which adding an ALL lesion in  ACL-deficient cadaveric knees 
did not increase tibiofemoral instability in any of the testing conditions.20 
Given the considerable discrepancy between these in vitro measurements, it is not 
surprising that the recommendations for surgical restoration of anterolateral knee stability 
vary widely as well. Some groups have advised securing the ALL tenodesis in extension,21 
others argued for tensioning and fixation of the ALL graft at 90° of flexion,30 yet others 
have reasoned against performing an anatomic ALL reconstruction altogether.10, 12, 22 Based 
on possible unacceptable graft strains at higher knee flexion12 and overconstraining the 
lateral compartment,10 the traditional, non-anatomic lateral extra-articular reconstructions 
might actually be biomechanically more favorable and more effective at controlling 
anterolateral laxity than an anatomic ALL reconstruction.12, 22  
A possible explanation for the above-mentioned contradictory biomechanical results and 
recommendations for anterolateral reconstruction might be the variability in the anatomic 
landmarks used for ALL measurement in the cadaveric studies – more specifically the 
femoral attachment of the ALL. Some investigators reported that the femoral attachment of 
the ALL was anterior-distal with respect to the attachment of the fibular collateral ligament 
(FCL),2, 8, 28 while others described the femoral ALL attachment as more posterior and 
proximal of the FCL origin.4, 11, 16 Even minor shifts in position around the rotational axis of 
the femur would result in contrary ligament kinematic patterns.18 Another explanation 
might be that ligament kinematics are highly dependent on the loading conditions, and 
subsequent tibiofemoral biomechanics, of the knee during testing. Even the most advanced 
in vitro experiments are limited by the difficulty in simulating the complex physiological 
loading conditions that occur during weight-bearing knee flexion.24 It is therefore difficult 
to extrapolate the biomechanical behavior of the ALL and related anterolateral 
reconstructions that were measured during variable loading conditions in cadaveric studies 
to the length change patterns that would be seen in the knees of either healthy or ACL-
deficient patients during in vivo weight-bearing knee flexion.  
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The purpose of the present study was to measure the theoretical length change pattern of the 
ALL and various anterolateral extra-articular reconstructions in healthy knees and ACL-
deficient knees during in vivo weight-bearing flexion of the knee using magnetic resonance 
(MR) and dual fluoroscopic imaging techniques. 
 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
Patient Selection 
Ten patients (six men and four women; age range 19-38 years old; active on a moderate 
athletic level before injury and with no previous abnormal condition of the knee or lower 
limb) with complaints of knee instability were included in the study. The patients had a 
diagnosis of an acute ACL rupture, as documented by clinical examination findings (8-mm 
Lachman test with weak end point and a grade 2 pivot-shift test) and findings of an isolated 
ACL tear on MR imaging. All patients had healthy contralateral knees. Patients had been 
injured within a mean ± SD of 4.5 ± 3 months of testing. Patients with injury to other 
ligaments, noticeable cartilage lesions, and injury to the underlying bone were excluded 
from the study. Six patients had no significant damage to the menisci, one patient had a 
partial-thickness tear of the lateral meniscus, and the remaining three patients had injuries 
requiring up to 30% removal of the lateral meniscus at time of ACL reconstruction. Five of 
these 10 patients were included in our previous studies of the 6 degrees-of-freedom 
tibiofemoral kinematics,3 elongation of the collateral ligaments,26 and tibiofemoral cartilage 
contact deformation25 in ACL deficiency. 
Each patient signed a consent form that had been approved by our Institutional Review 
Board. 
Imaging Procedure 
The MR and dual fluoroscopic imaging techniques for the measurement of ligament 
kinematics have been described in detail previously.14,18, 26 Briefly, both the left and right 
knees were imaged with a MR scanner to create 3-dimensional (3-D) meshed models of the 
knees, using a protocol established in our laboratory.3 Patients were asked to lie supine, 
with the knee in a relaxed, extended position while sagittal plane images were acquired 
with a 1.5T MRI scanner (Siemens, Malvern, PA). The MR scanner was equipped with a 
surface coil and used a 3-D double-echo water excitation sequence (field of view 16 X 16 X 
12 cm, voxel resolution 0.31 X 0.31 X 1.00 mm, repetition time [TR] 24 msec, echo time 
[TE] 6.5 msec, and flip angle 25°). Each scan lasted for approximately 12 minutes. The 
images were then imported into solid modeling software (Rhinoceros; Robert McNeel and 
Associates, Seattle, WA) to construct 3-D surface mesh models of the tibia, fibula and 
femur. The meshes were assembled using a point density of 80 vertices/cm2 and triangular 
facets, with an average aspect ratio of 2. The attachment sites of the FCL were identified as 
 
 
previously described and included in the 3-D knee model.26 On these anatomical knee 
models the attachment sites of the anatomic ALL and theoretical extra-articular 
reconstructions were presented as points. The femoral attachment sites of the ALL were 
positioned based both on the description by Claes et al. (i.e. slightly anterior-distal with 
respect to the attachment of the FCL)2 and the description by Kennedy et al. (posterior and 
proximal of the FCL origin).11 The tibial attachment site of the ALL was positioned 
midway between the center of Gerdy’s tubercle and the anterior margin of the fibular 
head.2, 11 A more proximal over-the-top (OTT) extra-articular reconstruction position was 
chosen based on the descriptions by Zarins and Rowe29 and Kittle et al.12 To minimize 
intra-subject variability in positioning the attachment sites for the ALL and extra-articular 
reconstructions, the 3-D model of the right knee was mirrored to create a “left” knee model. 
The mirrored right knee was then overlapped with the 3-D model of the left knee so that the 
attachment sites could be created on both knees simultaneously.26 
After the MRI-based computer models were constructed, both knees of each patient were 
simultaneously imaged using 2 orthogonally placed fluoroscopes (OEC 9800; GE 
Healthcare, Salt Lake City, UT) as the patient performed a single-leg quasistatic lunge at 
0°, 15°, 30°, 60°, and 90° of flexion. At each flexion angle, the patient paused for 5 seconds 
while simultaneous fluoroscopic images were obtained. Throughout the experiment, the leg 
being tested supported the patient’s body weight, while the other leg provided stability.  
Next, the fluoroscopic images were imported into solid modeling software and placed in the 
orthogonal planes based on the position of the fluoroscopes during imaging of the patient. 
Finally, the 3-D MRI–based knee model of each patient was imported into the same 
software, viewed from the 2 orthogonal directions corresponding to the orthogonal 
fluoroscopic setup used to acquire the images, and independently manipulated in 6 degrees 
of freedom inside the software until the projections of the model matched the outlines of the 
fluoroscopic images. When the projections matched the outlines of the images taken during 
in vivo knee flexion, the model reproduced the in vivo position of the knee. This system has 
a reported error of <0.1 mm and 0.3° in measuring tibiofemoral joint translations and 
rotations, respectively.3, 15 
Measurement of Length Change of the ALL and Extra-Articular Reconstructions 
The changes in length of the ALL and extra-articular reconstructions were measured as a 
function of knee flexion with several combinations of the tibiofemoral attachment points 
(Figure 1). The length of the ALL and theoretical grafts was defined as the shortest distance 
between the attachment site points. Because the structures wrap around the femoral 
condyles and the tibial plateau, a direct line connecting the attachment sites was projected 
on the bony surfaces to create a curved ligament path to avoid penetration of the connecting 
line through bone.14, 26 The length of this projected curve was measured as length of the 
ligament or theoretical graft. For the analysis of anatomic ALL length change, the tibial 
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line through bone.14, 26 The length of this projected curve was measured as length of the 
ligament or theoretical graft. For the analysis of anatomic ALL length change, the tibial 
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point midway between the center of Gerdy’s tubercle and the anterior margin of the fibular 
head was connected with either (1) the femoral point slightly anterior-distal with respect to 
the attachment of the FCL (Claes et al.)2, or (2) the femoral point posterior and proximal to 
the FCL origin (Kennedy et al.)11. For the analysis of theoretical non-anatomic extra-
articular reconstruction grafts, the tibial point on Gerdy’s tubercle was connected with 
Figure 1. 3-D MR knee models illustrating the anatomic anterolateral ligament (ALL) 
with the femoral attachment anterior-distal (AD) and posterior-proximal (PP) with 
respect to the attachment of the fibular collateral ligament (FCL) at 0° (A) and 90° (B) 
of knee flexion; non-anatomic extra-articular grafts with the tibial attachment at Gerdy 
tubercle and with the femoral attachment over-the-top (OTT) and posterior-proximal 
(PP) with respect to the attachment of the FCL at 0° (C) and 90° (D) of knee flexion. 
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either (1) the more proximal OTT extra-articular reconstruction position on the lateral 
femur with the connecting curve always projected so that the theoretical graft intersected 
with the FCL, or (2) the femoral point of the ALL posterior and proximal to the FCL origin.  
Statistical Analysis  
Changes in the length of the anatomic ALL, based on the descriptions by both Claes et al.2 
and Kennedy et al.11, and the theoretical extra-articular reconstruction grafts caused by 
flexion of the knee were examined using one-way analysis of variance with pairwise 
comparisons, having the Newman-Keuls procedure for multiple comparisons. A two-way 
repeated-measures analysis of variance and the Newman-Keuls post hoc test were used to 
determine statistically significant differences in length between the intact contralateral 
knees and the ACL-deficient knees at each flexion angle. P-values less than 0.05 were 
considered significant.  
 
RESULTS 
Anatomic ALL length change (Figure 2).  
The ALL as described by Claes et al.2 demonstrated a consistent, significant increase in 
length with increasing flexion, from 32.8 ± 2.5 mm at 0° to 48.5 ± 4.6 mm at 90° 
(P<0.001). This increase was approximately a 50% increase over 90° of flexion. The ALL 
as described by Kennedy et al.11 also showed a consistent increase with flexion, but  with 
only a 20 % increase during knee flexion from 0° to 90°, from 40.0 ± 2.4 mm at 0° to 48 ± 
3.6 mm at 90° of flexion (P<0.001). ACL deficiency did not significantly affect the length 
in either group at any of the flexion angles. 
 
Non-anatomic anterolateral reconstructions (Figure 3).  
The OTT position on the femur, tunneled under the FCL, and attached to Gerdy’s tubercle, 
resulted in only a 15% increase in length from 0° to 60° but then decreased again at 90° of 
flexion. In the OTT measurements, ACL deficiency did cause a significant length increase 
of the reconstruction around 0° (68.5 ± 2.9 mm versus 70.5 ± 2.4 mm in intact and ACL 
deficient knees, respectively, P=0.019). When the anatomical ALL as described by 
Kennedy et al.11 was modified by leaving the femoral point identical, but moving the tibia 
fixation to Gerdy’s tubercle, a similar significant graft elongation effect of ACL deficiency 
was noticed at 0° of flexion (51 ± 2.1 mm versus 53.8 ± 2.2 mm in intact and ACL deficient 
knees, respectively, P=0.037). A 30% increase in length over 90 degrees was seen, without 
the drop in length at 90°. 




The most important findings of this study were that the ALL was not isometric between any 
of the flexion angles and was not affected by ACL deficiency, and that the non-anatomic 
extra-articular reconstructions demonstrated more biomechanically favorable length change 
patterns with the smallest percent length increase during knee flexion. There are several 
recent studies that have elucidated the anatomy and biomechanical role of the ALL in 
cadaveric knees. Based on these in vitro data, reconstruction techniques are proposed to 
improve anterolateral stability in ACL-deficient knees. However, there is an ongoing debate 
on what might be the most optimal reconstruction, due to the variability in the results of 
these cadaveric studies. The present study is the first in vivo biomechanical analysis of the 
ALL and related anterolateral reconstructions. We described the length change patterns of 
the anatomic ALL and various non-anatomic anterolateral extra-articular reconstructions in 
Figure 2. Anterolateral ligament (ALL) length (mm) in intact and anterior cruciate 
ligament (ACL)-deficient knees (femoral attachment of the ALL based on Claes et al.,2 
bottom lines; femoral attachment of the ALL based on based on Kennedy et al.,11 top lines) 
as function of flexion (°) in 10 patients with acute, isolated rupture of the ACL. Values are 
mean ± SD. 
 
 
healthy and ACL-deficient knees during in vivo weight-bearing flexion, using combined 
MR and dual fluoroscopic imaging techniques. 
In the present study, the ALL as described by the Claes et al.2 was not isometric between 
any of the flexion angles, as was believed based on some cadaveric work.4 This finding is 
consistent with the in vitro study by Kittl et al., which measured a similar length increase of 
the ALL from full extension to 90° of flexion of 19%.12 However, in the present study, the 
length increase of the ALL during in vivo weight bearing was actually closer to 50% at 90° 
of flexion. Such increase during knee flexion suggests that an anatomic reconstruction of 
this structure as described at this femoral attachment might likely be biomechanically 
unfavorable. Specifically, an anatomic ALL graft with its femoral fixation slightly anterior 
and distal to the attachment of the FCL would be either slack in extension, where it is 
intended to correct rotational instability,1, 5 or too tight in flexion, potentially causing 
Figure 3. Length of non-anatomic extra-articular reconstructions (mm) in intact and 
anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)-deficient knees with the tibial attachment on Gerdy 
tubercle and the femoral attachment over-the-top proximal to the lateral epicondyle (OTT, 
top lines) and femoral attachment posterior to the FCL (modified Kennedy, bottom lines) 
as a function of flexion (°) in 10 patients with acute, isolated rupture of the ACL. Values 
are mean ± SD. * = P < 0.05 
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overconstraint of the lateral compartment. Interestingly, when the femoral attachment of the 
anatomic ALL was moved only a few mm posterior and proximal to the FCL attachment, as 
described in the anatomic study by Kennedy et al,11 the same length change pattern 
persisted, but with only a 20 % increase during knee flexion from 0° to 90°.  
The length change patterns of the non-anatomic extra-articular reconstructions that were 
modelled on the 3-D models of healthy knees in the present study demonstrated more 
biomechanically favorable behavior, analogous to the in vitro biomechanical benefits of the 
traditional extra-articular reconstructions described several decades ago.6, 7, 17 Particularly, 
the theoretical graft attached to Gerdy’s tubercle, tunneled under the FCL and attached 
proximally to an OTT position showed only a 15% length increase from 0° to 90° of 
flexion. This finding corroborates the conclusion of the recent biomechanical study by 
Spencer et al. in which it was not an anatomic ALL reconstruction, but rather a non-
anatomic lateral extra-articular tenodesis which was able to control both anterior and 
rotational laxity.22 However, this graft reconstruction would be simultaneously the longest 
reconstruction, therefore possibly resulting in a less stiff reconstruction. In addition, there 
might be concern about interference of the OTT graft tenodesis with the femoral tunnel of 
the ACL reconstruction. An alternative to the OTT reconstruction, based on the present 
findings, would be to modify the anatomic ALL reconstruction based on the description by 
Kennedy et al,11 by leaving the femoral point identical but moving the tibia fixation 
anteriorly to Gerdy’s tubercle. This reconstruction was slightly less isometric than the OTT 
reconstruction, but could be performed with a shorter, hence stiffer, graft and would evade 
the possible interference with the femoral tunnel of the ACL reconstruction. 
Because anatomic ALL and non-anatomic extra-articular reconstructions are intended to 
control the anterolateral subluxation of the tibia seen in some ACL-deficient patients, we 
determined which of the length change patterns of the various reconstruction options were 
affected by ACL deficiency, thereby indirectly indicating which reconstruction option 
would have the capability at offering the most efficient control of the kinematic changes 
seen in ACL deficiency. In the present study, ACL deficiency did not affect the anatomic 
ALL length at any of the flexion angles. It should be noted that an effect of ACL deficiency 
might have been noticed if forced internal rotation or during pivot maneuvers were tested 
rather than knee flexion in neutral rotation.16, 19 Interestingly though, ACL deficiency did 
cause a significant increase in graft length at 0° of flexion in the non-anatomic theoretical 
reconstruction grafts during the loading condition used in the present study. This finding 
could be explained by the altered angle of the graft on the tibia, hereby exacerbating the 
effect of the minor increase in internal rotation that is seen in ACL deficient knees during 
weight-bearing flexion.  
We acknowledge some limitations to this study. We acquired data during only one 
functional activity, a single leg lunge. Other in vivo activities such as walking and stair 
climbing should be considered in future studies. In the present study, we measured the 
 
 
length of the ALL and related extra-articular reconstructions as the shortest distance 
between the attachment site points on the 3-D models projected to the bony surfaces. These 
data cannot be directly related to ligament strains because the reference lengths of the 
ligaments (zero-load length) are unknown. On the available 1.5T MR images, we could not 
identify the ALL, and by no means its precise attachment anatomy, with the same certainty 
as described by others.9, 13 We therefore used the meticulously performed anatomic 
descriptions by Claes et al.2 and Kennedy et al.11 instead to position the ALL attachment 
sites on the 3-D knee models. In addition, no actual non-anatomic reconstructions were 
performed in this study. Rather, the length measurements for these reconstructions were 
performed between theoretical points as proposed in previous studies.12 As mentioned 
above, weight bearing flexion of the knee was performed with the foot in neutral position. 
We could therefore not assess what the effect of forced internal rotation would be on the 
elongation behavior of the ALL.  
As the presented data were obtained during only one functional in vivo activity—namely, 
the single leg lunge—we advise caution when extrapolating the data to other functional 
activities. Nevertheless, we believe that these findings might be useful for the design of 
improved treatment protocols for anterolateral instability in ACL deficient patients. On the 
basis of our data, it could be theorized in future studies that for optimal anterolateral 
reconstructions one could choose either an OTT to Gerdy’s tubercle  reconstruction fixed at 
60° of flexion (i.e., the smallest percent length increase, but longer graft hence less stiff 
reconstruction, with a drop at 90° of flexion, and possible interference with ACL tunnel), or 
a modified ALL reconstruction (i.e., femur attachment proximal and posterior to the FLC 
attachment and tibia attachment at Gerdy’s, fixed at 90°) with slightly less isometry, but 
without the drop in length at 90°, no risk of interference with the ACL tunnel, and a shorter 
graft. 
In conclusion, this study presents the first in vivo data on the ALL and related anterolateral 
reconstructions, both in healthy knees and ACL-deficient knees. The anatomic ALL 
reconstruction was not isometric between any of the flexion angles, and was not affected by 
ACL deficiency. The non-anatomic extra-articular reconstructions showed more 
biomechanically favorable length change patterns with the smallest percent increase in 
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The distress that is caused by cruciate ligament injury is substantial, particularly in the 
young and active population. It has been estimated that of those patients that are evaluated 
with acute traumatic hemarthrosis of the knee up to 77% and 37% have an injury of the 
ACL and the PCL, respectively.8,33,56,65 Acute rupture of one of the cruciate ligaments is 
associated with meniscal tears, chondral damage, and injury to the collateral 
ligaments.8,12,28,33,56,65,77 As the ligamentous injury becomes more chronic, an increasing 
incidence of joint swelling, instability, and meniscal tears is found.2,10,20,25,38,59,61 Patients 
with cruciate ligament deficiency often develop alterations in quadriceps muscle 
performance with weakness and atrophy6,9,78,85 and degeneration of the patellofemoral joint 
cartilage.17,59 Ultimately, rupture of either the ACL or the PCL is associated clinically with 
an increased incidence,10,17,25,38,71 an earlier onset,71 and a faster progression37 of knee OA.  
Each year ~200,000 ACL deficient patients opt for ACL reconstruction in the United 
States,11 drawn by the excellent postoperative stability, health-related quality of life, and the 
ability to return to sports.5,46 However, in patients who have undergone ACL reconstruction 
with a bone–patellar tendon–bone graft, some of the most prevalent complications are 
persistent patellar irritability,72 patellofemoral pain,1,4,16,24,26,27,57,72 and quadriceps 
weakness.24,72 In addition, a lack of rotational stability, confirmed by a positive pivot-shift 
test, often persists even after the most recent ACL reconstruction techniques.14 Eventually, 
no long-term difference in OA prevalence has been detected between patients that opted for 
conservative treatment and those that opted for surgery.54  
Compared to the annual volume of ACL reconstructions, only a fraction of the relative 
number of surgical procedures for PCL deficiency is performed. Clinicians have 
traditionally advocated nonoperative treatment of a torn PCL because many patients with 
isolated PCL deficiency have good functional results.18,66 However, others have supported 
surgical reconstruction based on long-term follow-up studies revealing an association 
between the increased posterior displacement of the tibia and joint degeneration in PCL 
deficient knees.10,17,44,73 Unfortunately, analogous to the inability of ACL reconstruction to 
prevent long-term joint degeneration, OA has been reported in 20% to 60% of patients after 
PCL reconstruction as well.17,35,70  
A tremendous amount of research has been done on the healthy, injured, and surgically 
reconstructed joint biomechanics, in the hopes of developing new and improved treatment 
strategies that would counter both short-term and long-term complications of cruciate 
ligament deficiency. In orthopaedic surgery, it is widely assumed that the reconstruction 
technique that would generate the most optimal biomechanical joint environment is 
believed to result in a clinically satisfactory stable knee and avert the long-term articular 
cartilage degeneration. For example, performing a double-bundle ACL or PCL 
reconstruction has been advocated as an alternative to standard single-bundle 
 
 
reconstruction, as the former would be more capable at controlling rotational deviations 
seen in cruciate ligament deficient patients. Similarly, more anatomic placement of the graft 
tunnels has been stressed lately as this might restore native kinematics closer to normal. 
More recently in ACL surgery, emphasis has shifted to the extra-articular structures of the 
knee that might be injured during ACL rupture. Several recent studies have documented the 
anterolateral ligament (ALL) in cadaveric knees and its possible role in controlling 
rotational stability, together with the anterior cruciate ligament.15,22,39 An unrecognized 
injury to the ALL might be responsible for residual internal rotation and a positive pivot 
shift after ACL reconstruction.68 Based on little in vitro biomechanical data with 
considerable variability both anatomic ALL and non-anatomic anterolateral reconstructions 
are now performed in the hopes of improving the stability of ACL-deficient patients.  
To understand possible link between postoperative knee biomechanics and postoperative 
clinical outcome, an accurate, minimally invasive method to analyze the in vivo joint 
biomechanics was needed. However, measuring knee biomechanics and its subtle changes 
after injury and the various proposed reconstruction options of the cruciate ligaments with 
an acceptable degree of accuracy has been technically challenging. Historically, joint 
kinematics have been studied using cadaveric specimens. Knowledge obtained from these 
studies was vital for our current approach to the treatment of various articular pathologies. 
However, due to the complexity of muscle loading patterns, the simulation of the human 
joint function under physiological loads remains difficult in in vitro conditions. 
Furthermore, factors such as graft healing and postoperative rehabilitation cannot be 
addressed in vitro. Out of this context, the quest for an accurate, minimally invasive method 
to analyze the in vivo joint biomechanics was initiated. 
Multiple video cameras have been used to track the 3D motions of reflective markers fixed 
to the skin of study subjects.13,69 Due to the relative motion between the skin and the 
underlying bones, as well as the difficulty in identifying external landmarks on the tested 
joint, there is a certain degree of inaccuracy associated with this technique.7 One solution 
that has been proposed to reduce the artifact associated with non-rigid body movement of 
points placed on the skin during gait analysis was based on uniformly distributing a cluster 
of points on the limb segment.3 To entirely eliminate the effect of skin motion, reflective 
markers have been fixed directly to knee or ankle bones using intracortical pins.45,84 
Another technique, roentgen stereophotogrammatric analysis (RSA), was developed to 
measure the motion of roentgen opaque markers embedded within bone, which are captured 
using dual X-ray images.55,83 The accuracy of kinematic measurements greatly improved. 
Unfortunately the enhanced precision could only be attained through disruption of the joint, 
limiting the clinical implementations in the investigation of healthy and cruciate ligament 
deficient knees.  
Recently, CT and MR imaging techniques have been introduced into in vivo 
musculoskeletal joint biomechanics studies.34,60,74 These techniques offer 3D quantification 
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of in vivo morphology and positions of the joint without using invasive markers. Within the 
imaging equipment however, joint motion is restricted, thereby limiting the flexibility to 
study various functional activities. 
Due to its accessibility, low radiation dosage, and greater freedom of unrestricted motion of 
the joint, single plane fluoroscopy combined with joint shape-matching has been used 
extensively for the analysis of articular biomechanics.58,64,67,86 However, while 3D model 
matching can theoretically be achieved using a single image, it was found that the use of a 
single image may not result in the same accuracy in the out-of-plane degrees-of-freedom 
compared to the in-plane motion.42,52 
Over the past decade, the research of joint biomechanics in our laboratory has gone through 
an evolution from in vitro simulation to in vivo measurements.81 The overall goal of our 
project was to develop a non-invasive methodology that would not only be capable of 
capturing joint kinematics in all degrees-of-freedom, but would also be sufficiently accurate 
for the detailed analysis of subtle articular contact changes during physiologic loading. 
Furthermore, the methodology would incorporate unmodified and commercially available 
imaging hardware, so that – once automated algorithms for the various processes are 
refined – the in vivo analysis of joint biomechanics could be employed in routine clinical 
settings. Our approach was to combine the benefits of fluoroscopy (i.e. in vivo joint 
motion) and magnetic resonance imaging (i.e. joint anatomy), while reducing the innate 
limitations of the techniques in isolation. 
 
PURPOSE 
The first purpose of the present thesis was to describe the development and validation of a 
combined MR and dual fluoroscopic imaging technique to measure in vivo knee joint 
biomechanics.  
The second purpose of the thesis was to present some of the clinical implementation work 
performed with the imaging methodology, providing a comprehensive insight in (1) the 
biomechanical impact of ACL and PCL injury on the tibiofemoral cartilage biomechanics, 
(2) the alterations of the patellofemoral joint in cruciate ligament deficient knees, and 
finally (3) the effect of intra-articular changes following cruciate ligament deficiency on the 
surrounding extra-articular structures, including the medial collateral ligaments and the 
anterolateral structures.   
 
METHODOLOGY 
A patient cohort with complaints of knee instability was selected for our clinical studies. 
These patients had either a diagnosis of acute, isolated ACL rupture or isolated PCL 
 
 
rupture, as documented by clinical examination findings and findings on MRI. All patients 
had healthy contralateral knees. Patients had been injured within approximately 4 months of 
testing. Patients with injury to other ligaments, noticeable cartilage lesions, and injury to 
the underlying bone were excluded from the study.  
The first step of the procedure is the acquisition of a 3D model of the joint that includes the 
anatomical structures relevant to the study including bones, plus respective cartilage 
layers29 or ligament insertion sites.80 The joint is scanned with a 1.5 or 3.0 Tesla MR 
scanner, and the acquired images are imported into commercially available solid modeling 
software (Rhinoceros®, Robert McNeel and Associates, Seattle, WA) to construct 3D 
surface mesh models. The 3D models are created by digitizing the contours of the 
anatomical structures within each MR image.  
To examine the tissue responses under in vivo loading, the knee is subsequently imaged 
from two directions during the in vivo motion. Our earliest setup used one 3D fluoroscope 
(ISO3D, Siemens) for the imaging.52 This setup was later improved by using an additional 
fluoroscope19 to facilitate the investigation of dynamic joint motion. The fluoroscopes that 
are used for the imaging are commercially available and unmodified (BV Pulsera®, Philips, 
Bothell, WA). The fluoroscopes have a clearance of approximately one meter between the 
X-ray source and the image intensifier, allowing the investigated knee to be simultaneously 
imaged throughout the entire range of motion by the fluoroscopes as the patient performs a 
wide range of weightbearing activities (such as lunge, treadmill gait and stair ascending-
descending.82 
The fluoroscopic images are then imported in the solid modeling software and placed in the 
position of the intensifiers of the virtual fluoroscopes. In the following step, the 3D joint 
model is imported in the same modeling file, placed in the 3D space between the points that 
replicate the respective fluoroscopes (i.e. placed between the “virtual fluoroscopes”, much 
like the placement of the patient’s joint between the real fluoroscopes), and viewed from 
the source points (by setting at origin of the view at the source point and directed at the 
intensifier point), effectively projecting the 3D model onto the fluoroscopic images. With 
the modeling file’s viewing screen set to multiple planes, the 3D model can be 
simultaneously translated and rotated in all degrees-of-freedom in a controlled manner in 
indefinitely small increments, until the 3D model matches the bony contours on both 
fluoroscopic images.  
By repeating this matching process at selected intervals of the investigated joint motion, a 
series of joint models that replicate the in vivo 6DOF articular motion is created which 
form the basis for further biomechanical analysis: parameters such as joint kinematics, 
location and magnitude of cartilage deformation, and relative ligament elongation and 
orientation could be derived from the matched sequences. 
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For the complicated 6DOF biomechanics of the knee, it is a challenge to determine exactly 
the joint motion in space and use it as a gold standard to validate a biomechanics 
measurement technique. We performed a series of validation studies to appreciate the 
capabilities and limitations of the dual fluoroscopy to analyze the function, dysfunction, 
and treatment of the knee. 
Tibiofemoral kinematics.  
First, we used standard geometric spheres made from ceramic, steel, and tungsten rolling 
down a slope to demonstrate the capability of the imaging technique to determine the object 
positions under changing speeds. The translational pose of the spheres could be recreated to 
less than 0.15 ± 0.09 mm for velocities below 300 mm/s.  
Next, tantalum beads were inserted into the femur and tibia of two fresh frozen cadaver 
knees to compare the dynamic kinematics measured by matching knee models to the 
kinematics from the tantalum bead matching — a technique similar to RSA. Each cadaveric 
knee was attached to the crosshead of a tensile testing machine (MTS QTest 5, Eden 
Prairie, MN), which has an accuracy of 0.001 mm in translation, and was vertically 
translated at a rate of 16.66 mm/s while images were captured with the fluoroscopes. 
Subsequently, the tibia was held fixed and the femur manually flexed from full extension to 
90° of flexion, as the fluoroscopes acquired images. In vitro translation of the cadaver knee 
using the tensile testing machine deviated from predicted values by 0.08 ± 0.14 mm for the 
matched knee models. The difference between matching the knee and tantalum bead 
models during the dynamic flexion–extension motion of the knee was 0.1 ± 0.65°/s in 
flexion speed; 0.24 ± 0.16 mm in posterior femoral translation; and 0.16 ± 0.61° in 
internal–external tibial rotation.  
Finally, we applied the method to investigate the knee kinematics of a living subject during 
a step ascent and treadmill gait. High repeatability was demonstrated for the in vivo 
application. Thus, the combined MR and dual fluoroscopy imaging technique provides an 
easy and powerful tool for accurately determining 6DOF positions of the tibiofemoral joint 
when performing daily functional activities. 
Patellofemoral kinematics.  
The method using imbedded spherical beads was used for the validation of 6DOF 
patellofemoral kinematics measurement as well. Patellar tracking obtained using the 
fluoroscopic technique and the RSA-like method was very similar. On average, the 
difference of the two methods was 0.09 ± 0.16mm in patellar shift along the flexion path of 
the knee. The difference in patellar rotation was 0.13 ± 0.32°, and 0.12 ± 0.21° in patellar 




Assessment of the accuracy and precision of cartilage thickness measurement based on 3-D 
meshed knee models created with 3T MR images is critical for the appreciation of 
biomechanical parameters such as in vivo cartilage contact deformation. In a validation 
study, we used calibrated digital images of a series of cartilage cross-sections from cadaver 
donors as the gold standard since the actual cartilage boundaries can be clearly delineated 
from the specimens. We found that the average absolute difference between the cartilage 
thickness values based on the 3-D MRI–based knee models and those captured from the 
specimens from the cadaver donors was 0.04 ± 0.01 mm – sufficiently accurate for the 
determination of clinically significant cartilage contact deformation differentials. With 
Pearson correlation coefficients of >0.984 (P<0.0001) and ICC coefficients ranging from 
0.989 to 0.999 (P<0.0001), excellent intra- and interobserver precision was obtained. 
We finally compared the in vivo kinematics of the uninjured contralateral knees of patients 
with cruciate ligament deficiency with knee kinematics of age-matched patients without 
joint injury and found no differences across the groups in all rotations and translations 
during weightbearing flexion. This finding assured that the healthy, contralateral knee of  
cruciate ligament deficient patients might be used as a reliable normal kinematic control.43  
 
IMPLEMENTATION 
In a previous in vivo analysis of the tibiofemoral joint kinematics in patients with ACL 
deficiency, an increased anterior translation (~3 mm) and internal rotation (~2°) of the tibia 
at low flexion angles as compared with the healthy control knee were found.19 Similar 
findings have been well documented in the literature.29,53 ACL deficiency also caused an 
increased medial tibial translation of ~1 mm. These changes in tibiofemoral kinematics 
after ACL injury were expected to lead to changes in the tibiofemoral cartilage contact 
characteristics. Specifically, the medial shift of the tibia after ACL deficiency would alter 
the contact stress distributions in the tibiofemoral cartilage near the medial tibial spine. 
Indeed, in the presence of ACL injury, cartilage contact points shifted not only posteriorly, 
as was expected based on the increased anterior tibial translation, but also laterally on the 
surface of the tibial plateau.48 In the medial compartment, the contact points shift toward 
the medial tibial spine, a region where degeneration is observed in patients with chronic 
ACL injuries.23  
Analogous to the changes in tibiofemoral kinematics following ACL injury, changes in 
tibiofemoral kinematics have been described in PCL deficiency: PCL deficiency was found 
not only to increase posterior tibial translation and external tibial rotation,32,31,47,49 but also 
increased lateral translation of the tibia.50 
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The question remained as to how and to what extent the subtle changes in in vivo joint 
kinematics affect the cartilage contact biomechanics of the cruciate ligament deficient knee. 
Tibiofemoral joint biomechanics in ACL deficiency and PCL deficiency. 
In our study of cartilage biomechanics in patients with ACL deficiency, we found a 
posterior and lateral shift in cartilage contact location on the surface of the tibial plateaus 
following ACL injury as described before.79 However, when determining the location of 
cartilage contact based on the location where peak cartilage deformation occurred, we 
found that the magnitude of the posterior and lateral shift following ACL rupture (~5 mm) 
was greater than that previously reported.48 A possible explanation for the discrepancy in 
the magnitude of shift based on measurement methodology could be found in the regional 
variations in cartilage thickness. When determining the cartilage contact location based on 
the closest interarticular distance between the bony surfaces of the tibiofemoral joint21 or 
the centroid of the tibiofemoral cartilage contact area,48 regional variations in the thickness 
of underlying cartilage are not taken into account. In the present study, the region of 
tibiofemoral cartilage contact was not only smaller following rupture of the ACL, but also 
had significantly thinner cartilage at contact in both the medial and lateral compartments as 
compared with the thickness at contact in the intact knees. In other words, the minimal shift 
in the location of the cartilage contact area to regions of thinner cartilage as reported 
previously48 resulted in a considerable change in cartilage loading distribution within the 
knee joint. 
The posterior and lateral shift in cartilage contact to thinner articular regions increased the 
magnitude of cartilage deformation in those regions. The maximum relative increase in 
cartilage contact deformation after ACL rupture occurred at full extension in the medial 
compartment, where deformation of 19 ± 4% was found in healthy knees and 29 ± 9% in 
ACL-deficient knees as compared with deformation of 24 ± 9% and 33 ± 6%, respectively, 
in the lateral compartment. The relatively greater increase in cartilage deformation in the 
medial compartment as compared with the lateral compartment relates to the increased 
development of OA in the medial compartment of the knee joint, as was observed during 
arthroscopic examination of 130 ACL-deficient patients.59 
In our study on the location and magnitude of tibiofemoral cartilage deformation in PCL 
deficient knees, we found that in the medial compartment of these knees, the location and 
magnitude of peak cartilage deformation were significantly changed, as compared with the 
findings in the intact contralateral knees, between 75° and 120° of flexion, with a more 
anterior and medial location as well as an increased magnitude. In the lateral compartment, 
no significant differences were found in the location or magnitude of peak tibiofemoral 
cartilage deformation between the intact and posterior cruciate ligament-deficient knees.  
As we did not detect differences in the cartilage biomechanics between the intact and  PCL 
deficient knees during the single leg lunge between 0° and 60° of flexion, our findings 
 
 
suggest that rehabilitation exercises might be safely performed in this range of flexion. On 
the other hand, repetitive deep knee squats should be avoided by subjects with PCL 
deficiency, so as not to increase the tibiofemoral cartilage deformation. Second, it is 
interesting to note that the magnitude of medial contact shift in the posterior cruciate 
ligament-deficient knees was on the same order as the magnitude of the anterior contact 
shift. This suggests that, when a PCL reconstruction is performed with either a single or a 
double-bundle graft, recreation of the mediolateral stability of posterior cruciate ligament-
deficient knees may be as important as the surgical improvement of anteroposterior 
translation. Finally, in a recent cadaver study, Giffin et al. demonstrated, with a robotic 
testing system, that increasing the tibial slope with a sagittal osteotomy successfully 
reduced the abnormal tibial sag in the posterior cruciate ligament-deficient knee, shifting 
the resting position of the tibia anteriorly.30 On the basis of our data, it could be theorized in 
future studies that the osteotomy should include a varus component, possibly reducing the 
abnormal medial shift following posterior cruciate ligament injury and thereby possibly 
reducing the increase in cartilage deformation. 
Patellofemoral joint biomechanics in ACL deficiency and PCL deficiency. 
The changes in tibiofemoral kinematics upon losing the cruciate ligament’s function were 
found to upset the entire knee joint. It was already shown previously in our laboratory that 
the patellofemoral joint is not an isolated unit in the knee. Instead, a kinematic coupling 
was described between the patellofemoral and the tibiofemoral articulations, connected by 
the patellar tendon.51 We were therefore not surprised to find that not only the tibiofemoral 
biomechanics but also the patellofemoral biomechanics were affected by cruciate ligament 
deficiency. For instance, we found in ACL deficient knees that the elongation of the 
patellar tendon was increased, and the orientation changed, compared to that of the patellar 
tendon in the healthy knee. The altered biomechanics of the patellar tendon subsequently 
resulted in a decreased flexion and increased valgus rotation and tilt of the patella, with a 
proximal and lateral shift in patellofemoral cartilage contact location as final result.  
Similarly in PCL deficiency, we found that the changes seen in tibiofemoral kinematics 
following rupture of the ligament resulted in altered patellofemoral kinematics. PCL 
deficiency increased the patellar flexion angle and decreased the lateral shift, tilt, and 
valgus rotation of the patella at flexion angles 90° and greater. Due to the congruency of the 
patellofemoral joint, these changes in patellofemoral kinematics resulted in changes in the 
location of the patellofemoral cartilage contact point. PCL deficiency caused a distal and 
medial shift of cartilage contact point from 75° to 120° of flexion. 
When combining the present patellofemoral joint data with our analysis of the cartilage 
contact deformation in PCL deficiency, it becomes apparent that a target range of motion 
could be formulated for PCL deficient patients in which knee motion might be safely 
performed. During the single-leg lunge between 0°and 60° of knee flexion, we did not 
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performed. During the single-leg lunge between 0°and 60° of knee flexion, we did not 
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detect differences in either tibiofemoral or patellofemoral joint biomechanics of the intact 
and the PCL deficient knee. Therefore, rehabilitation exercises might be safely performed 
in this range of flexion. On the other hand, repetitive deep knee squats should be avoided in 
PCL deficient subjects, so as not to excessively alter normal patellofemoral cartilage 
loading. 
Medial collateral ligament elongation in ACL deficiency. 
The orientation of the MCL is approximately parallel to the tibial shaft at full extension.80 
Therefore, the increased internal tibial rotation associated with ACL injury would be 
expected to elongate the MCL throughout the range of flexion. Indeed, when we measured 
the apparent elongation of both superficial and deep fibers of the MCL in ACL deficient 
knees, at each flexion angle the apparent length of the MCL was significantly increased to 
that of the healthy, contralateral knees. These altered length patterns of the MCL, 
associated with the changes in tibiofemoral joint kinematics after ACL injury, demonstrate 
that deficiency of the ACL upsets the in vivo knee homeostasis and puts the associated joint 
environment at greater risk of secondary injury. 
The anterolateral ligament and related reconstructions. 
Whereas the above-cited studies were mainly of explanatory nature, providing the clinician 
with possible biomechanical substantiation for the clinical complaints and long-term 
complications seen in ACL deficiency and reconstruction, our study of the theoretical 
elongation patterns of anatomic ALL and non-anatomic lateral extra-articular 
reconstructions had a more direct, practical emphasis.  
In 2013, Claes et al. described in great detail the anatomy of the ALL – a ligamentous 
structure at the anterolateral aspect of the knee originally described by Segond in 1879.15 
Several subsequent studies further elucidated the anatomy and biomechanical role of the 
ALL in cadaveric knees. Based on these in vitro data, reconstruction techniques were 
proposed to improve anterolateral stability in ACL deficient knees. However, a debate 
arose amongst surgeons and researchers on what might be the most optimal reconstruction, 
due to the variability in the results of these cadaveric studies. Some groups have advised 
securing the ALL tenodesis in extension,75 others argued for tensioning and fixation of the 
ALL graft at 90° of flexion,87 yet others have reasoned against performing an anatomic 
ALL reconstruction altogether.36,41,76  
We published our own anatomic ALL tenodesis technique, using an autograft harvest from 
the iliotibial tract.40 The graft was proximally attached slightly anterior to the origin of the 
lateral collateral ligament and proximal and posterior to the popliteus tendon, tunneled deep 
to the iliotibial tract, and distally secured midway between the tip of the fibular head and 
the Gerdy tubercle, with the knee in 90° of flexion and slight exorotation. Our initial 
enthusiasm for the anatomic ALL reconstruction was tempered though when we noticed 
 
 
some early failures including pull-out from the tenodesis anchors. We therefore aimed to 
determine which anterolateral reconstruction, whether an anatomic ALL or a non-anatomic 
tenodesis, fixed at which flexion angle would be most biomechanically favorable. 
To do so, we modeled the ALL and related extra-articular reconstructions and their 
apparent elongation pattern on the healthy and ACL deficient knees that were already 
analyzed in our previous studies. For the analysis of anatomic ALL length change, the tibial 
point midway between the center of Gerdy tubercle and the anterior margin of the fibular 
head was connected with either (1) the femoral point slightly anterior-distal with respect to 
the attachment of the FCL (Claes et al.),15 or (2) the femoral point posterior and proximal to 
the FCL origin (Kennedy et al.).39 For the analysis of theoretical non-anatomic extra-
articular reconstruction grafts, the tibial point on Gerdy tubercle was connected with either 
(1) the more proximal OTT extra-articular reconstruction position on the lateral femur with 
the connecting curve always projected so that the theoretical graft intersected with the FCL, 
or (2) the femoral point of the ALL posterior and proximal to the FCL origin.  
We found that the ALL was not isometric between any of the flexion angles and was not 
affected by ACL deficiency, and that the non-anatomic extra-articular reconstructions 
demonstrated more biomechanically favorable length change patterns with the smallest 
percent length increase during knee flexion. The length increase of the ALL during in vivo 
weight bearing was close to 50% at 90° of flexion. Such increase during knee flexion 
suggests that an anatomic reconstruction of this structure as described at this femoral 
attachment might likely be biomechanically unfavorable. Specifically, an anatomic ALL 
graft with its femoral fixation slightly anterior and distal to the attachment of the FCL 
would be either slack in extension, where it is intended to correct rotational instability, or 
too tight in flexion, potentially causing overconstraint of the lateral compartment. The most 
biomechanically favorable reconstruction was an over-the-top tenodesis, where the 
theoretical graft is attached to Gerdy tubercle, tunneled under the FCL and attached 
proximally to an OTT position – showing only a 15% length increase from 0° to 90° of 
flexion. 
 
CURRENT AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 
Current clinical practice is increasingly guided by evidence-based medicine, using patient 
reported outcomes as measures in properly designed prospectively randomized trials. We 
believe that the addition of the in vivo biomechanical analysis early on in the introduction 
phase of new surgical techniques for cruciate ligament deficiency has a valuable place in 
both detecting early unfavorable postoperative patterns (such as overconstraint following 
anatomic ALL reconstruction) and determining which intervention might be beneficial for 
patients in the long-term – analogous to the established predictive properties of RSA in the 
phased introduction of joint prosthesis.62 Patient reported outcomes are of course necessary, 
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but they are limited by design to assessing the subjective cross-sectional perception of knee 
function. The biomechanical analysis of the knee, as outlined in this thesis, has the potential 
to intercept any underlying disturbance of joint homeostasis in response to various 
treatment modalities which would be detrimental if left untreated. 
One of the main advantages of the combined MR and dual fluoroscopic imaging technique 
is that, in addition to its high accuracy, relatively low radiation and non-invasive nature, it 
places the in vivo dynamic analysis of various musculoskeletal joints within reach of 
virtually every researcher working in a routine clinical setting. 
The biomechanical analysis of the healthy and cruciate ligament deficient knee that has 
been established in this thesis will be the baseline for several clinical studies, validating 
surgical interventions. For example, based on our theoretical modeling of the elongation 
pattern of the ALL and related lateral extra-articular reconstructions, we have modified our 
technique to match the lateral reconstruction which was most isometric throughout the 
range of flexion. We are currently conducting a randomized trial, measuring the 
tibiofemoral kinematics of ACL deficient patients with combined anterolateral instability in 
which the ACL reconstruction is performed with or without the modified lateral extra-
articular tenodesis.  
The biomechanics and the possible predictions based on these measurements will be 
coupled with economics parameters, and the most efficient and patient-centered treatment 
modality will be calculated (Figure 1).  
Another exciting new direction will be the incorporation of advanced quantitative MR 
imaging within our methodology. We are currently unable to appreciate the extent of 
potential cartilage softening that existed at the time of the injury and were thus unable to 
resolve the “chicken-or-egg” issue. Were our measured cartilage deformation differentials 
attributable to the  cruciate ligament deficient knee cartilage being more compliant, rather 
than increased deformation being responsible for the subsequent degeneration onset? Future 
studies using our imaging methodology, with baseline and follow-up imaging biomarkers, 
such as T1ρ or delayed gadolinium-enhanced MRI of cartilage incorporated, will follow  
cruciate ligament deficient patients who are treated conservatively for longer periods. 
Tibiofemoral contact deformation and the health of the cartilage could therefore be 





Figure 1. An example of  a preliminary decision tree analysis for the calculation of 
most efficient treatment modality for ACL deficiency. The model can be expended to 
include additional procedures including lateral tenodesis, meniscal transplantation. 
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surgical interventions. For example, based on our theoretical modeling of the elongation 
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which the ACL reconstruction is performed with or without the modified lateral extra-
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The biomechanics and the possible predictions based on these measurements will be 
coupled with economics parameters, and the most efficient and patient-centered treatment 
modality will be calculated (Figure 1).  
Another exciting new direction will be the incorporation of advanced quantitative MR 
imaging within our methodology. We are currently unable to appreciate the extent of 
potential cartilage softening that existed at the time of the injury and were thus unable to 
resolve the “chicken-or-egg” issue. Were our measured cartilage deformation differentials 
attributable to the  cruciate ligament deficient knee cartilage being more compliant, rather 
than increased deformation being responsible for the subsequent degeneration onset? Future 
studies using our imaging methodology, with baseline and follow-up imaging biomarkers, 
such as T1ρ or delayed gadolinium-enhanced MRI of cartilage incorporated, will follow  
cruciate ligament deficient patients who are treated conservatively for longer periods. 
Tibiofemoral contact deformation and the health of the cartilage could therefore be 
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The high incidence of cruciate ligament injuries, especially among the young and active 
population, requires clinical treatments that will restore normal knee function and prevent 
long-term disability. Even a small increment of improvement in function would be valuable 
for this active population. The obtained data are necessary for establishing whether the 
proposed intervention, whether it is a double-bundle ACL or PCL reconstruction, a lateral 
extra-articular tenodesis, a meniscal repair, a meniscal transplantation or substitute, would 
be an advance in vivo, or a step in the wrong direction. 
 
 
Figure 2. A. Color map of the cartilage deformation for the intact and ACL-deficient 
tibia at 15° of flexion of a typical subject, illustrating the effect of ACL deficiency on 
the magnitude of cartilage deformation at lower flexion angles. The darker color 
depicts a higher magnitude of peak cartilage deformation (%). B. Representative T1ρ 
color-coded map from the lateral side of a healthy control knee and representative T1ρ 
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This thesis offers an overview of the development, validation and application of a non-
invasive imaging methodology to capture the in vivo biomechanics of cruciate ligament 
deficient knees.  
By combining dual fluoroscopy to capture the in vivo joint motion and magnetic resonance 
(MR) imaging to reconstruct the joint anatomy (Chapter 2), we obtained a comprehensive 
insight in both tibiofemoral as well as patellofemoral kinematics and cartilage 
biomechanics of healthy knees under various loading conditions. These baseline 
measurements helped us comprehend the alterations in biomechanics seen in knees after 
injury of the cruciate ligaments, which in turn generated clinically useful data for the 
improvement of our surgical reconstruction techniques. 
The first step of the imaging procedure is the acquisition of a 3D surface mesh model of the 
joint that includes the anatomical structures relevant to the study including bones, plus 
respective cartilage layers or ligament insertion sites. To accomplish this, the joint is 
scanned with an MR scanner, the acquired images are imported into solid modeling 
software, and the contours of the anatomical structures are digitized within each MR image. 
Next, the knee is simultaneously imaged with two fluoroscopes during in vivo motion. The 
fluoroscopic images are then imported in the solid modeling software and placed in the 
position of the intensifiers of the virtual fluoroscopes. In the following step, the 3D joint 
model is imported in the same modeling file, placed in the 3D space between the points that 
replicate the respective fluoroscopes and translated and rotated in all degrees-of-freedom 
until the 3D model matches the bony contours on both fluoroscopic images. By repeating 
this matching process at selected intervals of the investigated joint motion, a series of joint 
models that replicate the in vivo 6DOF articular motion is created which form the basis for 
further biomechanical analysis (Chapter 3). 
A thorough understanding of the capabilities and limitations of the analysis system is 
necessary to investigate the knee joint motion with the technique. When comparing the 
results of the imaging technique with the ‘gold standard’ in joint kinematics analysis, 
namely the highly accurate but invasive RSA technique, we found an excellent agreement 
in all degrees-of-freedom that were determined by the two methods. The difference in 
reproduction of tibiofemoral kinematics during dynamic flexion-extension between the 
imaging technique and the RSA method was 0.1 ± 0.65°/second in flexion speed ; 0.24 ± 
0.16 mm in posterior femoral translation; and 0.16 ± 0.61° in internal- external tibial 
rotation (Chapter 4). 
The biomechanical data of ACL deficient and PCL deficient knees that were obtained with 
the combined MR and dual fluoroscopic imaging system are presented in the subsequent 
chapters. Chapter 5 demonstrates how minimal alterations in tibiofemoral kinematics in 
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of the ACL changed the cartilage contact biomechanics between 0° and 60° of flexion in 
the medial compartment of the knee. Compared with the contralateral knee, the location of 
peak cartilage contact deformation on the tibial plateaus was more posterior and lateral, the 
contact area was smaller, the average cartilage thickness at the tibial cartilage contact area 
was thinner, and the resultant magnitude of cartilage contact deformation was increased. 
Similar changes were observed in the lateral compartment, with increased cartilage contact 
deformation from 0° to 30° of knee flexion in the presence of ACL deficiency. 
The altered tibiofemoral kinematics that are seen upon loss of PCL function changed the 
cartilage contact biomechanics in PCL deficiency as well (Chapter 6). In the medial 
compartment of the  PCL deficient knees, the location and magnitude of peak cartilage 
deformation were significantly changed, compared with those in the intact contralateral 
knees, between 75° and 120° of flexion, with a more anterior and medial location of peak 
cartilage deformation on the tibial plateau as well as increased deformation of the cartilage. 
In the lateral compartment, no significant differences in the location or magnitude of peak 
cartilage deformation were found between the intact and PCL deficient knees. 
Cruciate ligament deficiency not only disturbed the tibiofemoral biomechanics but altered 
the patellofemoral joint as well. We observed a significant apparent elongation and change 
in orientation of the patellar tendon in ACL deficient knees. The altered function of the 
patellar tendon resulted in an altered patellar tracking and a proximal and lateral shift in 
patellofemoral cartilage contact location (Chapter 7). 
Similarly in PCL deficiency, we found that the changes seen in tibiofemoral kinematics 
following rupture of the ligament resulted in altered patellofemoral kinematics (Chapter 8). 
PCL deficiency increased the patellar flexion angle and decreased the lateral shift, tilt, and 
valgus rotation of the patella at flexion angles 90° and greater. Due to the congruency of the 
patellofemoral joint, these changes in patellofemoral kinematics resulted in changes in the 
location of the patellofemoral cartilage contact point. PCL deficiency caused a distal and 
medial shift of cartilage contact point from 75° to 120° of flexion. 
In Chapter 9, we show that injury to the ACL caused a significant elongation of the fiber 
bundles of the MCL at every flexion angle. These altered length patterns of the collateral 
ligaments, associated with the changes in tibiofemoral joint kinematics after ACL injury, 
demonstrate that deficiency of the ACL upsets the in vivo knee homeostasis and puts the 
associated joint environment at greater risk of secondary injury. 
In Chapter 10, we argue against performing an anatomic reconstruction of the ALL. Of the 
various theoretical anterolateral reconstructions, an anatomic ALL graft was least isometric 
and was not affected by ACL deficiency. The length increase of the ALL during in vivo 
weight bearing from 0° to 90° of flexion was close to 50%. Such increase during knee 
flexion suggests that an anatomic reconstruction of this structure might likely be 
biomechanically unfavorable. Specifically, an anatomic ALL graft with its femoral fixation 
 
 
slightly anterior and distal to the attachment of the FCL would be either slack in extension, 
where it is intended to correct rotational instability, or too tight in flexion, potentially 
causing overconstraint of the lateral compartment. The more traditional lateral extra-
articular reconstructions that were described several decades ago showed more 
biomechanically favorable length change patterns with the smallest percent increase in 
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Dit manuscript geeft een overzicht van de ontwikkeling, validatie en toepassing van een 
niet-invasieve meetmethode die de in vivo biomechanica van de knie na een letsel van een 
van de kruisbanden evalueert. 
Door de koppeling van twee beeldversterkers, die de in vivo beweging simultaan 
vastleggen, met magnetische resonantie (MR) beelden, die de anatomie van het gewricht 
reconstrueren (Hoofdstuk 2), hebben wij inzicht gekregen in zowel tibiofemorale als 
patellofemorale kinematica en kraakbeenbiomechica van gezonde knieën tijdens 
verschillende activiteiten. Met deze uitgangsmetingen in gezonde knieën konden de 
veranderingen in biomechanica die optreden in knieën na letsel van ofwel de voorste 
kruisband (VKB) of de achterste kruisband (AKB) bestudeerd worden. Het bestuderen van 
deze verschillen vormt de basis voor het verbeteren van de operatieve technieken van een 
gescheurde kruisband.  
De eerste stap van de beeldvormingstechniek is het maken van een 3D oppervlakte model 
van de ossale structuren van de knie, inclusief de anatomische structuren die relevant zijn 
voor de betreffende studie, zoals kraakbeenlagen of ligamentaire aanhechting locaties. Een 
MRI scan van de knie vormt de basis van het 3D kniemodel, vervolgens worden deze 
beelden met  software voor modelontwikkeling bewerkt. Binnen elk MRI beeld worden de 
contouren van de anatomische structuren gedigitaliseerd. In de volgende stap wordt de knie 
van de patiënt simultaan door twee beeldversterkers doorlicht tijdens een in vivo activiteit. 
Deze doorlichtingsbeelden worden ook in deze software ingevoerd en in de positie 
geplaatst van de beeldversterkers. Het 3D kniemodel wordt in deze virtuele testomgeving 
gebracht en zodanig gepositioneerd dat het past binnen alle translaties en rotaties van het 
gewricht op beide doorlichtingsbeelden. Door dit proces te herhalen voor meerdere discrete 
punten van de in vivo activiteit wordt een serie anatomische modellen gecreëerd die deze in 
vivo activiteit reproduceert (Hoofdstuk 3). Hierop kunnen dan  de gewenste metingen 
verricht worden. 
Inzicht in de mogelijkheden en beperkingen (i.e. validatie) van beide beeldvormings-
technieken (doorlichting en MRI) is essentieel voordat een analyse van de knie 
biomechanica met deze techniek kan starten. Dit werd gedaan door de 
beeldvormingstechniek te vergelijken met de ‘gouden standaard’ wat betreft accurate 
analyse van gewrichtskinematica, namelijk de Röntgen Stereophotogrammetrische Analyse 
(RSA). In alle rotatie- en translatiemogelijkheden zagen wij een excellent resultaat. Het 
verschil in de reproductie van tibiofemorale kinematica tussen de twee meetmethoden was 
0.1 ± 0.65°/seconden voor flexie snelheid; 0.24 ± 0.16 mm voor posterieure femorale 
translatie; en 0.16 ± 0.61° voor interne- externe tibiale rotatie (Hoofdstuk 4).    
In de volgende hoofdstukken worden de biomechanica data van VKB-insufficiënte en 
AKB-insufficiënte knieën gepresenteerd die met de gecombineerde MRI en beeldversterker 
 
 
techniek werden gegenereerd. In Hoofdstuk 5 beschrijven wij hoe minimale veranderingen 
in tibiofemorale kinematica van VKB-insufficiënte knieën leiden tot significante 
veranderingen in kraakbeenbiomechanica. Een VKB ruptuur veranderde de 
kraakbeenbiomechanica tussen 0° en 60° flexie in het mediale compartiment van de knie. In 
vergelijking met de gezonde contralaterale knie was het punt van maximale 
kraakbeendeformatie op de tibiaplateaus meer posterior en lateraal gelokaliseerd. Het 
contactoppervlakte was kleiner en het kraakbeen was dunner ter hoogte van de 
contactregio. Tezamen resulteerde dit in een verhoogde kraakbeendeformatie. 
Vergelijkbare bevindingen werden gezien in het laterale compartiment van de VKB-
insufficiënte knie tussen 0° en 30° flexie. 
De veranderingen in tibiofemorale kinematica die optreden na het verlies van de functie van 
de AKB zorgden ook voor veranderingen in de kraakbeenbiomechanica van AKB-
insufficiënte knieën (Hoofdstuk 6). In het mediale compartiment van AKB-insufficiënte 
knieën waren de locatie en grootte van kraakbeendeformatie significant gewijzigd in 
vergelijking met deze van de gezonde contralaterale knieën tussen 75° en 120° flexie, met 
een meer anterieure en mediale locatie van maximale kraakbeendeformatie op het mediale 
tibiaplateau alsook een verhoogde kraakbeendeformatie. In het laterale compartiment, 
daarentegen, zagen wij geen effect van AKB insufficiëntie op de kraakbeenbiomechanica.  
Insufficiëntie van de kruisbanden heeft niet alleen een negatieve impact op het 
tibiofemorale gewricht. Ook de kinematica van het patellofemorale gewricht worden 
beïnvloed door een ruptuur van de kruisband. Er was een significante elongatie en 
verandering in oriëntatie van de patellapees in VKB-insufficiënte knieën. Deze veranderde 
functie van de patellapees verstoorde de normale sporing van de patella, resulterend in een 
proximale en laterale verplaatsing van kraakbeencontact tussen patella en femur 
(Hoofdstuk 7).  
Ook in AKB-insufficiënte knieën beïnvloedde de gewijzigde tibiofemorale kinematica het 
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In Hoofdstuk 9 beschrijven wij hoe een ruptuur van de VKB leidt tot een significante 
elongatie van het mediale collaterale ligament (MCL) tijdens buiging van de knie. Deze 
bevinding demonstreert hoe VKB insufficiëntie de in vivo homeostase van de knie 
verstoort en de geassocieerde stabiliserende structuren van de knie een verhoogd risico 
hebben op secundaire schade. 
Tenslotte, wordt in Hoofdstuk 10 onderbouwd hoe anatomische reconstructie van het 
anterolaterale ligament (ALL) bij verschillende chirurgische anterolaterale ligamentaire 
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reconstructies biomechanisch functioneert binnen onze beeldverwerkings methodiek. Een 
anatomische ALL reconstructie was namelijk niet isometrisch en werd bovendien niet 
beïnvloed door VKB insufficiëntie. Tussen 0° en 90° flexie nam het ALL 50% toe in 
lengte. Een dergelijke toename van een graftlengte leidt tot biomechanisch falen. Ofwel zou 
de graft te laks zijn in extensie van de knie (waar de rotatoire instabiliteit van de knie het 
meest uitgesproken is in VKB insufficiëntie), ofwel te strak in flexie met mogelijk 
overbelasting van het laterale compartiment. De traditionele anterolaterale reconstructies 
die decennia geleden reeds beschreven zijn, lieten een biomechanisch normaler 
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